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Mass transfer of naphthaiene in supercritical COz is studied in a turbulent l o w
region of a packed bed (Le.. 55 < Re, < 324). Expenmental pressures Vary from

89 to 172 bar, temperatures from 45 to 60 O C , Sc numbers from 3 to 7, and Gr,
numbers from 9 . 8 ~ 1 6to 8 . 2 ~ 1 0 ~This
.
study requires a theoretical approach

(i.e.. solubility and diffusion modelling). and an experimental one.
Solubility modelling involves evaluations of several sets of mixing rules for use
with the Trebble-Bishnoi-Salim equation of state (EOS). The new mixing nile

preserves the quadratic nature of the predicted second virial coefficient and
forces excess volumes to be zero at infinite pressure. It is observed that the

more complex mixing rules are only of significant benefit in systems exhibiting
large asymmetry or polarity effects. Then, the mixing rule is extended to solidvapour equilibria in order to estimate the solubility of naphthalene in supercritical

CO2
Diffusion modelling refen to the modification of the Interacting Sphere (1s) model
by introducing a multiple hard-sphere term N into the pmbability function of

molecular collisions. The modification corrects the probability function for mu&
ple hard-spheres and is particularly beneficial for n-alkanes larger than ntriacontane. A generalized version of the rnodified IS model is presented. The
new model is also used to correlate infinite dilution mutual diffusivity. The diffusion model developed for n-alkanes is also capable of predicting the diffusion of

naphthalene at infinite dilution in CO2. The overall standard deviation for infinite
dilution mutual diffusivity is 3.72%
Experimental measurements are conducted in packed beds of naphthalene. contacted with supercritical CO2 at isobaric and isothemial operation. Initiafly. measurernents of solubility data of naphthalene in supercritical CO2 were taken in
order to test the reliability of the experïmental apparatus. An €OS developed previously for solid-fluid equilibna reproduces the experimental solubility data of
naphthalene in supercritical CO2 wlhin 21-94%. Mass transfer expenments were
then conducted by increasing the flow through the extractor and measunng (1)
the initial height of each layer in the extractor, (2) initial and final masses of the
extractor, (3) pressure and temperatures, and (4) CO2 Rowrate and consumption.

To model the dissolution of naphthalene into supercritical CO2, an unsteady-state

differential rnass balance was employed. The differential equation was solved
implicitly using a dynamic solution. The convective mass-transfer coefficient. k, ,
was then obtained iteratively using the Newton-Raphson procedure in order to
match the weight loss of naphthalene. Published Shp correlations developed in

lamina?flow regions are shown to overpredict Shp numbers obtained in this work
in a turbulent flow region.
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Chapter 1. Intmdudion

Selective dissoIution of cornpweno in SOUS
6 t h Supacntical fluids ( S a s ) is an operation of consickrable cumnt i n m t The engineering design of such a process, which
g e n d y involves contacthg a packed kd

of soiid phase with an Sm, ~ U i i . e s

knowledge of equilibrium solubilities and component sclcctivities (thcrmodynamic constraints) as weil as mass transier rates (kinetic constraints).

The distribution of papes on SCF pracesses diiring the past four yearr is as shown in

Table 1-1 below.
Table 1-1. The Distribution of Papers on SCF Rocesses (199 1-94)

Numôer of Papers

% Total

Solubility
Rcaction Kinetics

Mass Transfer
Otfiers

Total

1

172

(source: Schoch, C,''Compe~~dex
Plus(Engin#ring)",

Digital Library Systems, Ltd. as of January 26,1995).

As we sec, the majonty of papm contain information on solubility, whatas mass

aanda studies have been paid liale attention. Note that mass transfer in Table 1
includes convcctive mass &et,

molecular diffusion and pafarmancc of distillation

columns at supanitical conditions. Because of that muon. this research is focriscd on
wnvective mass cnuisfu (cspccially krwan solid and gas phases) which is more cornmoniy controIling in supercritical extraction (SCE).

Apm h m scienofic M a s given prcviously, another reason to conduct this research is
to

d o w for commercialization of supercritical extraction ( S E ) processes. The first

application of SC% was in the brewing industry in Gennany in the late 1970's. Since then
the procesr has been uscd to make decaffeinatcd coffe+and tea It has even k e n used for

making spice extracts and for manufacturing perfumes. The following accounts are the
most ment development concerning commetcial SCE in North Amrica.

The SCE for naniral flavom and faod anti-oxidants (Rowan, 1989;Reiman, 1990;

MacDonald, 1994)

The Norac Group Inc. in Edmonton, Canada, developed SCF technology to extract aromas, flavoun, and colours fmm vegetables, as well as to extract food antisxidants h m
rosemary and sage herbs. Norac uses carbon dioxide for its supacritical fluid extraction.

The food anti-oxidant is a patentcd chernical used in evay oil-bascd food to d u c e rancidity and increase shelf Me.

There arc many rcvcrberations h m the green issue of envirorrrnentally friendly products
with a wholesorne MMOl lia of ingndicnts on the label. Food ingrdient pcople

encountet this image problem whenmr they use flavom or mmas which have been
produccd uskg traditional organïc solvents, such as hexane and methyl chloride that are
deaimental to hcalth. SCE Mth COz i s a viable aImative pur~uodby the Norac Gmup

Inc. The process sidesteps the liabilities associated with toxic solvents while enhancing
the flavour profile. In addition, thtir favours arc completely nannal.

Low-cal nuu and eggs h m SCE (Climenhaga, 1989)

As reportcd by Climenhaga (1989). an Agricul~icCanada rrsearch sdentisl Chand

Passey, in the St-Hyacinthe Food Research and Developmcnt Cenm. says that it may be

possible to cut the fat content of peanuts by half using supercritical extraction. As things

stand now, even though peanuts are high in protein and carbohydrates, they make a lesthan-idcal snack food because they are so N1of fat, which in tum is full of calones about 600 calories pa 100 grams. But about 70 per cent of calaries in peanuts corne h m

the fat, and much of it can be rcmowd through supercriticai extraction - which involves
exposing the peanuts to carbon dioxidc at a wami tcmpcranrrt and undcr high pressure.
Under such conditions. the carbon dioxidt ôehaves a lot like a iiquid and develops the
ability to dissolve the fatty panut oil. Thac is nothing new in aii that, Passcy noted, but

the red advancc is in a yet-to-be-patented special conditionhg step that keeps the nuts

h m having to be crushed. The r c s u l ~ gsnacks, he assaicd, not only have a longer shelf
life than the average nut, but people Say his low-caloriepeanuts are tastier and crispier

In view of the fact chat Canadian consumers want low-calorie products, Passcy is also
interestcd in extracting choItstci01 from egg yoiks, whac most of the cholesteml in eggs
is conantrated. That job probably cuit k done without ktaking the egg-sheIls, but the
egg would =main liquid and could k sold as pastcuIizcd liquid egg. Again, iikc extract-

ing fat from aushed peanuts, cholesmol has been removed b m yolks befare - but only
thmugh dryuig and powdering the eggs.

A new way to remove cholesteml (Wasik and Palmtr-Benson, 1991)

A joint research between Supercritical Processing Inc., a Pensylvania-bascd company,

and the University of Califbmia has shown that the SCF process can remove more than
75 per cent of the cholestaol h m spray-dricd egg yolks. It can fractionate butter to
c m t e a sprcadable cold butter, and it can rcmove cholestml h m animal fats such as

beef tallow. The process has also been used to rcmove up to 90 per cent of the fat £iom
potato chips. Accordhg to a company spokesman, the plavss has also kai uscd to
remove about 80 pet cent of the cholesteml h m animal fat used for m g .

A new way to purify cottonseed (Business Week, 1995)

Conon plants n a d y produce an insecticide cailed gossypol. It is not a lethal chemical, but can make people and animais sick, so that the gossypol needs to be removed

h m cottonseed for m e r use. Dr. Roghu S. Narayan, chahman of the Chemicai
Engineering Department, Texas Tech. University, is pesfccthg a bena and more cost-

effective mubod for removing the gossypol, based on SCE. Narayan has t a i l d the process to use propane a d CO2 fm extracthg the gossypol out of cottonsad. The use of

new solvents promises a sïgnificantly cheapa and envkonmentaiiy fiendlier exttaction.
The cmnnt technique uses a hcxant solvent which is highly toxic, espccially if the meals

made h m cottonsceü arc fiirther used as livestock feed.

Waste disposa1 with supercritical water m e Economist, l993;The GIobt and Mail, 1991)

While municipal and city governments scramble to cope with North Amcrica's mounting

garbage problem, scientists and indusnies are working to develop technology for
pressurc-cooking hazardous wasu. The proccss, callai Supercritical Watcr Oxidation.

effectively breaks d o m organic compouflds. including sewage sludge. polychlorinated
biphenyls plastics. pemleum produm. and PCBs. The mganic poliutana dissolve
readily in supercritical water at 600 OC and 400 atm. When oxygen is added. the poilutants undergo oxidation

- a p e s s akin to buming but much slowa and k n a con-

troUed. Mer the oxidation has k n completed. and the water has cooled dom. the left-

overs can be sortcd out and can then k resold or rcleased without damaging the environ-

ment.

Eco Waste Technology opcned the world's fim commercial supercritical watcr reactor
last January (1994) at the Texaco Chernical Company plant in Austin, USA. Dick Lion,

the company's @dent,

points a> the advantages over evayday incineration. SuperCnti-

cal wata oxidation, f
m of a& does not face the public suspicion uiat makes it so
difkult to buiid new incinerators. Once startecl, the proce~scan nm largely unda its own
p o w u because the oxidation reactions give out heat, which kceps the w a m Npacnticai

whilc new waste is a d d d Supercritical wata is dificult to bandle howeva, partidarly

due to high pressure. In addition, the superdticai wata is corrosive to osdlliary steel.

The specializcd stainIess -1s

and nickel-cbromium ailoys that can withstand it are

vulnerable to hydrochIoric acid which is f o d when chio~e-carryingorganic chemicals (such as trichlom-ethylenc) arr processed.

One solution may be to use double-

-

skbed piping and vessels a strong outer waU of steel to withstand the pressure, and

then a thin inner waü lined with a corrosion-resistantmatcrial.

1.1. Objecîives of this thesis

In this thesis, the smdy of SCF extraction is focuscd on mass m s f c r in a packcd M.
Naphthdent was chosen as a solutc, and carbon ciiox.deas a supaaitical solvent. Revi-

ous work at lower Reynolds numkrs or in stagnant systmis includc:
1.

Debenedetti and Reid (1986) who studied diffusion only,

2.

Lahierc et td (1987) who studicd the mass m s f e r of liquid alcohols in

3.

Tan et uf (1988) who stuclied the m a s cransfer of sdid bnaphthol in supercriticai
CO2 at Reynolds n m h up to 20. at pressures up to 170 atm and temperatures

in the range of 35 and 55 O C ,
4.

Lim et ol (1989;WO) who studied the mass t~~lllsfer
of solid naphthalene in
supaaitical CO 2 at Reynolds numbas up to 135, at pressures up to 2 0 atm and

temperatures of mostiy 35 O C ,

Experimental investigation describai in this thesis was d e d out at ReynoIds numbers
up to 314 and temperatures as high as 60 O C with pressuns up to 170 atm in order to

make the nsuits useful fm indusoial practiccs which often operate in turbulent fiow
regions. To complete the mass transfer study, it is necessary to have good mode1s for:
1.

prediction of solubility

2.

estirnation of transport properties (viscosity and diffusivity)

3.

density prrdiction

4.

dispersion coefficients

S.

coefficient of mass msfer

A litcranne rcview is given in Chaptcr 2. Solubiiity prrdiction which involves the

development of equation of state is discussed in detail in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 addxesses
a proposeci model of dinusivity based on the most reccnt RHS (rough hard sphere)

model. Chapter 5 details experimental measurernent of naphthdene solubility in SCF

carbon d i o d e both unda equilibrium and mass transfa condition. FinaUy, the model-

h g of the mass transfa data is p~tscntedin Chapta 6.

Chapter 2. Litemture Review

2.1.1. The vapour-üquid mode1

2.1.1.1. Classicai mixing d e s for nonpoIar mixtures

Equations of state (EOS)arc widely osed for mixtures of nonpolar and slightly polar substances.

In the past they

w a t used mainly for high pressure calculations whcrras the

activity coefncient methods were f a v o d at low pressures. This was due primarily to

inaccurate prcdictions of phase khaviour by EOS for stmngly non-ideal systems.

Modem equations of state with bettcr rnixing rules and temperature dependent parameters fitted to vapour pressure aie applicable to low pressure as weU as high pressure.

The most widcly used method for extuidhg equations of saia to nonpolar mixtures is to

use the classical one puid appmch

fht

proposcd by van d a Waals (1873). It is

assumed that the properties of a fluid mixture an the same as those of a hypotheticai pure

fluïd at the saw temperature and pressure but having the characteristic constants

approprietly avcraged over the composition. The averaging hrncbons (mixing d e s ) are

n o d y quadratic in mole hction

whae w,- is a constant of the equation f
a p u e component i, and wu (i*') is detcrmbed

by an appropriate combining d e (with or widiout b ' i interaction paramtas).

The quadatic miang rules m n . 2-1) arc s m g l y supportai by the rcsults of Leland
et al. (1968a,b, 1969) who derived than fnnn the theory of radial distribution functions.

For a fluid mixture with a potential enagy of interactions betwœn the i and j molecules
in the form :

where Qj is the interaction energy and aij is the interaction distance, the following &tue parameters are obtained

Equations (2-3)and (2-4) suggest a quadratic mole-fiaction dependence of the cc~volume
(b) and energy-interaction (a) parameters, rcspectively. In the case of multi-parameter

empirical equations, the mixing d e s for the rrmaining parameters can be guided mcrely
by the rcquircment that the second Wial coefficient k a quadratic function of composi-

tion, the third virid - a cubic function. etc. Thaefore, the mixing niles for the third (c),
founh (4,etc. parameters of cubic EOS arc at most quadratic or,more fkquently, linear

(by setting wij=(wi+wj)/2in Eqn. 2-1) functions of composition.

nie standard method f a intloducing a binary interaction parameter into the mixing d e
is to assume a cam*ed gcometric mean nale for the a pa~amtterin cubic quations of

state.

The penomuuue of the classical mixing niles has k e n thoroughly testcd for several

equations of state by Han et al. (1988). Scven equations of statc w e n studied including
the equations of Soave-Redlich-Kwong (SRIC), Peng-Robinson (PR), Kubic 0,
Heyen

(H). CCOR (Cubic Chain of Rotators), HCBKS m-Cox-Bono-Kwok-Starluig), and
COR (Chain of Rotators). The pure component parameters of the above equations of
state w e n gencrallled in terms of the critical

tempcrature, critial pressure, and acenaic

factor. AU the equations were used with one adjustable parameter except for the CCOR

EOS that requircs two parameters. In the case of Kubic's EOS the combining rule was
defined in a different way, namly av was calculated from the same cquation as aü using
a pseud~criticaltemperame Tc,ij = (l-&ij)(~Gi~c,j)05
wh- kij is an adjustable parameter. Table 2-1 (nom the resuits of Han et al.) compares the accuracy of calcuiating

binary vapour-liquid quiiibria by means of the seven aforcmentioncd equations. As a

masure of the quality of comlation, the average absolute deviation in K-factor (AADK)
was given.

Table 2-1. AADkns fbr scvcn cubic equations of statc

(Han et al., 1988)
SRK

PR

K

H

CCOR

HCBKS

COR

Symmetric m i x m s

1.96

2.45

3.94

13.6

2-93

2.97

2.30

Hydrogen mixtures

7.31

5.93

6.33

12.6

6.47

Methane mixtures

4.06

3.65

3.94

8.17

4-11

7.93

3.92

CO2 m i x t m s

4.13

4.31

3.85

125

5.36

5.24

4-60

Nitrogtn mixtures

6.71

4.83

8.17

12.1

5.52

Type of syslems
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

6.56

Not surprisingly, the results obtained k m various equations an not very different

because the mixing d e s am similar. The abow aate equations with classical mWng
rules, with the exception of Heyen's equation, arc capable of reprcsenting accurately
vapour-liquid quilibria with oniy one binary adjustable paramcter- AU types of mixtms,

h m symmeuic mixtufts to highly asymeuic mixtures (such as hydrogen-

containing mixtures) can be rcpresented satisfectorüy. in hydrogen-containhg systems,
state equations are also able to reproduce the retrograde khaviour of the seoond kind

son op oui os and Heidman, 1986). Monover, it is possible to predïct vapouf-liquid

equilibria for w Pmilar components (eg. aliphatic hydrocarbons) without any adju-

stable parameter. In some cases ir is necessary to include a second adjustable parameter

in the aiiw>g nile f
athe cctvolumc parawur. Gray et al. (1983) showed that the use of

a second interaction parameter improvtd the temperatme dependence of VLE predïctions

in asymetric binaries containing hydrogen. Howevcr, the additional parameter did not
impmvt the fit of the data in the criticai mgion.

Renon's p u p (Laugicr et al., 1994b.c) studied the rcprcscntation of vapour p s s m s
and saturatcd liquid molar volumes of the CFC (chloro8u0t0~arbons)systems. They snidied VLE in a series of CFC-hydrocarbon and CFC- hydroCFC mixtures both in binary

and ternary systems. Classical mixing niles with one b ' i parameter in the attractive
parameter a were employeà for several equations of staa (SRK,PR, PT patel-Teja]. and

TBS). The results with these serial mixtures indicated that:
1.

For binary systems, bubble point pressures w a e kacr rcprcstnted by a l i
equations of state as soon as temperature-independent binary interaction
parameters werc adjusted (with PT EOS giving the least accurate rrsults most of

the time, with average deviations twice as large); however, s a m t e d liquid
volumes arc generaiiy kot ncpresented by the TBS EOS (ïmcluding their
gencraiizcd fomis) cven without any adjusted binary parameters. nie volume

translation mtthod (Penelowr et al., 1982) for PR and SRK state cquations was

not shown to k particdarly usefid, especially in the neighbourhood of the critical
temperamre of a pure component.

2.

for tanary synans, both vapour prrsnnes and saturated liquid volumes were k

t

ricprcsentcd by the TBS equation of statc in its g e n e d k d f w quiring the

minimum n u m k of adjustable p~lgmettr~'.
and the shape of the saturatal iiquid

volumes as a hction of tmqaaturc predictcd h m the TBS equation of state
exhibitcd the test agieewat with the experimntal a n d .

nie more complex vaial-type statc cquations, such as the HCBKS EOS. werc not seen to
offer any advantages o v a SimpIer state equations such as SRK and PR. The HCBKS

equation is even marktdly inferior to the SFüC and PR equations when applieû to Hzcontaining mixtures. In general, the muitipanuaeter virial-type state quations art most
usefd for representing pure fluid properties when abundant enperimental data are avail-

able. They suc obviously less attractive for mixtures because of computationd
difficulties.

In the case of the augmentcd van d a Waals cquations. the mixing niles are eitha used on
the basis of the one-fluid approach or dcrivd fiom more sophisticatcd theories. Expres-

sions for the EOS of hard c m mixtures werc dtrived from the scaied-particle and
Percus-Yevick theorits (Boublik, 1970; Mansoori et al., 1971). For a hard-sphere mix-

me, the comprcssibility factor takcs the form:
z=

1+ (3DEIF-2)k

+ ( ~ E ~ / F ~ - ~ D- (EE I~ FI F+' ~
) ~) S
(1-51~

(2-8)

with F=&~$, ~=Zqa:, and D=&iai- Dimitrelis and Rausnia (1986) found Eqn. (2-8)

superior to the one-fluid approximation when applied to the correlation of phase

cquilibria in b i i mixtures of nonpolar molccults diffèring signincmtly in size.

Among the more ohborate augmentcd van der Waals equations, one-fluid mUEing d e s

-

have been uscd fm the BACK BoubIilr-Aldu-Chen-Kregkwski(Chen and Kreglewski.
1979; Krtgkwski and Chcn, 1978) and COR statc equations. The muing n i l e s for the

BACK EOS,parameters u and v o arc quivalent to Eqn. (2-1) whmas the nonsphericity
parameta a is reprtscnted by a simple nile (Simnick et al.. 1979)

a=or by an expression proposd by Machat and Boublik (1985)

a = &(aiv:)'"

bi(aiv

P)*

&ivP

Although the BACK cquation of state satisfactorily mpresents phase aquilibria in systems
with low relative volatility, it is lcss accurate for more asymmetric mixtures (Machat and

Boublür, 1985). The mixing rules for the COR EOS are given as:
0

=m.x
.u-.,o.

'J

'J 'J

are closely relateci to the mUing niles of Leiand et al. (Eqns. 2-3and 2-4) as u and v, are
proportional to E and d.respectively. Han et al. (1988) found that the COR EOS with
these miwing niles does not offer any advantages over the cubic equations of state with

- Pemrrbtd Hard Chain
Theory (Bem rad h u s n i a , 1975; Donohue and Prausnitz, 1978) - EOS and its subserespect u, the comlation of VLE. In the case of the PHCT

quent modifications, the one-fluid agproacb is not ustd. The niixing d e s ~ I Cbpscd on a
combination of tcsults of the pemirbgtion thcoly for a mixtlirt of square-wtu molccules

(Hendason. 1974) with murllig d
e
s derived from the lattict thtoiy. The latter can bt
Wnttcll as

wherc r is the n u m k of segments and q is the normafizcd surface area. Mixing d e s

based on the pcrtmbation theory w n e ais0 used for the description of dipole-dipole and

dipole-quadrupole interaction in the PHCT EOS. Vimalchand et ol. (1986) found the

PA- equation to yield rtasonable ptediction of VLE in systems containhg dipolar and
quadmpolar fluids.

For typical mixtures wntaining nonpolar or weakly polar components. the resula of

c o m l a ~ gVLE using the augmentai hardaxc EOS am,on average, sMilrrr to those
obtained using simple cubic equations of state. lhis bas baen Uustrated by Han et al.
(1988) for the COR EOS. Chao and Lia (1985) pmented an extensive cornparison of

several state equations with the VLE data of asymmetric mixmes and concluded that
complex cquations such as BACK w e n no ktter than the cubic equations. No such comparison is available for the equations h m the pcrturbcd-chain-thq f d y , but Haa
et ai. (1988) pointcd out somc ucamples of inadequacy of the PHCT EOS. niese mdu

indicate that a more complex theoretical background of an quation of state does not

necessarily lead to an improvement of the resulu of the VLE calculations over purely

cmpirical equations. On the otha hand, the pairbed-chah-theory quations may be
advantageous foi sow highiy asymmctric, aonpok mixtures (Peters et ol, 1988; Gasem

and Robinson, 1990).

In genaal, equations of =te with the mixing d e s d e a b c d above are reiiable for the

computation of phase quilitnia in iilixtures of nonpolar and weakly polar components-

More diffidties are enwuntered in the case of systems containhg polar or associatecl
components. The simplest modification is to use two binary parametm Adachi and
Sugie (1985) and Iwai et al. (1988) showed tbat the classical mixing niles with wo

parameters are dequate for mixtures that contain polar compontnts but do not deviate
strongly from ideality (e.g., alcohol + alcohol, wata + lowa alcohols). In such cases,
the quadratic mixing d e s may yicid rcsuits simiiar to those obtained fimm merhods

designed specifically for polar mixtures. ?batfore, phase equilibria can be prsdicted for

such mixtures using two binary paramettas calculated h m infinite-dilution activity

coefficients obtained b m the UNIFAC gmup-contribution mode1 (Schwazenauber
et al., 1986). This method cannot work, howeva, foi more smngiy nonideal mixtures
that camot k npnsented by the quadratic mking niles.

A good example of the failm of classical quadratic mixing d e s for strongly nonideal

miXants is providcd by water + hyQocarbonsystems. Fairly accurate resuits can be
obtained for such mixtures oniy when diffcrent values of binary adjustable parameters

are used for the water-rich and hydrocarbon-rich phases (Peng and Robinson, 1980;

Robinson et al., 1985). This leads, howevcr, to a themodynamic inconsistency arising

nMn the fact that the iiquid-phase hgacity is calculaicd by an integrai fkom zcro density

a the liquid density. la effst, two difkent values of a, arc uscd for the vapour phase at
low pressures. Another example has bcen provided by Trebble et al. (1988) who

analyzcd the condation of VLE data f
a binary mixtures of 1-altanoh and h u w e with
the

PR (Peng and Robinson, 1976) and TB flmbb1e and Bishnoi. 1987) cquations of

state. The miang d e s uscd for the TB EOS contain at most foui binary adjustable

parameters:

Using the bubble-point pressure calculations. Trebble found that the use of more than
two binary parameters yielded small benefits in fitting biiary VLE for alcohol

hexane system. Consequcntly. two b

T~bble-Bishnoiequation (Le.

h paramtas
~
kaij aod kAv

WC=

+ n-

uscd for the

and kdij king set qua1 to zero) whercas the Peng-

Robinson equation was used with the clastical energy-interaction mixing nilcs (Eqn. 26).

Table 2-2, Regression of bhary VLE data for alcohol+allrane systems

System

EOS

AADP

AADY

In both equations of state (see Table 2-2). unsatisfactory rrsolts w a e obtained especially
for systems fomiing azeoûopcs. Simple, unconstrained regression of VLE data resulted

in the emneous prcùïction of liquid-liquid phase splitthg for both equations of state. It
was possible to coxrelatc the data so that the incomct miscibility gap was avoided but

this rcsultcd in vcry large systematïc Qviations h m experimcntal data Accordhg to

Trebble, si@cant

improvemcnt in the fit was not possible even using four binary

parameters in the TB EOS. Somewhat betm rtsuits w a c obtained for the wide-boiling

alcohol+ hydrocaubon systems which do not exhibit azw~r~,pcs.
Anoùier example of the
failure of classicd mixing d e s for associated systems was provided by Georgeton et al.

(1986) who ernploycd the Patel-Teja (1982) EOS as weli as the PR EOS to describe

liquid-liquid equiiibria (LLE). Both equations w e n found to be v q poor in their abîlity

to reproduce LLE using classical mUring niles whh a single binary interaction panuaeter.

For instance. the methanol-heptanc system was prcdicted a> have a single liquid phase
formd by essentiaiiy pure methmoi.

It is obvious from the above ovaview that the ciassicai mixuig d e s necd to bc mmoded
to overcome the aforementioncd diff5cuitics.

2.1-1.2. Mucing mies fÎom excess fice cnergy models

The inability of classical quadratic mbchg rules to nprescnt the phase behaviour of
strongly nonideal mixtures can k undastocxi by examining the excess Gibbs encrgy cal-

culated h m simpIe EOS with quadratic mixing des. If an equation of state can describe

the mixture aad pure component properties in the same physical state (cg. liquid) at a
given temperature and pressure, the excess Gibbs energy can k dculated as

w h a qrnand qi arc the fûgacity coefficients of the mixture and the i-th pun cumponent.
Vidal (1978) derived the infinite-pressun limit of the excess Gibbs enagy calculated

h m the Redlich-Kwong (RK)quation (Redlich and Kwong. 1949) with quadratic mU<ing niles. For the RK EOS, Vidai assumai bat at infinite pressure v =b and v (excess

volume) 4, and for RIS EOS he developed the foUowing cquation:

If the adjustable parameter kij in the m w l g nile for t h energy-attraction
~
panmeter u is
set to zao, Eqn. 2-15 reduces for a binnry system a> :
2

gE(p=-)=b

~ ( ~ ~ b ~ ~ l b ) ( x ~ 2b 0~5+aplb$do5]
l b ) [ [ . ~ ~ / l > ~ ~(2-16)
~

whae qbü/b are the infinite-pressurevolume fiactions and the temis aÜla21&~
can be

relatai to Hildebrar~d'ssolubility pafamctcrs. Thcreforc. Eqn. 2-16k c o w s essentially
identical to the well-known Hildebrand-Scatchard rcgular solution theory.
8 E ( ~= =
b h4
@2(hbz)

w here

For other equations of state. a more generai form of Eqn. 2-15 is vaiid ( H w n and Vidal,
1979).
gE (P-)

= A (~r
lb +

(2- 19)

where A is a characteristic parameter for the equation of state usad. It was irnplicitly

assumai that

(P=) is simiIar to the excess Gibbs cnagy of liquid at finite pressures.

Eqn. 2-17 explains the inherent limitation of quaciratic mixing d e s : they arc applicable
only to mixtures whost excess propaties can k appmxirnated by the ~ g u l a rsolution
theory. While it is a good approximation foi hydrocarbon mixtures, it cannot k applied
to systems containùlg strongly polar or associating componenu. Eqn. 2-19 suggests a
mu<ing nile for the parameter a in cubic quations of state as:

Any cquation for the infinitepressure excess Gibbs encrgy cm thus k incorporatcd into

the mixing d e s . Appropriatc arpnssions fm €(P3)
can k sclectcd according to our
txpcrience in the a m e t i o n of phase equiiibria by the acavity coefficient method. It
should bc kept in min& howeva. tbat although the excess Gibbs enapies of a liquid

under finite and innnite pressure are similar, they are not identical and cannot be used

interchangably. Thereforc, the parameters of the muOng d e s in Eqn. 2-20 cannot be
evaluated by standard low-pressure activity coefficient gre es si on but mua be determined
by the correlation of phase equilibria with the EOS. For example, Pandit and Singh

(1987) had to rcevaluate the p u p contribution parameters for the ASOG method cou-

pled with a cubic EOS. Sheng et al. (1989) reformulated the UNIFAC combinatoriai

term for caiculations with the Patel-Teja EOS. Alternatively, the components' higacity
coefficients cm be determincd M m the actual activïty coefficients taking into account

Eqn. 2-14. An algorithm was given by Soave (1986) for fmding mixture's EOS parametes, cornpressibility factor and higacity coefficients when actual activity coefficients and

pure component EOS parameten arc given.

For the purpose of data smoothing and evaluation, Eqn. 2-20 can k coupled with flexible
multiparametetequations such as that of Rcdüch-Kista (1948)

If only a limitcd amount of data is availabk, the local composition g E models may k
advantageous. Huron and Vidal (1979)used the NRTL equation (Renon and Prausnitz.

1968) for E ( -)~:

with

and

The above expressions have ken obtained from the NRTL model modifiai by innoducing infinite-pressure volume fiactions in the local compositions. The purpose of the

modification was a, obtain a model which can k rtduced to the conventional quadratic

mixing mles for nonpolar mixtures. H m n and Vidai (1979) and Soave (1984) found that

-

the mixing niles describbd by Eqs. 2-20 and 2-22 2-24 reprcsented a gnat improvement

over the classicai quadratic mùing niles and made it possible to comlate vapour-liquid

equilibna for highly nonidcal systems with very good accuracy. However, it should be
noted that the improvement was obtained at the cost of incrcasing the numkr of adjustable parameters h m one to thrcc. Kurihara et ai. (1987) proposai a modification of
the Huron-Vidal mixïng nile applied to the SRK EOS in which a residuai Wilson qua-

tion (Wilson, 1964) was i n q t c d at infinite pressure.

Tochigi et al. (1988) obtaincd good muits of pndicting tanary vapour-liquid equilibria

-

h m biaary data using the Soave EOS with mixing d e s given by Eqns. 2-25 2-26.

Renon's group (Laugkr et al.. 1994a) ais0 fittcd the Huron-Vidal pamnctcrs for the CFC

- chlorofluorocarbons - and alcohol mixtures. Mixtures of C2F Cl3 - ethmol, C2F4C1
- ethanol, C2F4Cf2- trïfluoroethanol, and CHF2Cl - tritluo~~~thanol
wcre studied.
Among various mixing niles (such as the classical quadratic mixing mle and tht Huron-

Vidal mixing &) and various equations of state (such as SRK,PR. PT.and TBS) investigated, it was found that the Huron-Vidal mixing d e ticorporated with Eqn. 2-21 per-

forzned the best in saniratcd liquid molar volumes with TBS EOS.

Another approach inspircd by the success of local composition models was proposed by

Heyen (198 1). Heyen inaoduced local compositions directly into the mu<ing nales rather
thm u-g

the existing

models.
a =--x

.-a.-

t ~t jt

(2-27)

where the locaï mole fiactions q wen relatcd to the buk mole fiactions through the

empiricd wcighting factor t i j :

Heyen fitted two parameters Tij and q for a bimw system and found agreement ktween

the mode1 and data in most cases.

The more m e n t mcthods for coupling g E models with equations of statc are bascd on

less restrictive assumptions than those needed to arrive at H m and Vidal's mixïng
d e s . Moiicrup (1986) =taincd the assumption that vE=Obut based his derivation on a

rao pressure rimit. This limit s e m s ta be more ratsonable in view of the applicability of
modeis to low and moderate pressures. If such an assumption is made, b is unequal to
v and the mixing nile takes the f m

a Ib = Liri ( ~ ~ / b ~+) (RT
f i f If)aihfibiIb)
f

(2-29)

where the functions fi and f depend on rcduced density b/v for pure components and
mixtures. respectively. The mùong d e given by Eqn. 2-29 depends on the liquid phase
volume of the mixture and individual components. 1t should be noted, howevcr. that such
a procedure can be applied only if the equation can k solved in the zero pressure limit.

For example, the zao-pressue mot of the van der Waals EOS exists if o lbRT 2 4.

Fmm a practical point of vievu, it is convcnicnt to use the same parameters in quations

of state and g E models. This is especidy important if an elaboratt group contribution
rnethod such as UNIFAC (Fredtnsluad et al., 1977) is to k extended to high pressures.

To achieve bis. Gupte et al. (1986) developed the UNIWAALS EOS by forcing the g E
calculateci fkom the van der Waals EOS to be identical with the g E caiculatad fiom UNIFAC at aU pressmes. Thercforc, the UNlWAALS mode1 employs the tempcranirz and

pressure of the mixture as the standard statc for the muciag process in conuast with die

infinite-prcssure standard statc in the Huron-Vidai rnethod and the zero-pressure standard
state in M011exup's proposal. The derived mWag nile :

what f toIVmd fi=bihi ndu~êsto the mixing Nk of MOU-p

(1986) by ~ ~ t t i nv g
E4,

and to that of Hmn and Vidal (1979) by setting the k t two temis cqual to zem and

A=f =l. For the calculation of the o parameter, the mixture and pure component liquid
volumes arc npuircd even if the muid phase dots not exist. This is the main difficdty of
this m e t h d Thettfore, Gupte et al. (1986) proposcd an appropriate extrapoIation pro-

cedw. Gani et d (1989) rcformuiatcd the computational procedure in a more consistent
way and developed a procedure for supplying hypothetical liquid-likt volumes.

Peneloux et al. (1989) coupled Guggenheim's (1952) quasi-lanice theory with quauons
of state. They analyzed the fom of EOS mixing rules when a g E model is imposed at

constant pocking fiaction (Le. the quantity b IV).

The method sewed as a basis for

developing a group contribution EOS (Abdoul, 1987). The method was rcstncted to nonpolar and weaidy polar mixtures as Guggenheim's zcroth approximation was shown to be

quivalent to classicai van der Waals mixing nilts.

Heidemann and Kokal (1990)and Michelsen (1990a,b) rrtumcû to Moiienip's suggestion of using the zero pressure standard state for combining EOS and g E models. Their
purpose was identical with that of developing LJNWAALS, Le. to utilire the g E mode1

parameters regnssed h m low pressure VLE data in gentrai cquation-of-statc calculations. When applying the zero-pressure rcfercnce state, the volume mot at zero pressure
does not exkt at higher reduced temperatures (above ca. 0.85 for pure compounds). A

certain iïmiting value of olbRT cxists klow which the mot does not appcar. Thaefore, a

~ a s o n a b kaithough p d y anpirical extrapolation pmccdre is necessary. Heidcrnann
and Kokal(199û) proposcd that (1) the zero pressure standard aate is usai for pure corn-

ponents above a iimiting value of u/bRT, (2) klow the limiting a IbRT value, the duceci
density

P extrapoiated as

and (3) the standard state pmsurc for the mixture is set by the requirement that

To find the mixture 6 and a IbRT parameters, Eqn. 2-32 is soIved along with the condition
of quality of the excess Gibbs cnergy dculated h m an activïty coefficient mode1 with

that caicuiatcd h m the quation ofstate. Solution of these quations is necessarily itemave, but the a parameter is not density dependent in contrast to the UNIWAALS quation and the procedurr is mathematicaliy consistent. The method of Michelsen (1990a,b)
is bascd on tbc samc p ~ c i p l ebut
, the exmpolation technique is difftrent

The mixing niles daived from

models make it possible to incorporate the flexibility

of g E models into quations of statc. Moreover. the prrdictive capability of group contri-

bution methods can k extendcd to high pressures. Somc drawbacks of the g E models
used arc obviously unchangai, eg. the non-uniquencss of adjustable parameters when

calcuiatcd frwi VLE and LLE data, and the nonquacitatic function of composition for
the mixture second vinal coefficient,

A -nt

developmcnt COconect the latter prob1em w u made by Sandln's group (Wong

and Sandla, 1992; Wong n al, 1992) for two-parameter cubic EOS. They equate the
excess HeMoltt f b enctgy

(aE)at infinite pressure h m the quation of state to that

fkm an activity coefficient modcL Also, a density-independent aiixing d e is proposed
w M e satisfying the quadrap'c name of the mixture second virial coefficient, nie latta

-

can k done because both a,,, and b,,, mixture parameters in the van der WaaldEWSRK
EOS - are caiculated fiom two equations, i.e. the mixture sccond Wial coefficient and the
excess Helmholtz fne energy. The advantagt of this approach is that O at infinite pres-

sure appmximateïy cquals g E at low pressure, x> that the activity coefficient models

available in literature can be rradily iacorporated into the new mixing rule. As a test, the
mixing nile is uscd for temary mixtures of cyclohexane + knzene

+ water, ethanol +

benzene + water, and carbon dioxide + propane + water, and all the constituent binaries.
Alsb tested are five groups of binary mixtures: nonpolar

- polar. hydrogen bonding,

-

hydrogen bondhg nonpolar, lewis base - acidic proton, and ammatic. The resdts they
obtained arc encouraging in that the binary interaction parameters obtained h m one low

pressure- low temperame isochcmi can k used to makc accurate pdictions at condi-

tions which are hundrd of degrces and bunmcd of ban above the experimental data used
to obtain the parameters.

The methods combining excas Gibbs encrgy models and EOS parameters are equivalent
to c-sing

the cross-parameters (aij) of an EOS by a suitable function of composition.

The explicit use of a liquid-phase g E ilYYle1is not essential to obtain good correlational
accuracy. It f thercfore possible a> consrnia empirical composition-depcndent combin-

ing d e s that are sufficiently accurate but simple. Stryjek and Vera (1986a,b,c), Adachi

and Sugie (1986) and Panagiotopoulos and Reid (1986) proposcd mixing niles containing
two binary parameters. Sayjek and V a a proposed the foflowing mixingnile :

a =~ i ~ j ( ~ i a j ) O s ( l ~ ~ i k i j ~ ~ j k j i )
nie fomis of Adachi and Sugie
U

= C C ~ ~ X ~ ( ~ ~ ( X~~ -~X ~) ) )~ ~ ( I ~ I ~ - + ~ ~

and Panagiotopoulos and Reid
a = n i x j ( a i aj)Os(1-kij+kij4jibi)

are very nmilar. Stryjek and Vera also proposcd a Van Laar-typemixing mie
a=

(l-kijkji/@ikri+~jkji))

and found it to give similar rcsults as the activity coefficient mcthads in the comlation of

vapouf-liquid equilibrium data. Sandoval et al. (1989) testcd the Stryjtk-Vcra and related
mixing d e s for the prediction of ternary VLE and found the nsults to compare favour-

ably with those obtained using the Wilson and NRTL models. As demonstrated by
Schwartzentruber and Renon (1989) mixing d e s of this type are superior to the classicd

quadratic niixing niles in that they arc much more flexible in respect to the rcpresentaaon

of infinite dilution activity coefficients.

The prcvious mi*iog d e s arc insuflïcient to rcprcsent the VLE of watcr + hydrocarûon

mixtures (Kabadi and Danntr, 1989. Thaefm, they proposcd a two-parameter composition dependent onnbining rule designcd specifidy for water + hydrocarbon mixtures:
o =?a

(2-37)

1 + x $ ~ 21x2[(a
+ ~ laz)Os(l-k*>+x G (1-fi8)]

w h m index 1 denotes water. M a t i o n s w a e establishcd for the parameters k12 and G

within homologous series of hydrocarbons. Michel et d (1989) evaluated this meihod
and found large arors for the aqueous phase. Michel et al. (1989) then proposed an

unconventional mixing nile for water + hydrocarbon systems and assignai a composition

dependence to o 1 rather than a12 with a boundary condition that a+a

1

(pure) when

x14.

The authors obtained a good correlation of mutual solubilities although anempts to conelate the parameters with molecular pmpaties werc only partially successful.

Schwa~zentruberet al. (1987) introduced an additionai third parameter to improvc the
flexibility of the composition dependent combiig d e s .

with

Eqn. 2-39 is a pnaaüzation of the Panagiotopoulos and Reid fom of composition-

dependent cosnbining niles as it nduces to Eqn. 2-35 whm mu&. The equation was
found m corrrlate VLE v c q accurattly for the tenrary system methanol- carbon dioxide

- propane and its binaris. In particular, die equation does not predict a fdse miscibility
gap for the metbanoI + propane s y s t a n as the pmious muing d e s did Schwamenmiber and Renon (1989) and Schwamaimiber et ai. (1989) developed an efficient procedure for extending the W A C group contribution mcthod to high pressures using the
d

g d e (2-39).It consists of calcuiating the isothamal bubble and dew c a v e s by

using the UNiFAC model for the liquid phase and the virial equation for the vapour

phase and then fitting the mixing nik parameters dirrctly to these pseudoexperimental

data. The obtained resuits are comparable to those obtained by Gani et al. (1989) who
inûoduced the UNIFAC functional form dùcctly into the EOS but the computational procedure is much simplcr in that it does not rcquirc hypothetical liquid densitics and the

mixU>g n>lt is not density dependen&

Margemm and Lu (1989) vcrified the minng niles of Adachi and Schwarttentmber

dong with the Huron-Vidal naie, for 15 alcohol + hydmcarbon systexns. Such systems
provide a suingent test of the models due to their smng nonideality. Mcan deviations in

pressure werr 3.1% for Eqn. 2-34, 1.5% f a Eqn. 2-39 and 1.6% for the Huron-Vidal

model. However. ail models incomnly predicted phase spliaing for the methanol + hexane mixture, It should be noted that the authors constrained their EOS to represent the
pure component vapour pressures accurately so that any deviations can k amibuteci only

to the defitiency of the muiag nùes

In general. composition dependent mkhg n>lo constitute the shplest and mon succesN method a> apply quations of statc to cornplex mixtures. Thtir success stem h m

their grrata flexibility in cornparison with the classical quadratic d

g niles. However,

the flexibility is obtaincd at the cost of introducing mare adjustable parameters. Thm-

fore, problems such as suong cross comlation bctween adjustable parametas and non-

uniqueness of parameter sets are iikdy to occur. A goud feature of this type of mixing
niles is theù simplicity. In particular, cubic quations do not lose their cubic voluw

dependence when composition dependent mixing d e s are applied.

Although the composition-dependent binary interaction parametas have improved the
ability of cquations of state to mode1 polar mixturestMichelsen and Kistcnmacher (1990)

pointed out two shoncomiags of the d e s when appiied to mulzicomponent mixtures.

One example is a mùllng nile defined by Eqn. 2-34. First, it can be obscrved that the mixing nile is nor invariant to dividing a component into a number of identical subcom-

ponents. If one caiculates a binary mixture (x xz) as a tenary @ i , x i , x3) when the
mole fiaction of component 2 is spîit into x2 and x3. The value of O of this hypotheticai
mixture will be different nom that of the original binary mixture. This will eventually
Iead both to d i n a n t total moIar properties (e.g. enthalpies) and partial molar propcrties
(e.g. fugaciacs). An additional problem is what could be c a k d the difution effcct The

1, terni in the mUUng d e is cakulated in a double summation but contains the product

of three mole fractions. This implies that as the number of components in the mixture

i n m e s , the effcct of this tcrm bccomes lanalfcr.

The k

t syndrome, the proMun of

invOri41UTe, mtntioned pviously by Michelsen and

Kirstenmacher (1990) was overcom by Mathias et al (1991). They developed the following mixingnile:

a = Z&i~j(aiaj)05(1
where Iji = - I, (Le.. the asymmetric case). 'lhe abovc mullng nile could not however

eliminate the probIem of the diftctl'on cffcct.

2.1.1.4. Density dependent mixing niles

Density dependent mixing d e s are fomulated to obtain a consistent rcprcsentation of
mixture properties

in the high- and low-density cons. The mixing rules descfibed in

Sections 2.1.13. and 2.1.1.3.. though successful, suffer h m at l e s t one denciency. i.e.

an incomct low density limit, They do not rcpraduce die thcorrticdy correct quadratic
composition dependencc of the second wial coefficient. This is indicative of th& weak

theoretical background. Density depdent miung niles can k formulated in such a way
that this bundary condition is satisfied. In principle, it seems probable that bener results

can k obtained if the constants of a choscn cquation of state arc aliowed to dcpcnd not
only on composition and, sometimts, on temperature (which is consistent with the van

der Waals one-fluid thcory mder1ying the quadratic mïxing mies) but also on density.

This concept, abject to the restriction that for a pure component no change is inrxoduced

into the cquation of state, leads to the formulation ofdensity dependent muing niles. The
f h t formulations of density dependent mixing d e s w a c bascd on the local composition

concept which had bcen eariier proven succtssfiil in thc 8Ctivity coefficient methods.

The application of local composition toward the formulation of niixiag niles

was

reviewd by Danner and Gupte (1986).

In generai, the local composition concept assumes that the ratio of the mole k t i o n of j

molecules around a central i molecult to the mole fiaction of i molecules around the centrai i molecule is relatcd to the ratio of the the buk mole fractions by Bolmnann factors :

whae Eii is the interaction enagy ktwcen i and j molecules and a is a noarandomness

parameter. As a measurt of local composition. local surface hctions are often considerrd to k more appropriate than local mole fiactions (Abnuns and Rausnitz, 1975;

Maurer and Prausnitz, 1978).

Molierup (1981) and Whiting and Prausnitz (1982) propsed a method for incorporating
the local wmposition concept into an

EOS of the

van der Waals type,

vu, any EOS

which separates the repulsive and attractive contributions to the residual Helmholtz

energy. As the local composition e f f ' are temperature dependent according to Eqn. 240, they influence only the attractive contribution. The mixing niles for the rcpulsive part
are not density dependent because they arc applicable to hard con refmnce systems and

as such arc fairly independent of tempcratwe. Therefore, local compositions can be written for the intemal enagy which is the only property king independent of the repulsive

contribution a> tbe Heimholtz enagy. To incorporate local compositions, a two-fluid

form was adoptai fm the residual internai aiergy. For a binary mixture :

where Ni is the n u m k of the molecules i and UV is the molar attractive energy of a fluid
whose moledes intcract according to the ij potential. D e W g the coordination number

as:

Thus, the residual enagy CI, is expresseci as

The coordination numbers N,1 and Nezarc not necessarily the same and can k functions
of composition (Damer and Gupte, 1986). If they are assumed to be independent of composition, they cm be incorporateci into the u pararneters yieldïng

The next step is to assume a functianal fomi ior the attractive Helmholtz encrgy and

interna1 energy nwi, a suitable EOS. Whiting and Rausnitz (1982) used a simple van der

Waals attractive t m n which yields

= Uap t-Nap

(2-4)

Funher, the authors identifid the quantitics Eji h m Eqn. 2-40 with the Helmholtz ener-

gks (Eqn. 2-45). nie Iocai compositions w a e then aven by :

where :

Combining Eqns. 243,245 aud 2-46, an expression foi thc residual intend energy is
obtained. This expression, integratcd with respect to d p r o c a l tcmptram, y i c a the
attractive Helmholtz energy. In tum, the amactive Hehholtz en-

différcn~tedwith

respect to volume gives the attractive contribution to press-

Eqn. 2-48, coupled with a repulsive tam, gïves the simplest density dependent local
composition EOS. As s h o w by Whiting and Rausnitz (1982). Eqn. 2-48 with the van
der Waals repulsive term satisfies two boundary conditions: (1) in the low pressure limit
it reproduces the wmct compositional depcndence of the second virial coefficient and

(2)in the hi& density limit the weU known Wilson (1964) equation for the Gibbs excess
energy is rccovercd pmvided that both components are subcritical. nie procedure outlined above cm be nfincd by inaoducing I

d surface or volume fractions instead of

mole &actions to make it more suitable for molecules of unequal sises. Accordingly, the

where :

Eji =e x ~ [ ~ ~ ~
1 j ~ f R T
qi is pro@onal

to e x m a l &&CC

(2.50)

d vj i~ a ~ C S U C of concentration. Funher-

more, Uji can be calculotcd k m a more

equation of

SC-

stat~.Thus,

Mollerup

deriveci a local-composition version of the Redlich-Kwong EOS as foliows :
II

where :

and for the Peng-Robinson EOS :
n

where :

One binary adjustabk parameter is rqurcd and is introduced into a combining rule for
the cross parameter aji/qji as shown klow :

ajilqji = (l-kq)(~i~j~qiqj)os

(2-55)

Mathias and Copeman (1983) evaluatcd the MoUemp mode1 for asymmetrîc but nonpolar

mixtures. In this crse, the classicai one-0uid quadratic mixiag niles work vay weU and it

is exnrwly imponant that the dcasity dcpedent mixing d e s =tain this capability. As
a test case. the authors chose

VLE data fm the methant-dccrw mixture wbich can be

prrdicted by means of classical qundiatic miung niles with the defauit interaction

parameters kI2=û. Unf'ixtmately, the dcnsity dependent local composition mode1

appeared to ovtf-prcdict the asymmcuic eff'ts. Unra~aablylarge binary parameten
were necessary to comlate this relatively simple system,

This undesirabIe feature of

-

Eqns. 2-51 2-55 is due to the implicit assumption that local composition inevitably
OCCUK

in the j-i pair interaction whenever o~/'~-~/(I~ TO overcome this difncuity,

Mathias and Copeman proposai to scparau the intemal energy into two parts: conformai

KY (analogous to classical mWlrg d e s ) and nonconformal ( m e s s )
O

ai.E

icji

.

op , u y + u F E

Ult

where Fv is a hinction of volume and depends on the fom of the adoptai equation of
state.

The parameters dji+

detcrmine the local composition cfkts. The total mixture

molar energy is obtained by summing the conformal and nonconformal contributions
using the quadratic and local composition mixing niles, nspcctively.

nien, the equation of state is obtaind similarly to the piocedure outlined above. The
authors also p n t t d a simptified v d n of the cquation to d u a the calculstion time.

Finaiiy, the rendtant EOS contains two binary parameters (diz and d a ) instcad of one in
the Onginal method of Moilemp. The nsulting equation is, howtvcr, applicable to polar
as weU as nonpolar mixtures and is superior to classical quadratic mixing d e s with

respect to the conelarion of VLE and LLE. Simüar to Mathias and Copcman. Mollaup

(1983) modified his original mode1 by dividing the excess intemal cnctgy into ratdom

and n o n r u d m contributions where the tenn randonmess denotes the van der Waals

approximation with classical quadratic mixing rules.
E
uE= ufQndOm
+ LlllOnrMdOvn

whue ufQndOm
is analogous with the van der Waals approximation :

whue Eji= C X ~ [ - ( U ~ ~ - U $ )is/ Rthe
~ Boltmiann factor. If the pure compnent
Helmholtz energy has the general form :

the expression for a mixture becomes

whete u / ~ = ( c I ~ QThe
~ ) ~see~nd
~.
djustablt p8~8mtmis introduccd hto the

CO-

volume parameter b through classicai quadratic mixing d
es.The mode1 coupled with

the Redlich-Kwong EOS was shown to retain the capabiiïty of quadratic mixing niles to
correlate nonpolar mixtures whik improvuig the colnlation for w ~ n g l ynonideal mixtures.

For example, the average deviations in prcssurr for seven alcohol+ alkane systems

were reduccd nom 13.3%to 4.396 with taro adjustable parameters. The mode1 was aiso

shown to nproduce comctly the experimentally obsenred maxima in Henry's constants
for gas solubility in water (Moilerup, 1985). Mathias and Coperman's and Mollerup's
(1983) models arc similar except for ~ w odifferences. Mathias and Copeman, unlike
Moiierup, irtained the UNIQUAC surface arra parameters and used asymmetric binary

parameters dijtdii. Won (1983) also developed a density dependent local composition

mode1 with two asymwaic binary pafametcrs and applied it nicccssfiliy to mode1
supercritical phase equilibria. Adachi and Sugic (1985) evaluated the Whiting-Prausnitz

and Won mixing d e s dong with those of Hufon-Vidal and the classicai two-parameter
ones. For the five systems studies, the authcm found fairly similar average deviations:
2.48% in pressure for Whiting-Rausnitz's, 3.47% for Won's, 1.38%for Huron-Vidai's
and 2.10%far classical mkkg des. Howevcr, the authon' conclusion that the func-

tional fom of the mixing mies is not very intluential in VLE calcdations is bas4 on
their selection of mixtures that excluded such s m g l y nonideai systems as alcohol

+

hydmcatbon and aqucous systcms.

SkjoId-Jorgeason (1984, 1988). followiag the work of Moilemp. developod a group-

contribution EOS for the prediction of gas solubilities in nonpolar and poiar solvents.
The equation is based on a camahan-Starling-VMd a Waais form with the attractive part

of the residual HeimhoItz enagy cdculated fnnn an NRTL-type local composition

modeL The quation nq&s critical temperatures and pressures and group piirameten
as input data and pTedicts K-factors with an accuracy of about 15%.

Density dependent local composition models can also be derivcd b m considerations
based on sratistical themodynamics and cornputer generated data. A concise nview of

developments almg these lines bas k e n given by Damer and Guptc (1986). Lee et al.
(1983) established a sta6stical gmundwork connecting the local compositions with

equation-of-state formahm using the radial dispibution functions. The final expression

for pressure for a binary system :

contains local compositions x~ dehed in tams of spccific Helmholtz free ener@esa'A',

Li et al. (1985) applied this rcsult to the comlation of VLE by cdculating the quantities
A', and Pjiï, wwhh are the propcrties of a hypothetical systcm of molecules with j-i

interactions only, using a BWR-type EOS of Chung et al. (1984). The mixing ruie for
the reduced density is given as :

~ * i=
j

w

h v ~*

P=AV*M

(2-69)

~ ~ ~ ( is~consistent
. ~ v with
* ~a ont-fluid
) ~ ~ mode1 ~ h e r r athat
~ f a reduced

temperature co~~;esponds
to a multifluid mode1 :
Pij = k~ /(@k

w h w e $ < ( $ ~ f ) ~ ~ The
.
rcsults

+Dijm

(2-70)

the mode1 with thrcc adjustable parameters wcre

found to improve upon introduction of the confornial solution muUng d e s .

Sandltr and coworkers (Sandler, 1985; LK et al.. 1985, 1986; Lee and Sandler, 1987;

Lee et al., 1989) presented a series of papas dealing with the development of density
dependent mixing d e s on the bans of computer simulation data of square-well fluids.

For practicai calculations with van der Waals type EOS,the authors recommended using
the generallled mixing nile :

w h e Pa
~ and

are the attractive terms of an equation of suite for mixture and pure

fluid, rrspeaively. Eqn. 2-71 was testeci with the PR EOS for nonpolar and weakly polar
mixtures. The mixing nile was found to give more accurate prcdictions than the classical

van der Waals arixing ruic when no binaxy interaction parameters w e n used but did not

improve the results when one binary parameter was used.

Lee and Chao (1986) introduced the density dependence. as determined h m computer
simulation resulu,into local compositions :

rcsuiting mode1 usaï with b e c binary idjustable panmeters yielded an improvcment
o v a two-parawcr classical minng niles fm the majority of the systems studied.

Adachi et ol. (1989)detcrmined the density dependence of the local mole hction ratio

and used it in conjunction with mixing niles derived analogously with those of Huron

and Vidai. They found that the dcnsity depcndence does not (in general) hprove the
correlation of VLE in cornparison with the original density-independent Huron-Vidal
mixing mies.

A different approach was praposcd by Deiten (1987) who introduced density depen-

dence into the vaa der Waals mkhg d e s for simple fluids by applying a variable
exponent y to account for non-equifonn particle disaibution in mixtures.

The expoaeni y is obtained by integration of radial distribution functions of ngid sphere
mixtures. The mixing niles w a c found to improve the reproduction of phase cquiïibria in

cryogenic mixtures, cspecialiy in the vicinity of critical points.

extended later to nonspherical molecuks by Deiters ( 1989).

The methoâ

was

Whiic the dcvtlopmcnt of density dependent &g

rules has k e n baseci mostly on the

local composition concept, it is possibk to f d a t c them in a more empirical way

without using the local composition fozmalism. The functional form of the mixing d e s
is then guidcd primarily by the physical boundary conditions. Along itiis line. Lucdecke
and Rausnitz (1983 constructeci an equation of state containhg an extension to mixtures
(Mansoori et d..1971) of the ~ p u l s i v emm of Comahan-Starling (1969) and a simple
van der Waals attractive term. For the constant a of the van der Waals te-

Luedecke

and Prausnia wmte :

where the k

t term is identical to the classical quadratic mixing niles and aK

is a contri-

bution of nuncentral forces (due to differtnccs in polarity, size and shapc of molecules)
to the van der Waals constant. As nothing is known a priori about this tem, the safcst
way to consmct an expression for a* is to look at the boundary conditions. Fit, as aK

nfen oniy to contributions h m uniikt pairs ;

Second, the authors assumed that as temperatme rises or as density falis the importance

of noncentral forces declines ;

The simptcst non-quadratic approximation crinsistent with the boundary conditions given
by Eqns. 2-16 and 2-77 Litroduccs a cubic composition dependence :

what

Cij

is a binary parameta that rtflects noncentral CS when molecuie j is

infinïtely dilue. Tbe resuiting mixing nile is :

which contains thrre adjustable parameters tiz, c i(aand c

for a binary system. In the

low density bnit Eqn. 2-79 comctiy reproduces the quadratic compositional dependence

of the second Wial coefficient. With this three-parameter mixing nile the authors were
able to correlate accurately vapour-iiquid and liquid-liquid quilibria for strongly nonideai water-containing binaries. The mode1 ovaprrdictd, howevcr, temary LLE. Pana-

giotopoulos and Reid (1986)proposcd a similar rnixing d e to that reportcd by Luedecke
and Prausnitz as shown below :

a = Z&i~j~ij(l%)
+
with kij%

and cij= -Cji. A cubic composition dependence of the mixing a l e was also

assumed by Cottennan and Rausnia (1986) for the high density contribution to the

Helmholtz energy. As the method of Cotteman and Prausnitz separates the high- and

low-density contributions in the pure-component equation of statc. it

Û

bascd on the

samc principle of inteqolating ktween known boundary conditions as the above mixing
niles.

Perhaps the simplest example of purely empirical density dependent mixuig niles is the
mixing nile of M o h d and Holder (1987). The authors adopted a linear density

dependena for the binary parameter kii in the quadratic mixing d e s .
kij =UG + bijp

(2-8 1)

The aftmncntioncd equation was uscd together with the Peng-Rob'ison equation of
aate to rtprtstnt vapour-lquid equiiibria f6r systcms wntaining carbon dioxïde and
ammatic

hydrocatbons. On average, the density dependent mixing d e s duced the

deviations 2.2 cimes in relation to the classical one-parameric mixing niles (Mohamed

and Holdcr, 1988). The improvtmtnt was obtaincd, howeva, at the cost of incnasing the
number of binary parameters h m one to two and wmplicating the volume dependence
of the EOS which became quartic rathcr than cubic.

Wilczek-Vcra and Vera (1987) proposed density dependent miwig rules which preserve
the cubic nature of the EOS while recovering the quadratic composition dependence of
the second virial coefficient. These mixing nilcs arc inspird by the flexibility of the

composition dependent Mruguies-rypc and Von iuur-type mixing d e s (Eqns.2-33 and

2-36). The authors proposed two-parameter Margules-type and Van fastfasttype mWng
rules :

a = Z&i~j(ûiûj)os[l+v L/~)(~ikii+xikji)
J
u = m i x j(aiaj)Os[1~ v ' / v)kijkji/(~ikiJ+~jkji)]

and th& thhe-binary-parameter extensions :
u = Z Z X ~ X ~ [l-liiyy
( O ~ ~' I V) )~( ~ ~ @ ~ k ~ jJ + ~ ~ k j ~ ) )

(2-82)

The above forms scem to bc cspccially d t a b k for low-pr~ssrinvapour-liquid quilibnum calcuiations. Whui applied to the vapour phase for which v >>vL,they d u c e to

classicai quadratic mixing rules. For the liquid phase (v =vL), Eqns. 2-82and 2-83genaate the density-independent mixiog d e s 2-33 and 2-36. Tbe improvcment due to the

introduction of the density dependence f o m an alrtady mfficiently flexible to comlate
VLE data. However, the threc-parametu forms (Eqnr 2-84 - 2-85) introduce additional
flexibility into the mixing d e s and lead to an impnmmcnt of rcsults especially for
polar/nonpolar systems and for nonpolar systems d i f f e ~ g
largely in size.

Melhcm et al. (1989)presented a comprehensive evaluation of the density dependent
mixing niles of Luedccke-Rausnitzand Panagiotopoulos-Rad as weïl as the density-

independent mixhg nile of Panagiotopoulos-Reid (Eqn. 2-35). Table 2-3 shows their
results for selected types of mixtures containhg polar components. AU the mixing d e s

studied yielded fairly good results when applied to comlate individual VLE data
although larger deviations (ca 46% in vapour pressure) appcarrd especially for very

strongly non ideal systems such as alcohols + aliphatic hydrocarbons.

Table 2-3.A c ~ a c of
y canlatiag VLE data for several mixing rules

(Melhem et ai., 1989)
Type of
niixtmes
acid + HC
ketane + HC
alcohol + BHC
alcobol + AHC
alcohol + k m
alcohol + w a m
ketone + wacr

a

PRDI

(1 param-)

@ param.)

No.
dptp

MDY

6

3

33
1.8

MDP
2.1
13

10

21

4.6

8
15
6

6.4
2.0
39
53

14.7

5

42

73
163

AADY
33
19
1.1
2.2
13
0.8
13

PRDD

MDP
1.4
0.8
15

5.2
2.5
12

2.2

C2 m.)
MDY
28
1.7
1.0
3.7
13
0.8
1.1

MDP
3.1

LPDD
(3 param*)
AADY M D P
3.1
2.2

19

1.2

1.1

1.9
5.6
3.1
1.3
2.4

0.9
21

0.6
3.6
2.6
1.2
2.7

1.2

03
OS

Note: CQ = the classicaf quabatic mixing des; PRDI = the Pariagiotopulas- Reid density-independent
mixing des; PRDD = the Panagiotopoulas-Reid density dependent. LPDD = ihe L.uedecke-Rausnitz
mixingtules,HC = hydrocarbn; BHC =ammatic hydmcubon: AHC = aliphatic hydtocarban

According a, Melhem et al., the three-parameter mixing nile of Lucdecke and Prausnia

failed when applied to the pndiction of ternary VLE h m binary data while the remaining two-parameter mLring mles gave masonable nsulu, although not significantly kner

than those obtained âom one-parameter classical quadratic mixing d e s . Ammpts to
predict binaq LLE &ta h m VLE data gave only qualitative resuiu, similar to predic-

tions h m activity coefficient madels.

Schwanrcnmiber and Renon (1991) developcd density dependent mixing n i l e s which
would retain the quadratic compositional dependence of the second virial coefficient and

eliminate the "Michelsen- Kistenmacher syndrome for multicomponent systems. Theu
mixing ruies are dcscxibed klow:

In genaal, the concept of dcnsitydependent miung rules mshs it possible to obtain a
bettcr conelation of phase equilibrium data. In cornparison with the density-independent,
composition-dependent muring niles. they are m m nalistic because they satisQ the
necessary boundary conditions. The workable density depcndent Iriixing mies require
two or t h e adjustable parameters for a binary system. Attempts to obtain a one-

parameter qrescntation do not seem to be satisfactory. Danna and Gupte (1986)

evaluated a DDLC model of th& own with respect to the prdiction of tmary oquilibria

h m binary data. For most systcms, the improvement in the p d c t i o n s with the DDLC
model o v e the quadratic mixing niles was only marginal. The authors concludeci that
this result underscores the limited physical significance of the local composition paramet e s and indicates a need for more predictive moàels with fewer adjustable parameters. A

drawback of the density dependent mixing d e s is the additional complexity they i n m ~

duce into the functionai fom of the quation of state. We may argue that this pnce has ta
be paid for a more correct behaviour of the EOS in the low- and high-density region.

From the point of view of the practical phase cquilibrium calculations. the density depcn-

dence does not improve markedly upon the density-independent, composition-âependent
combining d e s which arc defitient in reproducing quadratic virial compositional depen-

dence.

2.1.2. The solid mode1

Predictions of aolid-liquid and dd-vapour transitions have ben of significant interest

for some timc (Lindemann u910],Lennard-Jones and Devonshire [1939], Mansoori and
CanfieId 119691) and approaches to modeiiing ther phenoznena have vaned WideIy. In
recent years the= have kai substantiai efforts to equate the hgacity coefficient of the
solid phase (a component with index 2 k l o w )

and the higacity coefficient of the index-2 component in the fluid phase denved h m an

equation of statc. Many rtsearchers (Johnston et al. [1982]. Kwak and Mansoori 119861,

Pongsvi and Viswanath 119891. Cygnarowicz et al. [1990]) have caiculated solid phase
fugacities at elevated pressures using the above method and have calculated fluid phase
fugacities based on some modifications of e x i s ~ gequations of state or the* mixing

rules.

Johnston and Eck-

(1981) examincd duee aquations including Carnahan-StarIing-van

der Waals, Carnaha-Starling-RcdlichXwong,and Rcdüch-Kwong. Using a one fluid
mixing nilc b = y i b l + y z b z =bMmk

and a = y f o l l + 2 y l y ~ a i s(based on an

assumption that the solute amactive parameter a22 is not influential for low solubilities).

The cross attractive parameter ai2 was optirnueci using linear I w t squares for each
choice of b util the optimal value of b was found For three binaries, naphthaiene-

ethylene, phenan~ne-«hylenc, and anthracene-ethylene, the optimal value of b was

found to bc 28 nn3/'mol, or 8 c n ~ ~ / ~grtater
n o l tban the 0 obtained for pure ethylenc.

nie application of cubic cquations of s p t e fm supercritical fluids was e x p l d by Kwak
and Mansoori (1986) with the help of the statistical-mechanical t h c q . Leland and co-

workers (1968a,b, 1969) w a c able to d e r i v e the van der Waals mixing niles with the
use of a statistical-mecbanical thcory of radial disnibution fmctions. Siatisrical-

and E

mechanical arguments uscd in deriving
r l

following guideliaes in us@
1.

The derivation for

~ = ~ ~ x dictate
~ E ~the
~ G $
E

J

the van d a Waals xnixïng d e s :

d

is a mixing nile for the molecular volume, and the

derivation for e$ is a mixing d e foi (molecular volume) x (molecular energy).
It happens that b and a of the van d a Waals equation of state arc proportional to

molecular volume and (molecuiar volume) x (molecular energy), respectively
(Kwak and Manswri, 1986).
2.

Knowing that

Gi,i,

the unlike-interaction diameter, for hêrd-sphm molecules,

equals ov=(ai+ 0j)/2. This gives the foiiowing expression for bg of spherical

!"d'.

moiecuies: bq = (bp+ b,

[

Then for non-spherical rnolecuIcs the value

Based on these guidelines, the van der Waals (1873) equation of state wiii have mixing
rules:

the Redlich-Kwong (1949) EOS:

and the Peng-Robinson (1976) EOS re-Wfim as foilows:

z=-- v

v-b

a /RT+ ~ - Z ( ~ ~ / R T ) O ~

(v+b)+(b/v)(v-b)

-

whcre a = a (T,)(~+K)~ and d =a (T,)&RT, with K = 0.37464 + 1S42260 0.26992w2
w i i i have the foliowing mixing mies:

The interaction parameters for the afmcmntioned mixing rules folIow this expressions:

di*,

(l-mij)((d?+dY ml3

(2.92~)

i
'

AmoDg the thrœ cquations of state, Kwak and Mansoon showed b a t the hg-Robinson

EOS with new mixiag mies appeami to

p a f i ~ ~the
ll

best. Howevcr, this was only

achieved with the usc of thrœ b i n w interaction pailramtt~~
kW Iij and mij.

P o n g e and Viswanath (1989) proposai a cuk-root miring nilt in conjunction with the
Peng-Robinson (1976) equation of state to p d c t solid and supercritical fluid equilibria
of binary systems. The mixing nile for the a t a m was in the form :

and b was estimated with the classical quadratic muring nilc :
2 2

with biej = 0.5 (bi + bj)(l-hij).Mi is the molecular mass of cornPonent i and kij and hii

are the biaary intaaction parameters ktween d i k e molecules i and j. From 16 binaries
with supercritical CO2 solvent, the authors found that kij values wen close to unity.

They also drew a conclusion that one might be able to do away with the "so-caiied
binary interaction parameter which was no more than an adjustable parameter. Although

considercd successful by the authors, then are two drawbacks to this cube-mot mixing

d e : (1) the proposai mixing nile yields worsc solubility than the classical quadratic
mixing nile with the same number of

T C ~ I Z S Sparameters,
~~

and (2) hij has to

bê

regressed to cornlate solubility, and would p d c t unnasonable excess volume crebble,
1991).

From the models discusscd prcviously, it semis that a binary interaction parameter for bij
is rcquind to producc betm predictions. From the stand point of an EOS. it can k

explaincd by examining the Peng-Robinson (1976)EOS with a quadratic mixing nile for

a and a iincar muiag nile f
aB. 'Ihe fugacity expression for componcnt i in a mixture is
(2-94)

One can sec that the b parameter appuirs in ail 3 tcrms in the nght-hand side of Eqn. 294, w h e m the O parametm ody appcars once in the last term. This shows why the

regression of the binary interaction paamcter in the b parameta is always usehil in
matching VLE, because it patly aEects the matching of the model a experiment.

press~1~-composition
data. Howeva, the use of an interaction parameter in the b term
yields worse prediction of mixnirc volumes (as shown by Trebble, 1991). Therefore, for
the subsequent developmcnt of a solid model, the mgession of the binary interaction
parameter in b is avoided.

The following pmgraphs wiU discuss =cent devclopments of solid models which do not

require the rcgrcssion of the b panuneter.

In 1980, Wenzel and Schmidt publishcd a work in which they addcd a t e m to the
Reâlich-Kwong (1949) equation of nate in order to produce an S-shaped isothemi in the

m e l ~ region,
g
similar to that in the vapour-iiquid region. 'Ibe modified Rcdlich-Kwong

EOS is in tbe form :

p z - -RT
v-b

v ( v + ~ ) (Y-0.97b)~
CI

C

(2-95)

whert paramcm b i s constant and the parameters a and c aie tcmpcraturcdependent as

expresscd by
a=aTa

(2-96a)

The c-tcrm is inIoducad to rcprcscnt additional contributions of attractive forces to pressure, thaefore c

> O should be expected. The parameters a, b and c arc fined to solid

density, to vapour pressure and to melting pressure. Ta determine the panuneters in Eqn.
(2.96). b was held constant and a and c weE fitted to the equilibrium pressuns at a tem-

perature greater than the triple point, or to the heat of melting and the hcat of vaporization at the triple point The modifiai Redlich-Kwong EOS (Eqn. 2-95) gave nasonable

condensation, melting and sublimation lines (dong with the molar volumes) for rare
gases (neon, argon, krypton, and xcnon), methane, CO2 and benzcne.

Compared with conventional equations of state, the new fame of Eqn. (2-95) is its ability ta describe the solid-liquid transition. This is of practical significanoe especiaiiy if

Eqn. (2-95) can be applied to mixtures. thaeby allowing the calcuiation of phase quiii-

bria in mixtures including solid-liquid equiiibria. The mixing ruies w a e developed as
follows:

with

Oij

= (l-8v)(~ioi)0s

ad

CU = ( l q i ) ( ~ i ~ j ) u 6 -Solid-liquid

equilibria for

NO

binaries (knzene-cyclohexane and 0-xylene - pxylene) w m examuled using the above
approach. It was found h m matchhg the binary liquidus 1uKs thai interaction parawter
0 was zao and y = 0.15 (for the first binary), y = 0 2 (for the second binary). The new

approach gave bena resuln than the thcory of rcguiar solutions (Gmehüng et al., 1978).

Solubility caicuIations can also be @O&

by a lattice mode1 equation of state such as

the one described by Barnberger et al. (1988). In this model, molecules are assumed to

occupy ceIis in a three-dimensionai cubic Iattice of coordination numkr z (set to 10) and

of celi size v~ (set to 9.75 x

10d m3 mol-'). Each molecule (denoted by the subscript

1) is assumed to occupy rl sites, and the lattice has tmpty sites tcrmed holes (denoted by

a subscript O). Under these assumptions the EOS that defmes a pure cornpanent is

wherc 8 is the surface ara hction of sites in the lanice that arc occupied by molccular

segments, ( q 1 ) is the numba of utemai contacts pu molecule, P the pressun. T the
tempcraturc, and v the spacific volume. The "hat" denotes rrduced variables which are
defined by the equations

LPP*
,?=T/T*,~=v/v*
n

where P* and T* arc rcfmnce quantitics uscd in rcducing P and T to nondimensional

variables. The i d d gas E t is imposcd on the rcfercnce state yielding :

where €11 is the interaction energy between segments of molecules. In the EOS for each

component, then arc two unknown parametas. €11 and v*. that should k detcnnined by

matching the chernical potcntials of the liquid and vapoin phases at the vapour pressure
of the substance and by matching the actuai and predicted saturated liquid densities. This
lattice mode1 quation of state does not need critical properties (Tcand P,).

Extension of this moàei to binary and multicomponent mixtures requires mixing and
combining rules. The coordination number (2) and the lattice sùe (vH) are assumed constant, independent of composition. A lin-

mbchg nile of the type :

is used for the m U ~ parameters
e
v*. q and r. In Eqn. (2-100). B rcpresents some generalized property (Le., v*. q and r). while yi is the mole fkaction of component i in the

relevant phase. 'Ibe mixing mle for the energy parameter (eii)is
EM =

WiOjeijrij
8

J

(2-101)

where ei is the surface a m fiaction of the segments of i molcculcs and rijis a factor that

corrects for the nonrandom disnibution of segments of j molecules about the segments of

i molecules. The combining nile for €i*j in Eqn. (2-10 1) is:

when 6ii repzexnts a single edjustable parameter @a binary) used in fitring the mode1

to data. Solubilities in CO2 of a solid fatty acid @&nitic acid) and solid aiglyccrides
(tripalmitin, trila&-tripalmitin,

and trimyristin-tripaimitin) w a e conelated by ushg a

lanice modcl. The EOS accurately pdicts solubilitits outside the critical region. The
supercritical fluid phase solubiity could be comlated with the use of a partition

coefficient calculateci as the ratio of mole fiaction of a particular triglyceride in the supercritical phase to the mole fiaction of that compound in the solid phase on a CO2-ffee

basis. This implied that dissolveci CO 2 in the solid phase did not affect solubilities of triglycendes in the supercitical phase. In orda to moâel the CO2 solubilities of triglyceride mixtures, it was necessary to take into account intermolecular interactions

between unliLe trigiycerides in both the supercTiticai and solid phases.

Lang and Wenzel (1989) modifiai their non-cubic solid phase m d e l (Wenzel and

Schmidt, 1980) by introducing a self-associateci molccular aggrcgate to be the solid
phase. The quation of state they usai is the one proposed by Schmidt and Wenzel
(1980):

Assumiag a pure associatcd substance A to cwsist of

a mixture of N components, the

component i may bc ciehed as king formed by the association of

according to the reaction quations:

Vi

monomers A 1

w h a vi arc die stoichio~attrkcotfficicnts (tamed as oligoma numbers) and the

stoichiomctry of the mode1 assuxncd i
spccined by the valus of vi. If. far example, a
substance is npresentcd as an equilibrium betwtfn monomas. dimers and tttrmcrs. the

mode1 is said to k a 1-24 m~~Iel
and the values of vi rn v1-1. v2=2 and ~

3 4 In
. tcrms

of chernical potentials, ushg standard thermodynamics. the condition for the equilibrium
corresponding to the teactions (2-104) occuring in the mixture is :

wherc index 1 refcrs to the monomer, index i a> a panicular i-mer and y is the mole fraction of the respective compound.

The chemical equilibrium constant Kf derived fiom

Eqn. 2-105 is :

The quantiacs ASi and Miaie the standard ideal-gas entbalpy and cnaopy of formation
of oiigomcr i (they aie regardcd as the chemical parawters of the association moâel).

The n u m k and naMe of oligomers s d e c toge~

wiîh theu physical ~d chernical

parameters. q n s e n t an association mode1 for a given associami substance. There are

three physical parameters. Tc.P, and o> (acentric factor) for the monomr, and thrce phy-

sical (T,. P, and a)plus two chernical (AHand AS) parameters fot each oligomcr. These
parameters were treatecl as adjustable parameters and were fit to expeximcntal data of the
pure associated substance such as the triple point temperature. the différence of iiquid

and solid molar volumes at the uiple point, and the heat of meking at the triple point.
Once the mode1 parameters had k e n detcnnincd for a ~t~associated
pure substance, it
was then possible m calcuiate phase equilibria in &ary

mixtures. in mixtures coasisting

of one associatcd substance ~d any n u m k of hybocarbo~~~,
kij values W-

U S C as
~ the

ody adjustable paramcters. Thercfare. the merhod bas good pndictivt propcrties. The

mode1 pamits preaiction of a pure-substance phase diagram o v a the complete pressure
range. The foUowing pure substances w a e evaluatcd: methane, krypton, xenon,

-

naphthalene, knzene, carbon dioxide. O and p -xylene. wata and sodium For waier, a
second solid phase. ice 0,
was included. Application to mixtures was demonsmted for
the binary system O -xylene

- p -xylenc,

-

naphthalene carbon dioxide, and naphthalene -

ethane.

Salun and Trebblt (1994) and Salim (1990) devtloped a mslated Trcbble-Bishnoi-

Saüm mS)equation of statc for the prediction of solid phases. They refit the constants
of a four parameter cubic cquation of statc @OS) at the triple point temperature and

forced the m s l a t e d equarion m O S ) to rcproduce the expcrirnental value for solid density. The aiple point saturation pressure and the vapour phase fbgacity calculatd fiom
the

EOS w a e also forecd in the recdculation of parameters for the TEOS. In this

manner thac is no discontinuity in prcdictcd pressure at the triple point or in the
predicted value of vapour fbgacity. The founh criterion imposai follows from the equili-

brium condition that the solid and vapour phase fugacities for the translated quation
must match at the triple point pressm. Oacc the TEOS parameters were calculated at
the triple point, it was then possible to calculate temperature dependent parameters (&

and

e) f a the attractive paramcter of the TEOS by regrcssion against S-Vvapour pres-

sures or thmugh the use of a gentralizcd wthod. The mslatcd cquation then kcomes
an operative solid phase mode1 which can be uscd even at tcmperams above the triple

point by extrapolation. Use of this methodology was demonsmted for pacdiction of the
phase beliaviour of pure nitmgen, for the îiquidus of COs-Mahane at 50 bar, and for S-V

equilibria in the systems CO2-Benzoic Acid and Ethylenc-Benzoic Acid at pressures up
to 280 bar. It is

also possible using this methodoIogy to pndict thcnnophysical proper-

ties of the solid phase including dcnsity. enthalpy, heat capacity, etc. Calcdatod values
of solid phase heat capacity for nine pure substances weie included. FmaUy. it is possi-

ble with this approach to either assume a pure solid phase or to match solubiiity data if
they arc avaïiable. Calculation of solubility in the solid phase was demonstrateci for both

the CO2-Benzoic Atid and Ethylene-Benzoic Acid b i n e s and the effect of a pure soiid

phase assumpaon was demonstratcd.

In mass transfer study, both dinusion and convection an important. Diffusion is
revitwed hm, while convection will be presented in Section 2.3.

The dinuson cœfficitnt or diffusivity is bsicaiiy ciasnned into t
1.

diffiisivity of dilue gases,

2.

diffusivity ofdense iïquids a highIy dense gascs.

3.

disrusivity of supercritical fluids.

h groups:

The solution of the Boltmiaan equation is as follows. Let us consida a gas made up of N
molecules may be rcprcsented by an ensemble dcscribed by the distribution function

flN)(p,pN.t)in the yspace of 6N dimensions. According to the Liouville cquation, the
tirne variation of the distribution fuaction.

fY. is given by the tquation

where rnk is the mass of molecule k. Fk is the force on molecule k due to a l i the other

molecules, and Xiis the force on molecult k due to an extemal field.

The macroscopic khaMour of a gas is usualiy d c d b c d with suüicient accuracy by a
distributiox~fuction of Iowa d e r . For example. thc macfoscopic khaviour of a gas at
sufficiently low densities is described by the set of distribution functions

fi1).These

functions are de-

as the integral of fuv) over the coordinates and momenra of all but

one of the molccults. Because of the s y a m ~ t r yof
the spccics of the rrmaining moltculc, indi&

fOv), this hction depcnds only upon

by the subscript i, and d œ s not depend

upon which molccule of the particuiar lriad is chosen as special.

An equation for fi') may be obtahed h m the LiouvilIe equation (Eqn. 2-107). by

integrating over the coordiaatts of (N-1)molecules When such an integtation is per-

-

formed aiid use is made of the fact that fi1)vamshês whcn bil 4 and also at the wdis
of the cbntaining vcssel. one obtains

This equation does not in itself define the khaviour of

fi1).

As one sees, whenever one

lowers the level of description, it is nccessary to i n d u c e a condition which effectively

restricts the name of the systems under wnsideration. In this case. in orda to obtain the

Boltzmann equation it is nccessary to inooduce the concept of moleculor chaus.

Kirkwood (1947) showcd bat, in the derivaaon of the Boltrmann equation. the assump-

tion is made impficitly that the distribution fimctions, fil)(t).do not change appxciably
during the duration of a collision. This may be s a n in the following way. For a gas containing a singie componcnt and having only two-body foms bctwecn the molecules,

Eqn. 2-109 teduces io

If the intcnnolecular f-

arc shurt range, one can define a collision diametet ro such

that F l2 is effectively zao when k1-r212 ro. AU the contributions to the integral of
Eqn. 2-110 oome fmm regions whae Irl-r21< ro. The principlt of molccular chaos

assumes that, outside this interaction sphae,
@(t)=A1)(t)j$l)(t)

h"212ro

(2-1 1 1 )

But inside the interaction sphne, the pair distribution function, j$g(t), is not known
explicitly.

If one neglects the possibiüty of three-body collisions. thae is only one trajtctory in

twepartick phase space passing thmugh the point (r q 1;r2 q *). Thus, following the
trajectory backwards in time,if the system is at (rl p l ; r 2 p 2 at
) the t h e t, one sees that

-

it must h m becn at a weU-dehed point ( f i , f 2 p r 1$3at time t 6t. Let us defhe the

time &(r 1.r2;p 1,p2;t)as the interval of time such that Iri-rzl = ro. At this tirne.

fi$(f l , f 2;p'i , p i ; t 4 t ) =fi)0'1

fi" ( f 2 , p 0 2 ; t - m

,p01;t4t)

Thus it follows that

ffd

(rl , ~ z ; 1P.P2 3 )

=fi1)(f 1. p ' l ; t - ~ tA.)
) (rr2,p'2;t-6t)

(2- 112)

Tbus, for evcry point ( r z g z )in the integral of Eqn. 2-110, the pair distribution function
is related to one particle distribution functions at a tiw t
a different 6t. The magnitude of

- &, and for each point there is

6t is of the order of the duration of a collision and is

smaii comparai with the times involveci in mamscopic measumiiena.

The fluxes of mass. shown in the cquation of consc~ationof mass and directly nlated to
the diffiision velocity, may bc dcrived directly h m the Bolmnann equation. The hear
velocity of a molecule of species j with respect to a cooniinatc systcm h e d in spacc is

denotcd by V j . with wmponents v ~v . ~vb.
. Iu magnitude, Iv,~ = V j . is called the molecular spccd. For chernical Jptcies j picsent at a numkr dcnsity nj. one d e k s an avvelocity F'j by :

-vj(r.t> = -~v&(r?vj.t)dvj
1
ni
The mass average vclocity is thcn defincd by:
1
v (r,t ) = -Zjnjt?tjFj

P

where:

which is the o v d density of gas at a particular point. nie mass average velocity v o is
usudy referred to as the Stream velocity or the flow velocity.

Kirkwood (1947) C O I T C C ~for
~ the existence of the various & comsponding to different
points ( r 2 9 2 ) by tirne avcraging Eqn. 2-109 over an integrai slightiy longer than the

duration of a coiiision. nie Boltzmann equation then becornes :

In most kinetic theory problems it is more convenient to work in tcnns of velocities than

momenta. In the remaindcr of this chapta we sbaii use the disaibution-velocityspace.
f i ( r , ~ ~mthtt
, f ) , than the distribution fundon in phase space, fil)(viJ)The Boltmiann

equation in Eqn. 2 4 16 can be rcwritltn as:

Eqn. 2-117 was solvcd by Enskog (1922a)utiliring a perturbation parameter 5 innoduced

as a series into the cquation in such a way that the fkqucncy of collinons can k varied
in an arbitrary manner without affecting the relative numkr of collisions of a pdcular
kind. The solution up to the fmt-order perturbation distribution function is as foliows:

fi =Ao1(1 + @i(r,vist ) )
where:

(2-1 18)

Ai, Bi and

CPI have to satisfy the Boltzmann equation 2-116 and two auxiliary condi-

tions:

P'qihi=O

The peculiar velocity of a molecule of specics j is defincd as the velocity of the molecule
with respect to coordinates moving with the mass average velocity v O:
V j ( ~ ~ , r=
, tV)j

-

(2426)

Y0

The diffusion velocity of chernical species j is the rate of flow of molecules of j wirh
respect to the mass average vclocity of the gas :

=b

Vj(rst)

(2- 127)

vo

and dso the average of the peculiar velocity written in the fonn :

Note that following the definitions of the dinusion velocity and the mass average veloCity :

xjWFj

= Zjnjmj@j

- -0)

=O

(2- 129)

An approximation (Eqn. 2-1 18) to the distribution function fi can be substituted into the

dimision vclocity (Eqn. 2-128) to yield the multicomponent diffusion coefficient:

By means of the Soaim polynomiai expansion, the erprrssion

fol

the diffusion

coefficient btcomcs:

Taking ody one tenn in the Sonint polynomial expansion (viz..

5 = 1). one cm obrain

the coefficient c#j4(1) for a binary &turc:

So that the k t approximation to the coefficient of diffusion of a binary mixture is

For rigid sphericd molecules of diameta CF+ i2t.l) is defined by:

and the diffusion coefficient of a binary mixture in Eqn. 2-132 WU
becorne:

where the distance Oij bctween the centres of the spherts at collision is co~ectêdwith
their diameters ai and aj by the relation:

For a pure component i. the diffiisivity in Eqn. 2-135 ~ m into
s the seE-diffusivity as follows:

or for simpiicity. the subscript i can k droppcù on the ground that one is talking about
the pure component i.

22.2. Difisivity of liquids or highly dense gases

Since molecules in liquids or highly dense gases are densely packed and stroagly
affected by force fields of neighbouring molecules, values of Dij for Iiquids

arc much

smaller than for low-pressure gases. Numaous themetical approaches to the description
of dinusion in liquids have k e n made, depending upon whether the systems are electrolytic or none1ectrolytic. The avaiiable prcdicoioa pmcdures must therefore k divided

hto those suitable for nonelecmlytes and thos suitable for tlectrolytes which wiii not
be discussed herc. Most studies have bttn devoted to the estimation of dinusivities in
v a y dilute solutions, although some progreu has k e n made

towards ~ o w a n c efor the

substantial variations that axur with inneasing concentration of the dinusing solute.

Scveral comlations for dilute soIutions an based on the hydrodynamic theory initiated
by Albert Einstein, who applied Stokes' law to describe the drag on large, spherical

solute moitcules (0,
in iafinitc düution (-), moving through a c o n ~ u u mof srnail solvent molecuies i).
The equation obtained is:

W~WC
kB

is BO-%

coiistûï~t,ri is the radius of the di&isiog molecule i, md pj is the

viscosity of solvent molccult j. The expression breaks down, howeva. for W c r solute

molecules. The lack of widespread quantitative succeos with the theoretical approaches
has led to the development of several semiempincal relationships based on Eqn. 2-137.
Severai ernpincal equations based on Stokes-Einstein theury are provided below (where

(4): is in m 2 / s , v the molar volume at its n

o d boiling point in c m 3 / m l , p in cP, T

in K. and the subscripts i and j refer to the solute and solvent respectively):

wherc Q is the association factor (mostly @ = 1; except for water

methanol@= 19, and for ethanol* = 1.3,

= 2.6, and for

Tyn and Colur (1975)Equation

where o is the sui.face tension in dyne /cm-

Hqyduk and Minhas (1982) Equarion

For n o d paraffin solutions:

where E = (102/vi)

- 0.791

For solutes in aqueous solutions:
e
(Dj); = 1.25 1 0 ~ ( v ~ ' ~ - 0 . 21.52
9 2p,),
,~

where E = (9.58/vi)

- 1.12

For nonaquaeous (nonelectrdytic) solutions:

whete a is the surface tension.

Reid et al. (1966) compared the pIevious cmdations in estimating the infinite dilution

diffusion coefficient of a solute i in a solvent j. Cornparisons betwcen caiculated and
experimenîai ( D j ) r wen conductecl for 68 binaries with solvents such as ~ h l o r o f ~ m ,

benzene, acetone. n-hexane, ethanol, n-butanol. n-heptane, ethyl acetate, and water. In
general, the authors recommended use of the Tyn-Calus and the Hayduk-Minhas cordations Both require values of the solute and solvent siirface tensions. In special situations,
such as difhision in n-paraffin solutions, Eqn. 2-143 was ncommended. They did not find
a clear advantage for Eqn. 2- 144 over Eqn. 2-142 for solutes diffusing into water, but the

former would bt more convenient to use.

Recently, the investigation of the dynamic propenies of simple liquids have rcached a
stage whcn models bascd on accepteci physical concepts in combination with cornputer

simulations can provide a quantitative description of the density and temperature dependence of dinusïvities. hcluded hen an the rough-hard-sphere (RHS)mode1 and the

interacthg-sphere (1s)model.

The rough-hard-spherc (RHS) theory was initiated by Chandler (1974ab). He argued
that the motion of a molecule in a rcal liquid can k rclated to the motion of a particle in

a model mugh-hard-spherc fluid. A rough-hard-spherc fluid is a system composed of

spherical particks which wUde impulsivtly, and these instanianeous coilisions arc Capa-

ble of changing the agular momtntum of a particle as weIi as the lincar momennua

One of the prrdictions given by Chandler (1974a) is that the zero-fresuency part of the
velocity autocmeIation fuction for a real liquid is the same as that for an appropriately

chosen RHS fluid. This comection ktween a rcai liquid and the model fluid provides the
bask of the RHS theory. In particular, since the self-diffusivity D is proportional to the
zero-fiequcncy part of the velocity aumcomlation function. the thtory prcsentcd by

Chandler (1974) prrdicts that:

where DRHs is the difhsivity for the model rough-hard-sphere fluid. There are two
assumptions outlining the physical idcas of Eqn. 2-147. The h

t assumption is

that the

molecular motion in a liquid is determincd primarily by those pomons of the intem01ecular potendal which arc short-ranged and harshly repulsivc. Amactive interactions and
othct forces which are supposdy slowly varying in space play only a minor mit. This

assumption should k vaüd provided the average number density of the liquid n is -ter

-

than twice the critical density. For such high densitics which characterite most of the

-

liquid phase outside of the critical region molecules arc sufficiently close together that

the repulsive interactions between ncarcst neighbom pcoduce the dominant intermoIecular forces. The second assumption is that the molecules in the iiquid an fairly sphcrical.

Then, at the zao-fkquency limit, the dynamics occuMg in the Xiquià due to the harsh
repulshe forces should k indistinguishable h m the dynamics occuring in a model fluid
for which pair collisions occur instantaneously. T h i s assumption. which can be justified

with the binary coIlision expansion (Chandler, 1974a). aîiows one to equate the zero-

frrquency parts of the velocity autocomlation functions for the rad liquid and a mode1

rough-hard-sphae fluid

nie physical argument outiined pviousiy shows the limitation of Eqn. 2-147. that is. it
should not k usd for a liquid with density less than twia the critical density. Also. for
dense liquids, it WU
not be useful if the molecular shape is highly nonspherical. or if
there are attractive interactions between molecules that are quickly varying as the harsh
repuisions. An example of the latter situation is liquid water where the strong hydrogen-

bond attractions play the crucial role in deteminhg the arrangement of water molecules.

Liquid carbon disuifide is pmbably an example of the former situation. The CS2
molecule is suaiciently long that even the zuo-fkquency component of the dynamics
wiU not be the same as that for hard spherical particles.

Although Eqn. 2-147 can k accurate for many systems. it is probably never correct to
say that at nonmo f!iequcncicsthe dynamics of a real fluid can

k treated as if collisions

between mokcules are impulsive. Indeed, the Mte duration timc of npulsive force cou-

sions in a iiquid produces features in the dynamics at nonzero fraquencies which arc
quaiîtatively dinerent fkom those in a hard sphm fluid (Kim and Chandler. 1973). nius.

for example. while Eqn. 2-147 can be v a y accurate for liquid carbon teaachlonde, the

velocity autocorreIation hinction for CC14 wiil be quite Mkrent h m that for rough hard
spheres. Only the arcas under the comlation functions wiii k the same.

The idta of usïng a bard sphac mode1to caicuiate diffusion coefficients is not a new one.
Its history gocs back to the timt of Enskog (1922b). Howeva. somc of the =cent appli-

cations (Dymond, 1974; Wodf, 1974) of the id-

have ken ôased on the incorrect

assumption that D =Dsm, whue DSHSis the dinusivity for the smootrh hard sphae fluid
This equality would k concct oniy if collisions ktwccn mlccules did not producc a

coupling k w e n adnslational and rotational motions. Except for atomic fluids. this coup h g does not exist, and it is shown that the wuplùig is sufficicntly important that it can-

not k neglected if one ~ishesto have a phyàcally sensible theory that is quaütatively
correct. Indeed, for Liquid CC14, the coupling affects the diffusivity by nearly a factor of

2. Thus the distinction ktween the rough and smooth hard s p h a mode1 is important. By
definition, a rough hard sphen fluid is the impulsive force mode1 in which the rotational
and transationai motions are coupled. The degme of coupling defhes the specific mugh
sphere system associateci with the reaI liquid (Chandler. 1974a,b).

The appmyimate fomula which relates ktween DRHsand DsHsis:

The value of A is found h m the consavation law for total anguiar momentum (orbital

plus spin). and is bounded between O and 1. A is unity only when the hard sphaes are
pafectly smooth (Le., when the= is no coupling ktween translational and rotational

motions). Further, A is independent of density. It is also independent of temperature if
the change of velocity for a particle due to a single coilision is a lincar vector fûnction of
the relative vciocity for the coliiding pair. Since this is a nasonable approximate condition for binary collisions ktween fairly spherical moleculcs. one shaU assume that the

quantity A is thus a constant. Also. the simple caiculation givcn by Eqn. 2-148 prcdicts
that the coupling k ~ c c translations
n
and rotations has the effect of lowaing the M u -

sion coefficient, The physicai txplanation of this phe-

is that the coupling pro-

vides an additional mcchanism for the relaxation of the velocity of a particle in the fluid.

As a rtsult, the velocity autocorrelation fiibction will decay to rero more rapidly if the
coupling exists than if it does not. The m m rapid decay leads to a d e r value of the
integral over the correlation function and thus a s d e r value for D (Chandler, 1975).

Of coune, Eqn. 2-148 is not a rigorous r e d t because the appmximaaon of the velocity
autocorrelation function on which it is based is not quantitatively accurate except at very
low densities. The corrections to the approximation involve cumulative avaagcs of two

or more collision operators. Thcse cumulants are zero only if successive collisions are
uncomlatcd to each othcr. Thus, the derivarion of Eqn. 2-148 assumes that the dynamical events occuring in the rough hard sphctt Buid can bc approximateû by uncorrelored

sequences of bhary coiiisions between particles chat arc iaitidiy nearest neigboun. It is
weii hown b a t tbis approximation produces important aron in the caiculation of D for
high densitics (Alder et al., 1970). Howcva. it is klieved bat at high densities. 0.7 d
n d S 0.9, Eqn. 2-148 wiii

k qualitativdy comct even if the binary collision approxi-

mation is not quantitativcly accurate. To understand why, one may rcphrare the derivation of Eqn. 2-148 in the foilowing way. Let u(T,n) be defned as the ratio DRHS/DsI~s.

Then trivialiy,

Note that in this formula, DsHs(T,n) refen to the exact smooth sphere diffusion

coefficient. Thus DsHs(T,n)contains Correctiotls to the b
At high densities, these &ons
et a

i collision approximation.

arc principally due tu bockcortering cvents (Alder

1970). Ebumably these dynadcai processes dominate the corrections to the

binary coilision approximation f a rough hard sphaw as weil as smooth hard sphercs.

Further, it secms m o n a b l e that these àynamid cvuits do not change appnciably when
going h m a smooth bard sphen system to a rough hard sphm system. As a nsult, the

factor a (T,n), which describes the effccts of the couplhg ktwecn mslations and rota-

tions, cian probably k adequately desaibai withïn the context of the binary coilision
approximation. By applying this apprimation, one gets a (T,n) = A and thus Eqn. 2147. In 0th- words. Eqn. 2-147 includes effects of many-body comlations, such as

backscatttaiag, provided the exact DsHs(T,n)is used (Chandler. 1975).

As anotha justification of Eqn. 2447, note that this f o d a w i l l be used to interpret
experimental data over a limited range of densities oniy
n d

- namely high densities, 0.7 S

s 0.9. Withh this range, one may expand o (T,n) in a Taylor series and ntain oniy

the zero ordcr tenn provided the temperature and density dependencc of o ( l , n ) is smaU

cornparrd to that for Dms(T,n). Since Ds~s(T,n)
iF a strong function of T and n, this

approximation is probably sufficicntly corrrct (Chandler, 1975).

Developed h m the RHS theory is the interacting-sphe (1S) mode1 proposed by

Luedemana's group (Spcedy et al., 1989) and bascd on an assumption that :
D =Du
where D u is the diffusion coefficient for the Lennard-Jones system.

(2-150)

D u is àcnved h m D w S corzcctcd with the positive and the negative pans of the
Unnaid-Jones potenW. DsHs is bascd on Boltzmann's (1964) statcmtnt bat benuccn

the centres of two molecules th-

acts an atmactive force (the van der Waals cohesion

force) which vanisbes at ma~~scopic
distances and v d e s so slowly with i n d g distance that it may k wnsiderad constant witbin distances large cornparcd to the average
separation of two neighbouring molecules; consequtntly the van der Waals cohesion
forces excrted on each molecule in the intcrior of the conminer arc vcry ncarly equal in
ail directions in spacc, and they balance each other in such a way that the motion of the

individual molecule is like that of the usual gas molecule. and is not noticably modined
by the cohesion forces. Also Boltzmann obmed that the coIlisional mjectones of repel-

ling molccules an not esscntially dinerent h m the trajectories of a pair of hard spheres
with diameters equal to the distance of closest approach. The two statements quoted indicate that:

1.

the structure and dynamics of simple real fluids could be modelleâ by those of a
comsponding hard spherc system

2.

the diameter of the hard sphercs can be estimated

One implication of thosc ideas is that the seif4iffusivity of a smooth-hard-sphcre fiuid
DSHs(T.&aB)
depends on the numba duisity n = N/V.temperature T, and the diameter
of the hard sphaes UB chosen to be tht distance of closest approach of coiiidïng pairs as

prescrïbed by Boltzmann, or also cailed Boltzmann's hard-sphae diamem.

Boltzmann's hard-sphere diameter. a ~is,detmnined as foiiows: the energy of collision

bctweea an isolatcd pair of moIecults, Ec.is the Ianetic encrgy of the pair dong the line

of their centres, in th& ccntrc-of-mas-nxed fhmc of rcfercnce, long befm or long afkr

impact At the distance of closest appmach the molecules arc stationary (in the above

r c f e ~ n œfkamc) and the kinetic energy Ec appuus as the potcntial en-

of their

intaaction. If u (r) is the potential cnergy of intaaction of the molecules when they are
separatecl by r, thcn the distance of closest approach (called Boltzmann's diameter OB) is

determineci by the condition

W?d=Ec

(2-151)

Chapman and Cowiing (1970) in Eqn. 5.3,s show that, for a hard-sphere system, the

value of Ec avaaged over aU couisionsis

if the hard-sphere molecules can be describeû by the Lennard-Jones

0patential func-

tion:

q (reprcsenting the closest distance betwccn w o LJ sphms) can be calculateci fiam the
combination of the above equation and Eqns. 2451,2452 and 2-153:

Let x be (au/q#, die quation above will becorne:

The positive value of x cm then be solvcd as foilows:

and a~is,

In the Wecks-Chandler-Andersen, WCA. (1971) perturbation t h w . the total potentid
fwiction is divided up into iu attractive and repulsive paris accordkg to the sign of the
force f (r) = - du (r)/dr.For the purpose of interpre~gdiffusion. Speedy er al. (1989)

chose to separate u (r) into its positive and negative parts. that is according to the sign of

u (r) rather than the sign of f (r). The cohesive energy, in the van der Waals or
Boltzmann scnse, is the encrgy difftrtnce between a system of molecules which interact
with the full potential u (r)and a system of molecules, at the s a w density. which interact

with ody the positive part of u (r). Speedy et al. (1989) compand cornputer simulation
nsults for d a s i o n in the Lemard-Joncs (Kushik and Berne. 1973; Levesque and Verlet,

1970) mode1 fluids with resuits for the hard sphen (Speedy. 1987) to demonstrate that
the effect of cohesive enagy is to reduoc diffusion, and to quant* the effkct. From their

investigation. the ratio Du/DHs(as), with as caiculated h m Eqn. 2-154& is a function

ofdkBT.and Du (also the diffbsivity of a r d fluid D)can k exprcssed as follows:

D =Du =D S Hwrp(-€f2kB
~
T)

(2- 155)

The exponential pam rcpresents tcvesque and Vakt's (1970) vaiucs of Du with a stan-

dard deviation of 6.8 pa cent and Kushik and Banc's (1973) values of Du with a standard deviation of 6.4 pa cent.

The value of the ~e~diffiisivity
Dsffs in Eqn. 2-155 which has been determincd h m
cornputer simulations were re-assessed by:
1.

Specdy (1987)

2.

Expenbeck and Wood (1991)

Speedy (1987) rc-assesseci severai computed values of DsIis published previously:
1.

Dsm(N) in systems of N = 250 in the range of n

d

fimm 0.354 to 0.9428. as

calculatcd by Easteal et al. (1983)
2.

b(432) in the range of 0.354 S n d S 0.832 calculated by Easteal et a&.(1983.
1984)

3.

DsHs(SOO) with n d h m 0.014 to 1.08 calculated by Aida et al. (1960. 1974)

and W d c o c k (1981)
4.

DS~s(-)with n

d fiom 0.014 to 0.9428 estimatcd h m the work of Easteal et of.

(1983, 1984), Aider et al. (1970). Alder and Wainwright (1967). Alder et al.

(1974). Woodcock (1981) and WOOdCock and Angelî (1981).
At the high density exrnmc th-

is prrsumably some density in the metastable fiuid

range at which the s b ~ c t u r cbecornes jammed and âifhsion cerises. According to Berna1

and Mason (1960). DsHs + O occurs at nd = 1.216. which is also callcd B d ' s rang
dom close packcd density. Howevcr, an approwimatc theory (Speody. 1983 and 1986)
predicts that the hard-spherc duid kcomes incompnssible and unstable and that di&ision ceases as nd appmaches appmwimatcIy 1.07. In support of that idea, Woodcock

calculateci the location of a giass m s i t i o n a about n d = 1.09 (Woodcock, 1981;

Woodcock and Angeil, 1984). They a h suggest that the metastable amorphous state
becomes unstable with respect to crystaüzation, and that &&DE

(note: DE is the value

of Dsm predicted by Enskog's theory m s k o g , 1922; Chapman and CowIing, 19701 at

the same number pressure and temperatme as DSxs) extrapolates linearly to rem there.

The simplest expression consistent with cornputcd Dslfs in litcrame and with the idea
that ~~m+O as n d

+ 1.09 is

whcre:

o in Eqn. 2-158 can be nplaced by or,mn. 2-154d) when necessary, and Do is the
self-dinusivity of dilute hard-sphere molecules as d e h x i previously by Eqn. 2-137.

In the study of the VACF - Velocity-AutoComlation Function - conducted by Erpenbeck

and Wood (1982. 1985 and 1991). diey used a combination of Monte Carlo and

molecuiar-dynamics WCMD) mcthods to extcnd the Aldcr and Wainwxight (1967) calcuiations to larger systems and more densities in d e r to compare the VACF with die
kinetic theory @ornnan and Cohen. 1970. 1972 and 1975) and mode-coupliag pndictions (Emst et ai.. 1970 and 1971) for the long-timt tails. These studies strongIy supported the theorics with respect to the dominant shear-mode contribution to the long-tiw
taii. but with the inclusion of the less dominant acoustic-mode contribution yielding

quantitative agreement between the MCMD &ta for the VACF and a finite-N (N king
the number of particles) version of the modecoupihg thwry. As a result, Erpenbeck and

Wood w a e able to extend the Alder, Gass and Wainright (1970) study both with respect
to the system-size dependence of the VACF over the finite range of dynamical time
accessible in these calculations, but also with respect to the derails of the long-time

comections. Moreover, they were able to dinctly contradict the implication of the
Easteal. Woolf and Joily (1983 and 1984) and Speedy (1987) snidies that the long-time
contributions en somehow not necdeci. In fact, these comctions have bem simply

ignored without proper justification.

Erpenkck and Wood (1991) further arguai that p c i s e estimates for the transport
coefficients of hard sphens weie essential if one was to scribe certain details of the
ciifference benveen the experimentai ami the hatd-sphett transport coefficient to features
of the intermolccuiar interaction. In this work, they report values of self4inutivity as a

function of volume (V) raaging h m 25 d o m to 1.6 times the close-packcd volume V o .
This includes essentiaily the entire fluid regime h m dilute gas to near solidification. The

MCMD d t s for the sdf4ff~sivity coefficient of the bard-sphere fluid, relative to the

Enskog value, in the ninth Enskog appmrimation h m their ment snidy can be
rcprcscntcd by the foilowing equaaon of Pm,quivalent to that in Eqn. 2-157:

where:

and the value of E is as dehed by Eqn. 2-158.

Bach1 et al. (1992) and Vardag et al. (1991) frwi Luedemann's p u p at the University
of Regensburg, Germany, s d z e d the results fiom the RHS mode1 and the IS model,

in both of which P O in Eqn. 2-157 was utilued, as p n ~ n t e din Table 2-4. The roat
mean square enor (RMSE) was calcdated h m :

Mi n-alkaus prtstntcd in Table 2-4 could be described quantitatively weii with the

rough-hard-sphere model. However. it couid only be achieved with a rotation-translation
coupling parameter A value that dccrrased signincantly with falling temperature and

became v a y anail for the longer aikanes. The IS mode1 yielded reasonable fits (con-

ducted by Luedemann's groap) with ody two parameters (i.e., 6~and H ~ Bfor
) all n-

alkanes at pressures up u> 200 MPa, with the exception of butane and the largest

me and syncmatic deviations becarnc apparent.

polyethy1ent fiaction (Ciw), w h e ~

Inclusion of the data obtaincü for the Iarger alkanes up to pressures of 600 MPa
significantly rrduced the fit quality. This might rcsult either h m a gcncfal breakdown of
the description for the highest pressines rcached or might stem h m the poor quality of

the density data, which mostly had to k obtained by extrapolation of existing data or

h m comspondùig state models.

2.2.3. Diffûsivity of supercritical fluids

A quantitative understanding of diffusion is of considerable Unpo~ancein the design of

equipment for. and praiess development of, supercritical fiuid (SCF) extraction. How-

ever, there are currently very little avaiiable fundamental diffusion data in the superaitical region. This is due, in pan, to the sarnpling difnculties encounted in high pressure

systems. The most reliable mcthods for obtaining dimisivity data in SCF systems have
involved the use of nonobtrusivc techniques such as solid dissolution, capillary peak

broadeaing. photon comlation spectroscopy, and nuclear magnetic resonance spectresCOPY*

Two important phenornena an noteü for diffusion in superaitical fluids. Firsrly,it is

Table 2-4. Cornparison ktween the RHS and XS models for a series of n-allwes
-

-

Substance

RMSE

RMSE

ml

c96]

2.6
2.0

2.8
9.4
4.7
5.5

2.3
4.8
3.9

2.9
2.6

3.7
8.9

diffusion in the region nuu the mixture aitical points. The transition of dimision

coefficients h m the subscritical region m the supaaitical region is not a gradua1 one. It
is because the difhision coefficient kcornes esscntially zero in the viciaity of the binary
critical point. The phenornenon has kui illustratcd with the case of naphthdene-carbon

dioxide systcm which exhibits a near-zero diffusion coefficient at 35 O C and the critical
pressure of CO2 flsekhanskaya, 1971). lnrrc thwries have been proposcd to explain
this behaviour (Cussler, 1984)

In the intmst of brevity. oniy the h

t thcoq will

k discussed hue. It assumes that

chemicai potentid gradients. as opposai to concentration gradients, provide the driving

force behind dinusional flux in bis region (Cussler, 1984).

instead of

where Ni is the moiar flux of component i, Do the newly defined diffusion coefficient, Ci

the molar concentration of component I. z the length of diffusion, and pi the cheemical
potentiai of cornpanent i. Equation 2-166can also k expresscd as

Given the expression of the chernicd potential:

= p!

+RT ~ ( Y ~ X ~ )

(2-167)

whae pp is the chmiid potentiai of cornponent i at the refc~cncestate, and yi is the
activity coefficient of componcnt i, one can diffkrentiatt Eqn. 2-167 with respect to the

molar concentration of component i:

The molar concentration C is assumed to k a constant, and since Ci = C Xi (xi king the
mole fiaction of componeat i). the foliowing equations arc obtained:

By cornparhg Eqns. 2-165 and 2469.the relationship between Dij and the newly defined
diffusion coefficient is obtained:

At the b l i q critical point. asg/a$ = O, and as a consequence, alnx/ahi = - 1 (sec the
derivation of Eqn. L 11 in Appendix 1). it foiiows that imspective of the value of Do,DG
m u a be qual to zeroat the critical point of the binary mixture.

Secondly. it is diffiision in the superCnticai region away f h m the mixture critical points.

B is noted by Liong et al. (1991) that the generai a n & of the diffusion coefficient in the
supercritical condition are v a y dinerent b m that in the sub-critical (îiquid) condition.

The differcncts arc tabulated as follows:
1.

the diffusivity in the supenxiticai condition varies with pressure as pas; this is
in contras u> the Mfbsivity in the subcntical condition which varies as P " ~

2.

bascd on the Stokes-Einstein reiationships. the difhsion coefficient in liquids at
the subaiticaI condition is inwrsely proportional to the solvent's viswsity, p.';

however, the difhisivity in the supercritical condition varies according to a power

law p- (Ckad), as proposed by Fekt and Schneider (1982). and by Haydulc and
Cheng (1971)

Despite the two discrepancies, the modelling of ditrusion data in the supercritical condition is s
a based on the dinusion models of liquidr or highly dense gases discusxd pre-

viously in this chapter. For example, Deknedem and Reid (1986) compared the predic-

tive results among diffusion correlations based on the Stokes-Einstein quation as

presented in Table 2-5.
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Table 2-5. Average values of ratios kween pndicted and cxpaimental
diffusion cocfficicnts f a superdtical systems

-

-

Scheibel

Lusis-Ratcliff

(Eqn. 2-140)

(Eqn. 2-142)

System

Ali comlations overprcdict obsaved diffusion coefficients by a considaable amount,

with the single exception of the Wi-Chang equation for the naphthaiene-cthylene sys-

tem. For diffusion in CO 2. the WilLe-Chang expression exhibits considcrably leu error.

Robably. the most promishg prrdictive c4nelations for dinusion coefficients of super-

critical fiuids are proposeci by Funazukuri et al. (1991. 1992).

Funazukun' et al. (1991) Eqwtion

Funazukuri et ai. found that the ratio of Schmidt number (SC = J Q / ( ~ lz))
~ Dfor a binary
1-2 mixture (whae

= solvent viscosity.

= solvent density, and D 12 = buiary diffu-

sion coefficient) at a pscribed pressure to that ar atmospheric pressure
&/@;&))

(SC*

was a h s t independent of the solute rnolecular weight of Cis- to

=

Ca-

unsaturatcd fatty acid methyl esters W s i n g in superniticai CO2. Based on this evidence, Funazukuri et al. proposed the following empirical equation to pndict D 12 in

supercritical CO z:

whae v z is the CO2 molar volume, and ( v 2 ) ~is the minimum fke dinusion volume,
which is cqual to 1.384(&~.
~&$2

is the hard-spherc closed-packed volume q u a i to

(whert N = Avogadro's number,

= effective hard sphere diameter of CO2).

Eqn. 2-171 not oniy ykids good colrelation of the D 12 data of C 16- to C2& unsaturated
fany acid methyl esters, but aiso the CO ~c~diffusion
coefficients (022) rcponed in the
litenturc. The average absolute deviation for diffusivity (AADD)defined by:

for the binary diffusion in supaaitical CO and the self diffusion of CO is 3.7%

Funazukuri et al (1992)Equation

In 1992. Funenihiri and his coileagucs nvisittd th& prcvious coiztlation. The ratios of
Schimdt numbers fm self-(Sci) and binary diffusion (Scij) at high pmsine to those at

atmosphcric prcssurt becornt cqual to:

and
Sc,
--;-=1+2.18
Sc,
w here:

whae M is the Iarger mlecular weight, rn is the lown molecular weight k t w t t n solute i

and solvent j species, and A = RD/% (QD and f2, are collision integrais for diffusion
and viscosity, nspectivcly, bascd on the 12-6 Lenaard-Jones potential). The values of

RD and Qv arc obtained h m the comlation of Neufeld et al. (1972). Note that Eqn.
2-173 becornes equal to die ratio of self4chimdt numkr in Eqn. 2-173 if tbe propenies

of species i and j kcome identical. Equation 2-174 is valid throughout a range of dilute
to dense gases with gooà accuracy for preûicting binary and ~ e ~ d i f f u s i ocoefficients
n
in

dense CO as weU as self-diffusion coefficients of CH4at FJA ' < 40 or vj/(vj)0 > 1.62.

In this thesis. convective mass aansfcr ktween solid solute and supcmitical solvent in a
packed bed will be snidied. This section will rcview progrcss on the subjcct for the past

ten years.

Debenedetti and Reid (1986)

Debenedem and Reid @orwd an experimental investigation as follows: S C F flows in
a rectanguiar duct, in which a solid solute is deposited on one side of the duct. The duct

was divided into tbtee sections: an inlet section where laminar flow was aiiowed to
develop, a test section, and an outlet section. When the duct was horizontal with the
solute at the bottom, the flow was unaffected by gravity since the heaviet (saturated) fluid

at the intaface was always at the bottom of the channel. Binary diffusion coefficients
werc then calcuiated using gravimet& analysis of the evaporated solute trapped in an ice
bath aftcr precipitatuig the extracted solute k m a mcasufed quantity of salvent while
operating at stcady state (constant flow rate) in a carchilly timd experiment. The
governing quation in tbat case was for steady state dinusion of the solute.

In general. one wouid txpcct the rate of dissolution of soMs in SCFs to be d e h b e d by
relationships of the fonn:

However, this simpiificà view is hadequate in the case of SCFs. and buoyant effects

mus be introduced through an appropriate use of the Grashof number,

The necessit.of considering n a d convection effects results h m the fact that SCFs
exhibit exceptionally dbernatic viscosities as a consequence of their high densities
and low viscosities. For study of laminar flow of an incompressible Newtonizn flow
under the influence of gravitationai forces and an imposed pressure gradient, the follow-

hg nondimensional momennim equation was utilized by Debenedetti and Reid (1986):

where:

and c v > is the superficial velocity and c, is the solute solubility (in mole per volume) at
the interface.

The ratio ~ r / cm~ bceused
~ to investigau the rdative importance of n a d convection. If different fluids werie to flow inside sirnilar conduits undu diffusive mass transfer

conaol. then at any givcn ReynoIds numba. and rsnrmiag comparable deasity changes

Aplp,. the dative importance of nattrral convection is inwrscly proportional to the
square of the kinematic viscosity of the fluid in question. The significrncc of this obscr-

vation &s in the fact that the kincmatic viscosities of supacritical fluids arc v e q small.
and thereforc the role of buoyaacy forces is often significmt in mass m s f e r problems.

Debuiedem and Reid varied the buoyaat affects by rotating the duct, so that the solute
was no longer at the bottom. In this way. information was gathtrcâ on the relative importance of n a d convection in SCFs.

The rrsdts of the experiments were as follows:
1.

m e binary diffusion coefficients werc mcasured with or without the presence of
buoyant effixu.

2.

in the absence of buoyant effects. upcrimentai bînary diffusion coefficients
(icluding publishcd litcratiuc data) werc analyztd in the light of hydrodynamic

(Stokes-Einstein)theory. The analysis suggcstcd that unda the high-density.
low-viscosity conditions that charactcrize S a s , hydrodynarnic khaviom at the
moiecular lwel is appmached. and can k used as a basû for data extrapolation.

3.

in the prcscace of buoyant effccts, apparent diffusion coefficients w a t measund
by varying the inclination of the solute source plane with respect to the horizontal

position, and w a e found to be up to six times higha than the "me" coefficients
Cm the absence of boyant effects).

Tan et ai. (19881

Ruid-to-solid mass transfér coefficients w m determincd by m e a s d g extraction rates
of b-naphthol spheres in supercritical carbon dioxide in a packed k d exttactor. Measure-

menu w a e made for three particle diameters: 0.07, 0.26 and 0.48 cm, in an extractor
with an internai diameter of 2-16 cm over a temperature range of 308 - 328 K and a pressure range of I l 8

- 170 atm. The mass uansfcr coefficient was obtained fmm solution of

a dflerentid quation based on the foliowing assurnptions: (1) steady state, (2) negligible aual and iadial dispersion effects, (3) equilibrium concentration on the surface of the

non-porous p-naphthol particles, and (4) a concentration-independent mass transfer
coefficient. The rcquircà variables to obtain the coefficient were the concentration at the
exit of the extractor, the bed length. the superficiai velocity of CO 2, and the surface area

per bed volume of pnaphthol pariiclcs. The superficiai velocities studied hem ranged
4.4 1 0 to
~ 3.1 1 r 2 cm S.',

or equivaicnt of Reynolds numbers up to 20. The

mass transfer coefficients wcre comlatcâ as foiîows:

Gas-solid mass uansfer expaimcnts w a e conducteci for the well defined sysrmi of

supercritical CO2 and naphthalent at 101200 ami and mostiy 35

OC.

The cxperimental

procedure is &scribeci Mefly as follows: SCF CO2 flows inside a cylindrical cxaictor
(104 cc in volume, 14.8 cm in length, and 3.45 cm in diaaieter) packed with wo layers
(0.9 cm thick) of solid naphthalene cylinders. 0.45 cm in lcngth and 0.45 cm in diameter.

The expaimcntai smdy was carricd out with two laym of particles at small Reynolds
numbers (ktween 2 and 70). so that the effects of axial dispersion and naturai convection on the experimental rcsults wouid be important. In this study. a cell mode1 was used
to analyze the data. For

a smaii number of mixers, symbolized by n, Kramers and

Alberda (1953) derivexi a reiationship as shown klow:

where L is the total bed height. d, is the particle h e t a , and Peguis the axial Peclet

number, Le. u d J ' (II
= htentitial velocity, DL = axial dispersion coefficient). The ceii
mode1 is a genmiization of a class of models such as the completcly mixed tanks-in-

serics mode1 and the back-flow mixed tanks-in-stries. Even though no axial dispersion

data have been published for superaitical fluids, they approwimated its effect as
described klow.For supercritical systems, the value of the Schmidt number (around 10)

is intermcdiate to the values fos gases (Sc = 1.) and liquids (Sc = 1,000).By comparing

the ada of magnitude of Schmidt numbers of gases, supercritical fluids and liquids, a
masonable value of Pe,a for SCF CO was approximatdy 2, and the number of mixers
(n) therefort cqualed 3, given that L was two times 4.

Since cornpleu mui>g is a s s u w d in a ccii. the mole ftaction of a solute in in out-going
s n e m h m the nth ceU is designatcd as y,. If the bcd is viewed as a series of n perfect

mucing cells each having surface arca Ar/n and constant mass tramfer coefficient k,, then

for the steady-state mass transfer ktween solutc at the intaface with concentration y,
and the SCF stream, the material balance gins:

where n = 3. VT is total molar flowratt, Ar is total surface area of pellets in the exoactor,
y, is the cquilibrium mole fiaction of the solutc, and y, is the mole fiacrion of the solute

in the sneam leaving the nth ccii.

Since buoyant effects k a m e important under s u ~ O c a conditions,
l
it was necessary
to consida both fomd and naturai convection when attempting to wmlate mass transfer

coefficients unda supercritical conditions. To sixnplif'y the problem, Lim et al (1989)
took an approach used by Mandelbaum and Boehm (1973). and proposed a correlation

for 2 c Rep < 70 with an absalute average relative deviation of 15.39 as foilows:

Lim et of (1990) pmposed anothcr wrrelation covering Reynolds number ktween 4 and
135 with an absolute average deviation of 14.9%as foliows:

Sb
(Sc erp)O*

= O. 1828 R ~ ~ S C b e y Sc la]

+

Tan and W u (1988)

Tan and Wu conductcd an SCF experiment by passing an

SU? through a k e d ôed

packed with solutes to be extracted. Whethcr the fluid dismbution in the column is uniform obviously affects the exmction efficiency. The supercritical fluid distribution was
obtained by mcasuring the weight loss of a solid solute in a column whae a supercritical
fluid passed through. 'Ihe column had an inside diameter of 2.12 cm and was divided into

-

three sections prepacking, extraction and postpacking sections. The extraction section

consistcd of two coaxial cyiindtts where the innu cylindcr was packed with solid solute
and the annuius was packed with glas beads haMng the same si= as the soiid. The

prepacking and posîpacking sections w a e all packed with glass beads. In the snidy. the

solute and the fluid were chosen as naphthalene (grade 99.6%) and carbon dioxide (grade

9913%). nspcctiveIy. Aiso. thae werc severai limitations to the atperiment:
in orda to avoid a iarge change of pcmtabiîity of the extraction section due to

depletion of naphthaiene by SCF CO2. the loss of the total m a s was conmiled
within 3.0%

the opaating temperature was choscn as 328 K and conttolled withiri 0.5 K
the pressures adopted wac 9.24 MPa and 8.27 M'Pa

four particle diameters w a e hidiai, i.e., 0.1 cm,0.2 cm.0.3 cm,and 0.4 cm
NO

diameters of the inner cylindcr (Di) w a e employed, one was 0.87 cm and the

other was 1-53 cm
the superficial velocity was varieû h m 7.5 x 1 r 3to 1.5 x 1 r 2 c d s

Reynolds number v&ed up to 6.9
With the above limitations, two conditions rcgarding the si= of glass k a d s and the

length of the pnpacking section rcquirtd to achieve a Wilfom distribution were proposed

as indicated by the following constraints:

when D is the column diameta, dp the particle diameter, and L the length of the packeû
solid. In addition, the conditions r~~uircd
to obtain quiiibrium solubility for the
superficial velocity S 0.0 1 cm sol wac.

and the conditions rcquid to obtain equilibrium soiubility for the superficial velocity =

In other words. at the same D and L,the nqWrcmcnt ta achieve equüilnium solubility as
Re incnases is that dp should decrease. The description of a supercritical fluid in a
packed column was presented by Tan and W u (1988) using the radia diffusion mode1 as

where u is the superficial velocity, z the anal distance. r the radial dismce. and E the
spreading coefficient which describes the radial sprcad of fluid over a random packing.
At 328 K. the dationship ktwcen E and Re was dcscribcd by the foliowing cquation

given by Tan and Wu (1988):

E (cm) = 0.078 ~ e + * ~

Tan and Liou (1989)

Tan and Liou conductcd another SCF expcrimnt with the main objective of expcrimentally measuring the axial dispersion wida superrritical opaation, in which no informa-

tion was then available in die literam. To study axial dispasion in a packcd bed expenmentaiiy, it is cornmon a masure the outiet rcsponse rcsuiting from an iniet dûturbance.

The disturbance in this study was a pulse function. and carbon dioxide was employed as
the carrier, and methane as the tracer. ln b i s smdy, the followiag operation variables

were varieci to obsme thcV affects on the axial dispersion: flow rate, pressure, temperaM.paRiclc

ske, and bed Iength. Whcn the pressure was varied h m 60 to 140 atm, the

axial dispersion coefficient increased with pressure. In view that the molecular diffusion
decreasa with inacasing the pressure. the axial dispersion in a packed kd might be a

combination of the effects of molecular diffusion and convection. The measured results
suggested that the contribution by the convection was more important undu supercriacal
operation. The effect of temperature was studied h
was gaseous.

It was found

that

t at 60 atm,

in which carbon dioxide

temperature did not effect the axial dispersion

coefficient But when the pressure was raiscd to the supaffitical phase. the effect of tem-

peranne became more pmnounced over the range 308 - 328 K,and the axial dispersion
coefficient decnased as the tanpaaturc incrcased. This dependence was again opposite
to that of the

molecular dinusion. Hence. the molccular dinusion might play a limiteci

rde for the axial dispersion as compared witb the convection. The dependence of the
axial dispersion coefficient on the other operation variables was as foiiows:

1.

the aaal dispasion incrcased with incztasing the particIe diameter

2.

the axial dispersion inc~tasedwith the bed lcngth only up to 13.0 cm

3.

the sxialdispasion haeased with the density and viscosity of SCF CO2

The authors unmccesNly rried to contlatc Pcclet and DLp/p dimensionlcss p u p s with
respect to Reynolds and Schmidt n u m h . NeverthcItss, an equation that d a s not contain those dimensionltss groups was found to comlate the data q u i t ~weli in their snidy,

where:
axial dispersion coefficient, cms/'
interstitial velocity. cm/s

particle diameter, cm
rrduced density. p/p,

reduced viscosity, C
L
k
/
0.0101063 Ucc
343

loa poise

Chapter 3. Solubility Predidion

- EOS Development

3.1. The vapour-iiquid mode1

Since the TBS quarion of state (Saüm and T~bble,1991) has the k s t agreement with
experimentai vapour pressures and saMated iiquid volumes for nonpolar mixtures (Lau-

gier et al.. 1994a,b,c), the solubility p d c t i o n in CO2 - naphthalent mixtures is performed with the TBS EOS which up untii now has not been extended to mixtures in general.

3.1.1. A new W n g rule

For extension of the TBS EOS m mixtures. the foiiowing density dependent mixing d e
was investigatcd:

where:

b,,, = Lxibi
i=l

Sevaal diffe~~nt
niles for dttcrnpning aOand a, w a c invcstigated as &SCTiûcd klow.
Thne requiremcnts were made in d e r to inWucc mixing d e s to the TBS EOS:
1.

the quadratic na-

2

nasonable predictions of excess volumes vE will be achieved, if pure

of the cdculatcd second virial coefficient wüi k met

coxnponent's bi values are mixed linearly in te=

of mole fractions in order to

form bm (Trebble, 1988)
3.

excess Helmholtz free energy a should be finite at infinite pressure

In order a, fulfill these t h e requirements, it is necessary to add a new parameter aO/vin
the amactive terni (as seen in Eqn. 3-1).

A cubic EOS could have ken retained giving a mUùng nile similar to that proposcd by

Schwartzcntniberand Renon (1991):

However, the excess k e energy mode1 fm xnixing d e s canot be utilized due to violation ofpoint 3. To clarifjr. we should sec the application of the Wong-Sandler's mixing

d e (Wong and Sandler, 1992; Wong et al.. 1992) for van der Waals' EOS (1890)
comcted with the method of Schwartzcntrubcr and Renon (199 1):

in which the EOS wiil remain cubic in volume and its exccss HeImh01a fkc enagy for
low p s s i m s is as follows:

whereas the excess Helmholtz fke energy at infinite pressure WU
become indeterminate

as seen below :

Because of that, Wong and Sandler's requircmcnt that aEfl,x,p=

-

) = oE (T,x,i?=low) =

gE(T,x.P=low)is no longer satisbcd. Therefore, in order to utilize Wong and Sander's
(1992) methoâ, the quartic form in volume such as given in Eqn. 3-1 should k opted for.

The same argument will also apply if one utiiizes Huron and Vidal's methoci.

3.1.2. Modification of pure parameters

Detailed information about the TBS EOS for pure components in the vapour/liquid

region is given elsewherc (Salim and Trebble [ W I 1) and parameters me given in Table
3-1 for some additional components uscd in this study. Nevertheless, some componenu

(with astensks *) had their parameters recalculated in this work to prevent

ai

from

IO?

kcoming negative at high temperatmes. The geornetric icmean of a, for a conventional
mixing nile

«ui then

be evaluated Mthout using

âû

absolute value of ai ôr aj which

would lead to discontinuity in the h t and second daivatives of a, with respect to tem-

peraturc. Restrained regrasion of the TBS parameters against the pure component data-

base d d k d by Trcbble (1986) Ieads rn minimai degradation of pure component PVT
propemes (see Table 3-2).

3.1.3. Aïgorithm

The mcthod chosen hem to evaluate the mixing d e s is via the calcuiation of the bubblepoint pressure deviation. nie algorithm is as foiiows: given expcrimental vapour presnue data (Pexp),liquid mole fiactions

immedïatcly calculate
lated fiom

(xzt')
and vapoin mole fiactions (~4")).
one can

6iJ, and Ki (assumed to be x ~ t l f ~ ~ ry 'v) .

thcn be calcu-

xzf'based on K ~ X Z ~ 'Then
.
it is possible to calculate f pnor to normaliza-

tion of the mole hctions as follows:

dfdP is estirnateci numerically by perturbiig the bubble point pressure P by 1% and

recaiculating f. The compositions are then narmalucd accordhg to Eqn. 3-1 1:

A

and an thcn used to compute 4i,v and to rœvaluate Ki =
pressure is modifiai according to :

A

A

Then, the bubble point

108

Table 3-1. Additional Rue Component Parameters for the TBS EOS

corn

d
(cc mot ")

107.05
76.33
105.33
122.67
125.33
126.33

NEW
PmOL

TOL
ClCYC6
MXYL,

PXYL

124.67
150.00

=BEN
C2CYC6

156.00
146.67
143.00
150.00
12-48
18.80
33.58
18-99
31.18
66.77

C8H18
C3BEN
MES1
C3CYC6
HE'
N2*
S02*

H2*
C02*

C3ENP

69.84

NC4*
IC4*

64.7 1

NCS*

88.44

Table 3-2.Cornparison of Fit ktween Onginal and Racaiculated Parameters
-

-

- - -

COMP

HE
N2
S02

H2
CO2

C3ENE
NC4
IC4
NC5
Note:
SbAAD Ps is per cent Absolute Average Deviation of Vapour Resslae
%AAD û v is pa cent Ovemil Absolute Avaagc Deviation in saturation pressure, saturation liquid and vapour voluws, and single phase region volumes.

P-=Pd-

f

and the algorithm is rcpcated until the change in pressure is l a s than 10d kPa

The second algorithm is a quartic solver. sina Eqn. 3-1 is quartic in volume. Given temperature and pressure, one cm stiU obtain the volume mots analytically using Fc~ari's
method (Corikwright, 1965). Eqn. 3-1 can bc converted into a volume-implicit quartic
equation to k ~alved:
X ~ + ~ X ~ + ~ ~ + ~ + S = O

(3-1 3)

First, we detemMe parameters a, b, and k such that

The determination of a, b, and k is achieved by equating the coefficients of like powen of
x in the left and right hand sides on Eqn. 3-14. This leads to thrce relations:

b2+s=k2

(3- 1SC)

a and b can be clirninatcd h m Eqnr 3-15 yielding one cubic quation in k as foiiows:

Since p. q. r and s are coefficients given in Eqn. 3-13, k WU
then k solved using a cubic
solver. Note that any k obtained h m this procedure will yield a unique solution of x's.

One root of & can be substitutcd into the modifiai version of Eqn. 3-14

+qx2 +nr +s king O) yitlding :

(x4

A quadratic soIver for x's in Eqn. 3-17 will give two possible solutions:

Real rwts of x's (maximum four) will be obtained h m the quadratic solver, on condi-

tion that
1.

(2- al2 -

4(k

- b ) 2 O for Eqn. 3-18a

Roots of volumes obtained from the quartic algorîthm given above should undergo the

following scrrenïng:
For liquid volume calculacion
1.

choose the smaUest positive mot p a t e r than b,,

2.

test the mechanical stability (aP&<O)

3.

if step 2 is violateci. pick a higha mot and iepeat step 2

For vapour votume caicdation
1.

ch-

2.

test the mechanical stability @P&d))

3.

if step 2 is violated, pick a lowa mot and v a t step 2

the highest positive mot,

The third algorithm is usai f a parameter qpssion based on the iollowing objective
function :

where:

which =fers to the devïation between caicuiated and cxpenmental bubblc point pressuns

and vapour mole fractions. To initialize this algorithm. the values of interaction parawters (e.g. Si.

&) arc assumd Then, the first derivatives of E

intaaction parau1ettr(aE/a6~.
aE&)

with respect to each

and the second derivatives ( S E Aa2~/i&a&,
~~,

a2~/%$)arc evaluatcd nuwnicaiiy as follows:

For generality, we write the fus* and second derivatives as
based on the following ma&

~EM
and #E@E*.

And

equation,

S lo4, the algorithm is terrninated; othenvise the interacAE fan be cornputeci. If
tion parameters (6)needs modification,

and E in Eqn. 3-2û will k nevaluated.

3.1.4. Results and Discussions

Cornparisons arc given in Tables 3-3a-c for VLE data regnssions of 137 binary systems
described by Tftbbk (1990). Tables 3-4 through 3-9 give individuaï interaction p m e -

ter values for each binary and AADP and AADY values as defincd below:

where DPk and DYk arc given by Eqns. 3-20. Standard of ann of parameters 6calcu-

lated fiom:

SD q f X =

where E is as defmed by Eqn. 3-19, M is the number of data points, and O represents the
number of parameters regressed.

The binary systcms were divided into th= groups according to their component
types, HC (hydrocarbons) and MIC (non-hydrocarbons); HC-HC (53 binaries), HC-NHC
(65 binaries), and NHC-NHC (19 binaries). NHC components included CO, CO z, HZ,

NZ,He,H2S, SOÎ, &O, and phenol. Al1 mixing niles examined for TBS EOS arc summarized below:
1.

Conventional Mùring Rules,

2.
3.

SR Miang Ruics (Schwartzenmk and Rcnon, 1991).
HV Mixing Rules (Huron and Vidal, 1979).

4.

WSHV Mwag Rulcs (Wong and S a n e 199t; Huron Vidal, 1979) with a

quarric TBS EOS in volume.

Table 3-3a. Ermr Cornparison for 53 Binary VLE Systems
(HC-HC) with the TBS EOS
Fittcd Constants

AADP

AADY

No. of Convergeâ
Points

Convcntional
Conventional
SR-1
SR-2
HV

WSHV
Table 33b. Emr Cornparison for 65 Binary VLE Systems
(HC-NHC) with the TBS EOS

Mixing Rule

Fitted Constants

AADP

AADY

No. of Converged
Points

Conventiond
Conventionai

SR-1
SR-2
HV

WSHV
Table 3-3c. Emr Cornparison for 19 Binary VLE Systems
(NHC-NHC) with the TBS EOS
Mixing Rule

Fiaed Constants

1 AADP

Conventionai
Conventional

AADY

No. of Converged
Points
973
1111

SR-1
SR-2

877
916
851

HV

WSHV

90Q
- -

-

--

Note:

AADP is Absolute Average Deviation of a i i AADPs for individual binaries
AADY is Absolute Average Deviation of aU AADYs for individual binaries

Conventional Mixin a Rules

Conventional mwig mies for the TBS EOS arc givcn by the followkg quations:

where:

An interaction parameter was not used in the CO-volumetam since this g e n e d y leads to

unreasonably large p d c t i o n s of excess volume as discussed by Huron and Vidal (1979)
and by Trebble (1991). The partial fugacity of a component i in a given phase of a mixture is caiculated h m :

where:

Results for fits of the screened GPA data base (containing the VLE data of 137 binary

systcms as describcd by Trebble [1990]) arc given in Tables 3-4a to 34k and 3 4 a to 3Sc. Obviously foi HC-HC systcms it is g c n d y suffiCient to

use a single interaction

parameter in the attractive parameter a,,, in orda to get a good fit of VLE &ta. Even for
HC-NHC pairs the classicai niles appcar to k rrasonably good although the second

interaction parameter in d, kcomes necessary. For WC-NHC pairs it is evident that
the ciassical muring niles arc unable to rtprcstnt the VLE &ta adquately.

Schwaazcnuuber-Renon (SR)Mixing Rules

Use of Schwartzenmiber and Renon (SR)mixing d e s for the TBS EOS was
examined as follows:

Table 3-4a: Biaary Intaanion Parameters for TBS EOS
(Conventional Mking Rules) :HC - HC
AADP

AADY

to k continucd on the next page

Table 3-4a(wnt): Buiay Interaction Parameters for TBS EOS
BINARY
C3-C3BEN
C3-MESI
NC4-IC4
NC4-C7
NC4-Cl0
NC4C4ENE
ICQ-IC4ENE
IC4C3ENE
NB-ClCYC6
NCS-CYC6
Na-Clrvcs
C6-CICYCS
C6-CYC6

C6-CICYC6
0-TOL
CS-CSBEN
CS-PXYL

Totai
Average

Note:
N = number of convnged data points;
NM = maximum number of expcriwntal data points

AADY
0.7
0.5
0.4
1.0
0.7
0.2
0.3
1.2
0.5
0.7
0.2
0.3
0.5
0.2
0.2
0.6
0.3
57.0
1.1

Table 3-4b: Binary Intuaaïon Parameters for TBS EOS
(Conventional Mùoag Rules) :HC - NHC
BINARY
c 1 a
CI-COZ
Cl-H2
Cl-N2
Cl-HE
Cl-=
C1 4 0 2

=-Co

C2-CO2

C2-H2S
C2-H2
C2-N2
C3-N2
C3-CO
=-Co2
C3-H2S
C3-HE
C3-H2
NC4N2
NC4-CO2
NC4-H2S
NC4-H2

IC4-CO2
IC4-H2S
IC4-N2
NC5-H2S
NCS-CO2
NCS-N2
ICS-N2
ICS-CO2
C7-co2
CI-H2S
CS-CO

a-?us
Cl@cO2
C10LN2

AADP
2.3

1.3
8.1

0.9
14.8
5.1
3.2
3.8
1-4
1.8
20.3
9.1
9.8
5.0
1.6
1.6
7.8
8.6

13.9
3.2

2.7
9.0
4.7
1.7

4.1
2.3
2.8
5.5
5.4
2.1

3.5
4.6
0.9
7.2
8.7

5.8
to k coatinucd on the next page

Table 34b(cont): Biaary Interaction Parameters for TBS EOS
(Conventionai MUring RuIes) :HC NHC

-

BINARY
Cl2-H2
CYC6-cO2

CYC6-H2
ClCYc6-Co2
ClCYC6H2S

ClCYC64J2

AADY

0.2
2.7
1.1
2.6
2.9
1.1
3.0
1.6
2.3

C2CYC6-Co2
CZCYC6-N2
CZcYC6-H2S
W C 0 2
C3ENE-CO2

0.7
1.3

C4ENE-CO2

0.6

BEN-CO
BEN-CO2

02
0.7

TOL-CO2

1.5

TOL-H2S

1.7

TOL-N2

09

C3CYC6-H2S
MXYL-COZ
MXYL-H2S
MXYL-N2
MESLN2
MESI-H2S
MESI-CO2
Cl-H20
C2ENEoN2
C3ENE-N2
C%H18-H2
Cl6-CO2
Total

2.1
1.7

Average

Note:
N = number of convaged data points;
NM = maximum number of expabentai data points

2.0

0.9
0.4

15
1.6
12.9
1.2
1.8
0.9

2.0
1 12.3
1.7

Table 3-44~Binary Interaction Patameters for TBS EOS
(Conventional Muring Rules) :NHC - NHC
- -

-p

AADP

N2-H2S
CGH20

H2-H20
H2S-H20

N2-0
C02-FI20
H20-NH3
H2-PHENOL
COL-PHENOL

NH3-PHENOL
CO-CO2
N2XE

H2-CO
HE-H2
C02-H2S
CO2-H2

N2-CO
CO-H2S
CO2-N2

Total
Average

Note:
N = number of convergeci data points;
NM = maximum number of experimental data points

AADY

Table 3-Sa: Binary Interaction Parameters for TBS EOS

--N
1.2
126
AADP

2.0
3.6
1.1
4.6
7.4
5.0

3.8
4.4
8.2
4.1

AADY

0.3
0.5
0.8
0.8
0.6
4.0
1.0
1.8
0.9

1.2
12

10.1

28

3.8
10.5

1.8
1.6

0.1
1.1
1.1
0.6
1.3
1.3

3.1
4.8

1.2
26

10.3
1.5

3.9

3.2

2.8

22

6.6
6.2

1.0
1.6
1.1
1.8
1.0
0.9
1.2

4.8

5.6
1.7
26
1.6

1.5
0.8
1.2
1.6
3.3
1.4
2.0
7

to be continued on the next page

148
140
15
Il7
28
154

88
18
49
42
36
23
21
22
Ill
83

66
14
38
26
23
21
27
25
25
27
26

70

0.7

64

0.8
1.1
23
0.6
0.8

84
32
20

20
26
29

-0.8

Table 3-Sa(c0nt): Binary InteractionParameters for TBS EOS
--

BINARY

C3-C3BEN
a-MESI
NC4-IC4
Nc4-c7
NC4-CIO
NC4-C4ENE
IC4-IC4ENE
IC4UENE
NCS-CICYC6
NCJ-CYC6
NCS-clCYCJ

C6-clCYCS
C6-cYc6
CKlCYC6
c7-rnL
C8-C2BEN
CS-Pm
Totai
Average

Note:

N = number of converged data points;
NM = maximum numkr of cxperimental data points

-- - -

AADP

--

AADY

Table 34%: Bïnary interaction Parametas for TBS EOS

AADP
2.0

1.3
8.0
0.8
8.6
4.5
1.9
2.5
1.2
1.2
20.3
3.1
4.4
3.0
1s
1.6
3.5
5.0
12.4
29
1.9
7.2
4.7
1.6
1.5
2.3
2.6
5.1
5.3
1.8
3.5
3.8
OS
3.1
7.6
5.3
3.1

-

to k continuai on the next page

AADY

Table fdb(wnt): Binary Interaction Parameters for TBS EOS
(Coavcntional MU<ingRules) :HC - NHC
BINARY
C Y C ~ 2

CYC6-H2
C1CYc6co2

ClCYc6H2s
ClCYCSN2
C2CYcwo2

C2CYCGN2
C2cYc&IIZS

AADP
2.5
2.6
43
29
6.7
7.6
162

c2ENE-co2

3.8
1-7

C~ENE-CO~

33

C4ENE-Co2
BENICO
BEN-C02
TOLTOL-H2S
TOGN2
C3CYC&H2s

19
0.4

MXYL-co2
MXYL-HZS
MXYL-N2
MESI-N2
MESI-H2s
MEs1a2
Cl-Hz0
CZENE-NZ

C3ENE-N2
C8Hl8-EI2
C16a32

Total
Average

Note:

N = number of converged data pinu;
NM = maximum numkr of experimentai data points

0.5
2.6
3.0
12.5
42
43
5.1
10.6
11.6

3.2
5.4
10.6

1.6
12
3.4

45
288.8
4.4
-

AADY

Table 3-Sc Binary Intaaction Parameters for TBS EOS
(Conventional Mixiag Rules) :NHC MIC
BINARY
N2-HZS

aH20
H2-H20
H2S-H20
N2-HZ0
COZ-H20
H20-NH3
H2-PHENOL
C02-PHENOL
NH3-PEENOL
CO-CO2

AADP
9.7
12.4
5.8
10.3
13.7
143
6.8

2.8
9.0
229

3.5

N2-HE

13.0
13.2

HE-En

36.2
03

m-co
cmms
C02-H2
NZ-CO
CO-II2S

C02-N2
TOU
Average

Note:
N = number of converged &ta points;
NM = maximum number of cxperimental data points

3.0
0.2
8.5
2.4
188.6
99

The partial fugacity of a component i in a given phase of a mixture is calculated h m :

where u ~8.,. hmi,
and

emi. aminand iWi
uc rcspectively given fimm Eqns. 3-34 î~ 3-39,

Liis defincd by the folIowing q a t i o n :

Resdts fm these mixiag mlcs arc dividcd into two gmups: fits with Ka and L. and ones

with Ka. L and Rd Results fot fits of the sc~#ncdGPA data base are givea in Tables 36a to 3-6c and 3-7a to 7c and are summuhî in Tables 3-3a to 3c.

The rcgression rrsults clearly indicated for HC-HC and HC-MIC pairs that the SR mix-

ing d e s marginaiiy irnproved the fis of the VLE data compered with the conventional
mixing Nles. However, binaries showing substantial improvement with the SR mwig
rults included Cl-MXMI, CLMESI, C1CYC6-N2, C2CYC6-N2, C2CYCdN2, TOL-

N2. and MXYGN2 (sanomenclature). Fix NHC-NHC pairs it is also cvident that the

SR mixing d e s werc unable to p&om much ktter than the conventional ones.

Huron-Vidal(HV)Mixinp Roles with Linear Co-volume
The d e s developed by Huron and Vidal (1979) were applied as follows:

where:

Table 34a(cont): Binary Interaction Parameters for TBS EOS

~ ~ B E N

AADP
2.7

a-MES1

2.2

NCrEIC4
Nc4-c7
NC4-C10
NWENE

0.8
0.8

IC4-IC4ENE
Ic4-c3ENE
NCS-ClCYC6

NCI-CYC6
NCS-ClCYC5
CdClCYCS

c6-cYa
C6ClCYC6
C7-TOt
C8-C2BEN
a-PXYL
Total
Average

Note:
N = number of converged data points;
NM = maximum number of expenmental &ta points

13

03
0.2
1.2
0.8
0.2
0.4
0.2
0.4
03
0.7
1.O
0.1
138.7

2.6

AADY

Table 34b: Biaary Intaaction Parameters for TBS EOS
BINARY

c1-a
Clal2
Cl432

-AADP
23
1
9
AADY

12
52

1.0
3.5

OS

os

CI-HE
Cl-H2s
Cl-S02

12.8
49
28

C2-CO

35

c2-Cm

1.4
1.1
19.7
4.0
7.8
3.6

4.5
1.8
0.4
0.9
1.0
2.5
2.7
0.6
1.0
1.1
0.9
1.6
2.2
2.0
5.0
1.2
1.7
2.1
1.7
23
1.8
1.7
2.0
0.9

Cl-N2

C2-H2S
a
H
2
C2-N2
C3-N2

a-co
a-cm
C3-H2s

a-HE
C3-H2
NC4-N2

NC4C02
NC4-H2S
NWH2
IC4IC4-H2S
IC4-N2
NCS-H2S
NC5-Co2
NC5-N2
ICS-NL
iCS-COZ

12
1.4
6.1
6.8
14.4
2.5
23

7.2
4.6
1.1

33
1.0
2.7
5.6
45

1.7

2.2
1.2

C7-H2s

2.0
3.6
3.1

a-co

os

a-HZS
CleC02
CIO-N2

7.1
8.8
5.6

a402

1.1
0.1
1.1
1.9
0.8

--

to be continueci on the next page

Table 34b(oont): Binary Intaaction Parameters for TBS EOS
BINARY

C12-H2

-

AADP
1.4

CYC6-CO2
CYC6a2
C1CYc6co2

2.2
3.0

ClCYC&HZS
ClCYa-N2

4.5
6.3
8.8

C2CYcsco2

C2CYCd-N2
C2CYc6-H2s
cmuE.co2
UENE-Co2
c4ENE-Co2
BEN-CO
BEN-CO2
TOGC02
TOL-H2S
TOL-N2
C3CYC6H2S
MXnt-Co2
MX;IL-H2s
MXYLoN2

5.2

17.7

3.6
2.0

3.9
1.9
0.4
0.7

3.6
3.8

10.4
3.5
5.5
6.7

7.0

MESLN2
MESI-H2S

10.4
4.0

MES102

65
7.4
2.5
1.7
2.4
5.1
309.7
4.8

Cl-H20
C2ENE-N2
C3EN.E-N2
C8H18-H2

c1wm
Total
Avaagt

Note:
N = nurnbu of wnvaged data points;
N M = maximum numkr of experiniental data points

-

Table 3 - 6 Bbmy
~
Interaction Parameters for TBS EOS

AADP

N2-H2S
CO-H20

H2-H20
H2s-H20
N2-H20

cm-Hz0
H20-NH3
H2-PHENOL
c02-PHENOL
m-PHENOL
CO-COZ

N2-HE

H.240
HE-HZ
c02-H2s

cm-H2
NZ-CO
Co-H2S
CO2-N2
Total
Average

Note:
N = convergeci number of data points;
NM = maximum numkr of cxperimcntal data points

8.8
10.6
10.4
269
10.6
209
7.1
3.0
10.1
20.7
4.0
55.0
14.2
369
13
2.6
05
8.7
2.6
254.8
13.4

-

AADY

Table 3-7ê Binary Interaction Parameters for TBS EOS

to bc continucd on the next page

Table 3-7a(cont): Binay Interaction Panrwtas for TBS EOS
BINARY

UUBEN

AADP
2.4
AADY

=-MES1
NCdICb

1.7
0.6

NCdCI

0.8

NCK10
N M P k
fC4-IC4Em
IC4-aENE
NCS-ClCYC6
NCS-CYC6

1.0
03

NCS-clCYc5
C6-ClCYCS
C6-CYC6

C6-CICYC6
CI-TOL
C8-EN
CS-PYCYL
Totai
Avaagc

Note:

N = number of converged data points;
N M = maximum number of experimcntal data points

0.1
1.1
0.8
O2
0.4
02
03

03
0.7
0.6
0.1

105.0
20

0.6
OA
OS
0.6
0.8
0.2
03
1.6
03
0.4

0.2
03
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.4
0.2
465
09

-

Table 3-7b: Binary httraction Parameters for TBS EOS

AADY
21
t .O
3.6
09
2.0
26
0.8
0.7
09

2.4

1s
0.7
0.7
1.1
0.8
1.6
0.8
13
4.6
12
19
2-1
1.8

22
1.O
13
19
1.8
1.4
2.1
1.0
1.1
0.1
0.8
0.4
0.6

to bc continuai on the next page

Table 3-7b(cont): Binary Interaction Pazameters for TBS EOS

--AADP

C12-H2
CYcd-Co2
CYc6-H2
ClCYC6-Co2
ClCYC6-?US
ClcYCdN2
C2CYC6-Co2
c2CYcm2
c2CYCdffZS
C21ENEC02
uENEC02
C4ENEC02
BEN-CO
BEN-CO2
TOtCo2
TOtH2S
TOLN2
C3CYc6-HZS
MXYLCOZ

MXYLH2S
MXYLN2
MESI-N2
MESI-H2S

MESIX02
Cl-H20
C2ENE-N2
C3ENE-N2
C8H18-H2
C16-2
Totai
Avargc

Note:
N = n u m k of converged data points;
N M = maximum number of experimental data points

AADY

1.5
2.2
2.8

0.1
1.8

4.0

1.6
2.4
1.0
1.0
19
13
0.8
13

2.3
2.8
8.0
9.5
3.0

1.4
2.2
19
0.4
0.4
26
2.4

6.2
28
45

4.4
5.0

1.0

0.7

0.2
0.7
1.0
13
2.4
0.7
1.0
1.4

13
2.2
1.8
4.0

1.0
03
13
0-7
21
1.0
3.1
0.4
0.1

2329

84.4

10.9

27
4.2
10.8

3.6

13

Table 3-7c: Binay Interaction Panmeters far TBS EOS
(SR-2 &¶kingRules) :NHC NHC

-

BINARY
N2-HZS

CO-H20
H2-H20
H2S-HZ0
N2-HA)
cm-H20

H2O-NH3
m-PHENOt
cm-PHPJOL
NH3-PHPlOL
CO-Co2
N2-HE

=-Co
HE42
cm-H2S

Ca-m
N2-CO
C a m

C02-N2
Total
Avcragc

Note:
N = n u m k of convcrgeû data points;
NM = maximum number of exkrimental data points

AADY

The partial fbgacity of a component iin a given phase of a mixture is caicuiated bm:

when Um98,. Ùmi9 gmi9and
a Oi is given below:

respectivcly given in -S.

3-34 to 3-39, md w h e ~

Resuits for fits of the scnened GPA data base arc given in Tables 3-8a to 3-8c and are
summafued in Tables 3-3a to 3c.

For aii pairs, the HV mixing niles converge at less points near the critical regioa in the

VLE data than with the conventiond mixing mies, mosùy due to underprediction of bubble point prcssrnes. Howcva, for NHC-NHC as weii as KC-NHC pairs, it is obsuved
that HV mixing niles exceiicd in fitting aqueous binary phase khaviour, e.g. Cl-Hî0,

CO-=O,

H2-H20,H2S-H20. and N2-H20. Also. the HE-= binary which was poorly

reprcsented by the conventiond mixing mies (even with regrcssed Ka and Kd)was ktter

fined with the HV methodt

Table 3-Sa: B i m y Interaction Parametas for TBS EOS
AADP

to be continucd on the next page

Table 3-8a(cont): Binary Interaction Pafamettrs for TBS EOS
BlNARY

C3-UBEN
UMESI
NC4-IC4

NCQCI
NCdC10
NC4-CQENE
IC4-IC4EtuE
ICdC3ENE
NCS-ClCYC6
NC5-CYC6

NCS-ClCYCS
C6ClCYCS
CWC6

C6-ClCYC6

c7-TOL
C8-C2Bm
C8-PXYL
Total
Average

Note:
N = number of convagd data points;
NM = maximum numkr of exkrimental data points

AADY

Table 3-8b: Binary latenic0on Parameters for TBS EOS

AADP

26
26

2.7
1.7
7.0
4.4
O9

5.8
27
5.1
20.8

63
53
21
3.0
3.7
3.0
3.4
13-7
55

33
5.6
59
22
1.8

2.2
45
43
35

42
7.1
3.4
0.4
1.6

2.8

1.7

to k continucd on the next page

Table 3-Sb(c4nt): Binary Interaction Parameters for TBS EOS
@IVMixing Rules) :HC NHC

-

BINARY
C12-H2
CYC6-Co2
CYCdH2
ClCYC6-Co2

CXCYC6H2S
ClCYC6N2
C2CYC6-Co2

CZCYC6-N2
C2CYC6-H2S
c2Emco2
C3ENECOZ

c4Emx02
BEN-CO

Brn-co2
TOM02
TOLHZS
TOLN2
C3CYC6-EUS
MXYLC02

MXYtH2S
MXYtN2
MESI-N2
MESI-H2s

MESI-co2
Cl-H20
c2ENE-N3
UENE-N2
C8H18-H2
C16-Cû2

Totai
Avetage

Note:
N = numbcr of convergai data points;
NM =maximum numkr of experimental data points

-AADY
AADP

02
20
0.6
09
15
02
0.7
1.1
1A
0.4
1.3
0.7
0.4
0.7
0.8
0.9

32
0.6
0.8
12
0.8
OS
0.8
0.4

3.1
12

1.6
1.O
0.1
91.8
1.4

-

Table 3-8c: Binary Interaction Parametm for TBS EOS
(HV Mixing Ruks) :NHC NHC

-

BINARY
N2-H2S
CO-HZ0
H2-Hz0
H2S-H20
N2-HZ0

cm-H20
HÊO-luH3

H2-PHENOL
C02-PHENOL
NH3-PHENOL
COS02

N2-HE
H2-m
HE-EU

cm-H2s
cm-HZ
N2XO
CO-H2S
C02-N2
Total
Avaage

Note:
N = number of converged data points;
NM = maximum number of experimental data points

AADP

AADY

HV MuUng Rules with WongSandler (WS) Rules for Second Virials

Combining the H-Vd e s wùh a Wong-Sandler type CO-volumeparameter nsults in the
following des:

where:

N N N

The partial fiigacity of a component i in a given phase of a mixture is as given in Eqns.
3-62 ?O 3-68.The ody clifference, though. is in the expression of qiwhich is dehed by

the foIIowing expression :

Results for fits of the screened GPA data base arc given in Tables 3-9a to 9c and are also

summarircd in Tables 3-3a to 3c. Again. as obscmed for HV rniUng rules. the WSHV

muing niles in general failed to converge at as many points as the conventional mixuig
niles, especially near critical points whae bubble point pressures arc undtrpredicted. Fiû

of aqueous binaries along wiih the HE-H2 binary w a e again pmlicted much bena. however.

3.13. Conduding remarks

In generai, the regression results utilizing conventional mixing rules were quivalent to

Table 3-9a: Biaary Interaction Parameters for TBS EOS
AADP

AADY
03

0.8
1A
1.2
1.8
20
09
1.8
21
1.1
13

2.2
02
1.8
1.8
0.6
1.4
1A

13
1.6
1.6

3.2
0.7
0.4

03
0.9
1.O
1s
0.8

03
0.7
1.O
1.7
0.4
0.8
0.7

to be continued on the ncxt page

-

Table 3-9a(wnt): Binary Interaction Parameters for TBS EOS
BINARY

-BEN
c3-MESI
NCkIC4
Nc4-cn
NC4CiO

NC6C4ENE
IC4-IC4ENE
IWENE
NCS-CfWC6
NCS-CYC6
NCS-ClCYC5
C6ClCYCS
CdCYC6
C6-ClCYC6
CI-TOL
C8-aBEN
C8-Pm
Total
Average

Note:
N = number of convergeci data points;
NM = maximum numkr of experimental data points

Table 3-9b: Binary Interaction Paramtm fm TBS EOS
AADP

10

be continucd on the nwct page

Tabk 3-9b(cont): Binary Interaction Panuneters for TBS EOS
( W S H V NÏMng Rules) :HC NHC

-

BINARY
CI242
CYC6-Co2
CYC6-H2

ClCYC6-Co2

AADP
0.8
24
24
4.0
6.0
26
4.8

CICYC6-H2s
ClCYC6-NZ
C2CYC6-co2
C2CYCGN2

103

C2CYC6-H2S

3.8

CZENE-Co2
MENEC02
C4ENE-Cû2
BEN-CO

1.0
35

BEN-C02

T o m
TOLHZS
TOLN2
C3CYC6-H2S
MXYGCOZ

MXYtH2S
MXYGN2
MESI-NZ

1.8

2.2
0.7
24
26
3.7
4.2

2.3
5.1
5.9
43
31

MESLH2S
MESLC02
Cl-H20
C2ENE-N2
C3ENE-N2

4.9

C8H18-H2

2.5

C16-îO2

Toul
Average

Note:

N = number of converged &ta points;
NM = maximum numba ofexpcrimental data points

3.0
5.6
1.0

28
249.3

3.8
-

AADY

Table 3-9c: Binary interaction Parameters for TBS EOS
(WSKV MixiDg Rules) :MIC NHC

-

BINARY
N2-H2S
CO-H20

H2-mo
HZS-H20

N2-H20
cm-H20
HA)-NH3
HZ-PHENOL

cm-PHENOL
NHZPHENOL

coco2
N2-HE

m-co
HE-H2

cm-H2S
C02-El2
N2CO
CO-H2S
C02-N2
Tocai
Average

Note:

N = numkr of convaged data points;
NM = maximum number of expcrimental data points

those obtained using a g E model. This is not uncxpected for the GPA data base which

contaias rclatively ideal systems. Also, the same phenornenon should be expectcd for the

-

carbon dioxide and naphthalent system, vis. a hydrocarbon nonhydrcmrbon mixture.
However, HV and WSHV mixing niles exceiied in comlathg the HE-H2 bïmary es weU
as aqucous b i n e s such as Cl-HZO, CGH20, H2-H20.H2SH20,and N2-EDO.

3.2. The solid mode1

For vapour and liquid regions the TBS equation of state (Salim and Trebble 119911) was

utilized :

For solid rrgions, the translated TBS EOS (Salim and Trebble, 1994) was utilized,

when

denotes a parameter evaluated at the triple point.

"0"

For mixtures of CO2 and naphthaiene @eig studied in this thesis). the Merence
between the cumnt and previous (Salim and Trcbble, 1994) mixing nilts is that b, c and

d follow linear rnixing d e s . The rtason for this can be found h m the conclusions of
part 1 (the vapour-liquid model) of this chapter where it was shown that for non-

-

hydrocarbon hydrocarbon mixtiats. the ciassical quadratic mixuig d e s arc sufficitntiy
accurate.

The equation of state f o vapour
~
and liquid ~ ~ g i o will
n s thaefoie k:

where its mixing niles are:

and the equation of state for the solid region wiii be:

where its mhhg rules are:

As shown by Salim and Tnbble (1994), the altcration of Ka' more smngly *CU

the

predicted solubility of CO2 in soiici naphthalene. As weii, they showcd that a value of

Ka' equal to unity comsponded to pndictiow of very low solvent solubiiity in the solid
phase. Consequentiy fm the CO2 - naphthalene system. Ku' is set to 1.0 for ail of the
calculations p d o d in this thesis.

3.23. Algorithm

An aigorithm chosen to evaiuate the mixing nilc is the isobarïc-isothed flash calcula-

tion. The algorithm is as foliows: giwn the expaimcntal mole fiactions of the vapour
and soiid, i.r.
temperaXZ")

&&iv)

xntl and x ~ " respcctively,
.
and expaimentai vapour pressure ( P C V )and

(Tq),one can initiate a feed composition (si) a~sumedqua1to 0.5

and can imairAiate1y calculate

& and

(xztL+

The initiai quilibrium ratio (Ki =

is then estimated. Sincc the isobaric-isoth-ai

flash calculacion for a bhary

system (such as CO2-naphthalene) has only two degrees of fteedom (according to the

Gibbs phase nile). given pressure and -et

one can keep constant the initiai y

wmputcd previously and use it repcatediy throughout this algorithm. The next step is to
calculau the vapour fiaction ($) h m the foliowing cquation:

The algorithm will terminate if the difference benmcn two successive P values is wîthin
10-~%. The foiiowing computaaon should be pursued if the criterion is violated. Since

most of the time (especiaily during trial-and-emr calçulation), Zrivsand DiDv
are
respectively not unity, normalization is neccssary as foliows :

cm be upâated in order to recaiculate in Eqn. 3-81.

The second idgorithm is used for parameter regession based on an objective function

which explains the dcviation ktween calcuiated and experimental vapotu and iiquid

mole fractions. To initialue diis algorithm. the values of interaction panmeters in the
vapour phase (eg. 6i, 62) are assumed. Then, we take the

h t

derivatives of E with

respect to each interaction parameter (aE/%i, a&h%2) and the second derivatives

( # ~ ~ 6#~/%~a&,
f,
PEI%$),with the same procedures as explained for the vapourliquid model. For generality, write the nrst and second derivatives as 8

~ and~a2~ns2.
8

Based on the followùig matrix cquation,

AZc m k cornputed. If AHS 10~'.the algorithm is terminated; ouiawise the interaction parameters (6)are modifiai according to :

WA~
and E in Eqa. 3-86 will be ncvaiuated.

3.2.3. Results and discussion

The parameters of CO and naphthalene for the TBS EOS (Salim and Trebble. 1991 and

1994) are sumrnari2ed in Table 3-10. The next stcp is to estimate the binary interaction
paramttcrs in the vapour region (whcrc the parameter Ka' fm the attractive panmeter in

the soiid region is set to unify in opder io mode1 the nuu insolubility of CO2 in solid

naphthalene) based on the experimental &ta of Tsckhanskaya et al. (1964)and McHugh

-

and Pauiaitis (1980). For the best possible fit. two binary interaction parameters Ka and

-

Kd wcre rtgrcsseù at each temperature and the ndts are as follows: Ka = 3.3287 IO-'

and Kd = 22693 10-' at 45 O C , Ka = 3.1152 1oo2 and Kd = 1.8652 10-' at 55 OC, and Ka
= 4.4924 1r2and Kd = 6.8739 10-*at 60.4 OC. The binary parameters can k rtgressed
with respect to tempemm (T in O C) according to the fouowing quations:

Ka =4.871 10-'-1.816 10-~T+1.795104 T2

(3-9 1)

With the aforementioned interaction parameters, the mot means square of emr in mole

fiaction solubilities of 9.99 p a cent is achieved. Mofcovct, Fig. 3-1 shows the good
agreement betwecn experimntal data and pndictionr from the TBS EOS.

Table 3-10: Parametas of CO and Naphthalene for TBS EOS
Type of

Pammttrs

Naphthalent

O

50

100

150

200

250

Pmsum, bar

Figure 3-1. Solubility of Napthalene in COz

300

350

Chapter 4. Diffusion Modd

Since the intetacting-sphcn (IS) mode1 rcquirts only tm,parameters to p d c t the seK

dinusion coefficient, it becomcs interestkg to apply the mode1 for the binary diffusion
coefficient of naphthalene in supercritical carbon dioxide, whîch is king studied in this
thesis.

4.1. Self-Diffusion

Selfdiffusivity Do for a dilute gas composed of hard spheres is given by Chapman and
Cowling (1970):

wherc n is the number density, a the hard s p h m diameter, kB the Bol~mannconstant, T
the tempcranut, and m is the hard sphere mass.

For dense gases, Enskog (1922b) proposeci the following dinusivity expression (DE)
involving a radial distribution huiction g (a):

Cornputer simulations on hard-sphere fluids by Alder et al. (1970) were u t i l i d by

Speedy (1987) to show that seKdiffiisivity Dws of a smwth hard-sphere liquid couid be

expressed by:

w here:

For seIf-diffusion of single hard-spherc molecules, diameter a in Eqns. 4-1.4-2 and 4-5

and mass m in Eqn. 4-1 arc rcspectively the diameter and mass of the hani-sphere

molecule. However,for a long-chairied molecule containhg N hard-spheres of diameter

cr and mass m but assumed to k a single hard-sphcn ofdiameter a* and mass m*,

values

of a and m in Eqns. 4-1.4-2 and 4-5rnay be replaced by the properties a* and m* which

are calculated as follows:

which prcscrvc the total volume and mass of molt~uies.

P

cm k viewed as the probability of molecular transfer, since its value is the recipro-

cal of the probability of molccuiar collisions (Chapman and Cowhg, 1970). P (Z) has
two extreme conditions: P (E) = 1 occm when hard sphere molecules can fiee1y transfer

at the low density limit of ideal gas behaviour, and P O = O when the molecules cannot
transf"

at ail in the metastable fluid range at the hi@ density expcme. F a single hard-

sphere m o 1 d e s

6 king nd),the probability of molecuiar tnuisfa is dcsribed by

Eqn. 4 4 and the diffusivity will k calculatecl fimm Eqn. 4-3. For long-chaincd

molecules composed of N ha-spherc molccules 6 king n ~ ord na*3), Eqn. 4-4
should be miodified. Let us assume that events of transfa of hard sphere molecules
n u m k 1 to N (each of which has probability P 0)
an independent, and the nansler
probability of ail hard spherc molccules will be rcprcsented by:

The above probability function (Nking 0.93188) agrees very well with the most ment
molecular dynamics data (Erpenbeck and Wood, 1991) as illustrated ed Fig. 4-1 with the
absolute average deviation of 1.93%(with a maximum deviation of 4.24%). G d agnement betwan the two is quitc sqrising, because the Erpenbeck and Wood tuok into

account a contribution from a long-time tail. It shows that the probability for N hardsphen molecules will k reasonable even if P
curacy

is somewhat inaccurate. because bac-

in P (a) can k easily comcted by varyiag N. Eqn. 4-3 will thenfore take the

fonn:

Speedy ar ol. (1989) obsuved that o* should decrwe slightly with inmashg T since
the repulsivc part of the d hard-sphere molecule was not infïnitely steep and difhisivity
increased suongly with T. This observation Id thcm ta propose a selfsiffusivity mode1

(DU)based on the amactive pan of a kmard-Jones potenrial:

wherc

was the Boltzmann sphae diamcm mplacing a* in aU m o u s equations

and calculated fkom Eqn. 4-10klow.

where o*u is the U diameter and E is the weU dtpth of the U potcntial. Speedy et al.
(1989) also proposeci that the self-dinusiVities of rcal fluids D and of Lennard-Jones

fluids Du h m Eqn. 4-9 werr equd, or in another word.

42. Binary Diffusion

According to the kinetic theory of gases (Chapman and CowIing, 1970). Eqn. 4-1 can be

extendcd to a binary mixture composed of molecules a and P as follows:

In the case of component a at infinite dilution in component B. Eqn. 4-12 simplifies to:

wherc ng is the numkt dcnsity of componcnt p; oeap îs calculateci h m the arithmctic

average of the hard-sphere diameten of its pure constituena,a*, and a * ~and
,

is

the nduced mass of a pair of coIiiding hard-spherc molecules a and a each of which has
a mass of m*, and m* p ,respcctively.

The infinire dilution munial diffusivity is then dcuiated in accordance with Eqn. 4-8:
m*,
[.sHsa8]i

=[Do.8]I[p~p]NP

f @p.- a*$' -1m * ~

w here:

-"8 =nBa*8

(4-18)

We proposeci function f will have the value of unity if a*, = a*6 and m* a = m* p. This
condition means that Eqn. 4-16wili d u c e to Eqn. 4-8 for selfidifhision.

Based on graphs of mass ratio dependence of the idmite dilution munial dif'sivity (dative to the Enskog mumal dinusion coefficient). Easteai and Woolf (1990) proposcd the
foliowing function for f:

o 0 , a 1, a 2 werc regrcssed to the Molecular Dynamic (MD) simulation data of tfacer-

dithrsion for each n g (ra~lgingh m 0.107 to 0.943) and CP&* B (varying h m 0 3 to 1)
with m* ,Jm*

b m 0.1 to 1.67 and the root mean square deviation of the infinite dilu-

tion mutual difhsivity was of 0.36% (Eastcai and Woolf, 1990). Since no genaalited
forms w e n available to caicuiate a0, a and a 2 in the original paper, the foUowing
expressions based on the graphical rcpresentation of ao, a 1, and oz were developed with
respect to diameter ratio and number density:

Genaaüzed parameters a*, a 1, and a 2 in Eqns. 4-20 to 4-22 could repduce simulation

f values with a root mean squarc deviation of 2.41%. This is within the estimatcd MD

-

simulation uncenainty of 2 3%. Constants in Eqns. 4-20 to 422 wen fittcd to the MD
simuiation data (Easteai and WooIf, 1990) for singic-hard sphm molccules, subject to

normalization a> ensure that f = 1 for self-diffusion. The normalization at the same
number density yields the following expression off which was used to regress ao, ai

and a 2 discussed pnviously (note: sce AppendDc IT for firrthcr infbmmïon).

-

whae P @) is given in Eqn. 417 and the Carnahan S ~ l i n ghard-sphat equation of

state (M&msooriet d..1971) with a packing efficiency (q)is used to calculate the ratio of
the volumc of the molecules to the volumt of the system.

(Dslls, e)Q/DB

and V N o (Le., the value of the volume relative to the close-packed

volume)were reported by Easteai and Woolf (1990).

The infinite dilution mutual diffusivity b

d on the attmctive pan of a Lcnnard-Jones

potential was denved h m Eqn. 4-11 and takes the fom:
P

where:

and kag is rcferrtd a, as a biiary intaaction parameter. n i e infinite dilution mutual dif-

1 1, .based on Eqn. 4-1 1. can be expresscd as foilows:

fusivity of rral fluiàs D

Eqn. 4-8 for self-diffusion and Eqn. 4-16 for infinite dilution mutual diffusivity are
hereafter refemi to as the Modified IS Model.

43. Estimation of the number density

The modified IS model is tcsted against stvcral s e l f and binary-diffusivities of n-*es
(methane. ethane. pmpant, n-butane. n-pentanc. n-heptane, netane, n-dcuine, n-C 12,
n-C

m&ed

n-C ts, n-C30. n-Cs0, n-Cla, and n-Cis)
dong with CO2 and naphthaiene. The

IS mode1 liLe the original model. quires estimation of the n u m k density n

with good accuracy. Thus, the available cubic equations of smte shouid not k used for

this purpose. Before we talk about the quations of state suitable for diffiision calculations the foliowing propcrties need to k addrcsscd:

1.

how n, the numbcr dcnsity, is caicuiattd h m the density p.

2.

how p is calculated h m a suitabk cquation of m e .

The relation koveen n and p is prcsentcd bdow (if p is the mass density)

where M = molccular weight, and NA = AvogBdro's nurnber. Hae,p is calculated nom
the equation of state at a given temperature and pressure. Since the equation is not hear,

the Newton-Raphson's method is utüized (Note: most of the the, the initial atimate of
p for liquids affects the final nsult; it is recommcnded that the final rcsult obtained is

always compared to the source. in which the equation is presented).

The i%st quarion of statc to k dixussed is for methane, and is taken h m Seltzmann
and Wagner (1991) as foIlows (p in kg lm3, P in kP4. T in Kand ):

where:

The values of pc. Tc and R for methane are 162.66 kg lm3. 190.564 K, and 0.5182705
W k g /K.nspectively. The values of other constants an given in Table 4-1 below.

The above quation of state has k e n comlated against data which m e r the region:
90.69s T (K)< 625

(4-38a)

0.01 17 S P (MPa)S 1 0 (or melring point).

(4-3 8b)

The unccrtainties of the equation of state in calculated densities are givtn below:
< f 0.03%

f 0.07% - f 0.15%

for 90.69 5 T (K)1350; 0.01 17 5 P (MPa) S 9,
for 90.69 S T (K) 5 260; 50 S P (MPa) S 1000. and
500 ST (K) 5640; 9 SP (MPa) SSO,

-

f 0.03% f 0.07%

for regions not mentioncd above.

The rrcomwnded initial estimate for p in the Newton-Raphson algorithm is P /(RT)(for
gases) or 400 kg lm (for liquids).

Tabic 4-la.Coefficients and cxponcnts of Eqn. 4-35

Table 4 l b . Coefficients and cxponents of Eqn. 4-35

Table 4- lc. Coefficients and exponents of Eqn. 4-35

Table 4-ld.Coefficients and exponenu of Eqn. 4-35

The second quation of state is for ethane. pmpane, and nomial butane as proposed by
Younglove and EIy (1987). The equation is based on the modified Benedict-Webb-Rubin
equation which has the following form (p in k g m l lm3, P in MPo and T in K):

+ pl3[G(30)/T2+ G (3 1)/T3 + G (32)/r*]exp(p2)
where the nonlinear parameter, y, is defined as

(4-39)

- l/& and p, is 6.875 mol /l for ethane,

5.000 mol /l for propane, and 3.920 molll for aormai butane. The values of constants

G ( i ) are presented in Table 4-2.

The maximum tempcrahves and pressures for which Eqn. 4-39 is vaüd an shown in
Table 4-3, and the uncatainties of calculated densities h m the quation arc summarized
in Table 4-4.

For the Newton-Raphson algorithm. the following values en rrcommcndcd as the initiai

estimates: PM /(RT)(for all gases, where M = molecular wcight), or 641.1 kg lm3 (for
liquid ethane), 707.8 kg lm3 (for Iiquid propane), 7 12.6 kg h (for iiquid n-butane).

Table 4-2a. Valws of Coefficients G(C)for Eqn. 4-39

Table 4-2b. Values of Coefficients G (i)
for Eqn. 4-39

Propane

Table 4-2c. Values of Coefficients G ( i ) for Eqn. 4-39

Propane

-0.1612103424xîd
-0.3633l26%Chtlr3
0.1108612343x10'
-0.1330932838xlo4
-0.3157701101x10-~
0.1423083811

Table 4-3. Maximum Ressmts and Temperames for Eqh 4-39

Table 4-4.Uncaiainties in calcuiaud densities h m Eqn. 4-39

Liquid

Gas

below Te

b e 1 0 ~Tc

The third equation of state is for n-pentane and is proposed by Kratzke et al. (1985). The
equation is as foliows (p in g /cm3,P in MPa. and T in K):

where p, = 0.232 g /cm3 and R

= 0.1 15234I l g /K.The values of othcr constants in Eqn.

4-40 are prrsented in Table 4-5.

The above equation of statc has an estimated unctrtainty of 0.05%or bener for expen-

mental densities measured by Kratzke et al. (1985) in a region of p/p, 2 1.7 and P 4 60
MPa. In the Newton-Raphson proccüurc, a dcnsity of PM/(RT) is rccommended for a i i
gases (where M = molccuiar weight), or 0.67567 g /cm3 for liquids.

Table 44. Constants in Eqn. 4-40

For other n-allcancs higha than n-hexane, an quation pmposed by Doolittle and Doolitcie (1960) is utilized. The equation is bas& on the Hudleston (1937) quation which has

the foilowing foxm (vT=specificvolume in cm3/g, P in bar and T in K):

and w h m M is the molecular weight of an n-aikane. The values of ci are presented in

Table 4-6.

Table 46.Constants io Eqns. 4 4 1 to 4-51

The criticaï temperature Tc nceded for the calcuiations is extracteci h m Reid et al.
(1987) f a nn-&anes up to n-eicosane. Tc for n-alkanes highcr than n-eicosane is

estimated b r n a moIecular weight depuident equation developed by Sigmund and Treb-

ble (1992):

Doaliale and Doolittle (1960) showed that the equation of state given by Eqn. 441 was

able to rrptoduce the expcrimental compnssib'rlitics of n-allanes (7 to 40 carbons)
within 0.675%at pressures up to 3,011 bars, and tempetanues substantialiy above theu

normal boiling points but not cxcceding 300 O C .

The density of CO2 is calculated fmm an equation of state published by Angus er al.
(1973). The complete equation consists of an anaiytic equation and an quation of the
critical region, which are combined by defining the pressure as:

where: PA = pmsure calcu2ate-d h m the anaiytic quation of state, P, = pressure calculated h m the equation of the criticai region, and f (r)is defineci by,

How to calculate r wiU bc ditcussed later in this pmgraph. PA is caicuiated h m the

following quation @ in d / m 3PA
, in bar, and T in K):

where: R = 83.1434 bar.cm3/~/mol. = plpl,
= 304.2 K. The bij values

z = Ti/T, p l = 0-01063 mollcm3. and Ti

listd ia Table 4-7 klow.

Table 4-7a NUmencal values of the coefficients bG of Eqn. 4-55

Table 47b. Numerical values of the weflicitnts bij of

4-55

Ps is cornputcd h m the folIowing equation (p in mol /cm3. Ps in bar, and T in K):

-

where: AT = (T Tc)&, P, = 73.825 bar, and Tc = 304.21 K. r and 0 are calculated Born

nvo equations as follows:

-

~ - T ~ ) & = A T (1
= ~ 1.41024)

whae p, = 0.01059 mol /cm3. To compute r and 8 h m known T and p. one neaïs to

choose an appropnate computational technique, that is:
1.

guessr,

2.

substitute r into Eqn. 4-57,and calculate e2,

3.

haiiy both r and 4 are substituted into Eqn. 4-58. viz., (Ap)' = 1-49182r 0.6944.

9

if the left and nght hand sides are diffe~ent,the Newton-Raphson technique is

used to update r and rem to step 1 (Note: to calculate 0, use the original Eqn.
4-58).
It is recommendeû for the calcuiations of CO2 densities using the Newton-Raphson pro-

cedure that the initial estimate be chosen as 1/(- 9X694455 + 0.501 1091T [KI)

'.

ml /cm when temperature ranges fiom 317 to 333 K.

in Tables 69.440, 6 1 1.4-12. and 4-13. the average absolute dcviation fm diffusivity

( M D )is defined as the average deviation with respect to the n u m k of &ta points (N)
as written in Eqn. (4-59) below,

and RMSE is calcuiated fiom Eq. (2-163). Selfdiffbsion pafamttcrs, a * ~ ekB
. and N
(whert applicable) w a e rcgrcssed for each componcnt ushg the RMSE as an objective

function. For infinite düution munial dinusivity, oniy k , ~
in Eqn. (4-32)was rcgressed
with thc above proceclm.

4.5. Discussion

Tables 4-8 and 4-12 s

d

e experimental accuracies of self-diffusion and binary-

diffusion data used in this smdy. The cxpaimental accuracies arc important to show
how weU diffusivity models discussed prrviously are able to reproduce the experiwntal

data.

Table 4-9 dong with Fig. 4-2 is basicaiiy a reproduction of work performed by GreinerSchmid et al. (1991) and Vardag et al. (1990.1991) using cxpcrimental data c o v e ~ g
wide temperature and pressure ranges. It was not possible to rcproduce the previous

works fkom the pubfished papas alone since the dcnsity mode1 was aot given. It is
believed bat the use of state cquations in this study to calcuiate densifies caused the
diffaence in the results. The advantagc of this approach. however. is that the rcsults are
at least easily rcpmducible.

Table 4-9 dong with Fig. 4-3 summarizes fit d

t s

of the Modified IS modcl. Among

components m d i d , ~e~diffrisivitia
of methane have been the most thomughly investig a t d both in the liquid and gmiseous phases UnlSe the pmious work (Greina-Schmid
et al., 1991) seKdi&isivities of methant in the gaseous swc at low prrssm wem also

iacluded hue (expimental &ta of tlams [1978]). The minimum value of n evaluated
in this study is 0.049 (mund one thiid of the minimum value h m the work of Grcina-

Schmid et ui. [19911). so it is klievcd that the muit for methane gives a more complete
p i c m about the ability of cithcr the IS or the mOdified IS mode1 to predict self-

diffusivities over the whole pressure range. Gaseous seKdiffusivities at lower pressun
led to kner fits in the gaseous state, but at the same tiw worsened fits in the liquid state,
especially at medium pressun. In Fig. 4-3. it is seen that deviations for methane range

h m -8% to +4% which WC quite satisfactory in view of the fact b a t rcported mesurement precision was f 2-59 (see Table 4-8). Compared to the IS model's deviation in

Fig. 4-2, the modified mode1 Iooks only marginally clBertnt sincc methane is rrasonably
weii desmbcd as a single hard sphere moleculc. For other components, gaseous di&

fusivities at low pressure wen not available. so that only liquid or dense-gaseous diffusivities werc usai to n p s s the parameteers.

Fit results of slightly heaviu n-alkanes,such as ethane and propane in Tables 4-9 to 4-10,
an in good agreement to cxpcrhental accuracies rcponed by Greiner-Schmidt et al.
(1991). BegiDning with n-butane, we find a dynamic mixture of conformations: i.e.,

nam and gauche. From ri-C4Hio to n-CtsH74. Liquids have dureashg number of the
tram conformation and incnasing number of the chah shortencd forms (with gauche
bonds) (Barteli and Kohl. 1963; Schaufele, 1968). in addition, there are two confïica'ng

phenornena in the conformation of aïkancs undes pressun. For some rrlatively medium
long-chained n-akanes, at lest as Iong as n-hexadccane (CisHw), the numbcr of
guuche bonds haceses as pressure incrrases. so that the molecules b m e mrc globular in shape (Schoen et al., 1968). Aoweva; fot vcry long-chained n-alkanes. Schoen
and Wundcr (1980) repw that an incrta~ein prcsaire (las than 5 I a l o h ) caused an

increase in ratio of tram to gauche Raman band intensities for molten Ca&

and

C4~HW
alkanes. indicating a tendency toward chah snaightening with incrcasing pres-

sure*

This work investigated how uiis change of conformations might have affectcd diffusivi-

ties for n-alkanes higha than n-propane. For n-butane and n-pentane (as seen in Table
4-10). the modified IS model fails to make any improvement, becaux the deviation fkom

spherical symmetry is largcr than for ethane and propane and cannot be compensated by

coiling through conformational tram-gauche quilibria leading to the formation of more
spherical rimdom coils (Bachl et d. 1992). For n-aikanes longer than n-pentane. the

modifiai IS mode1 is somewhat supaior to the IS rnodel. due to the incorporation of the

multiple hard sphcic factor N. It is impomint O note that for n-allcanes longer than nniacontane the modificd IS model shows superiority to the IS model and reduces the

RMSE h m 11.38% to 5.58%. Cornparison of Figs. 4-2 and 4-3 for long alkanes shows
that the modified IS model was able to reduce the deviation range of n-triacontane h m f
2796 to f 15%. and that of the othcr long nomial alkanes h m an average o f f 18%to f

10%.

An aitanative P 0 by Erpcnbeck and Wood (1991) was tcsted in this mdy for corn-

parison piaposes. and is in the f m ofr

where: g = (1-1/2)/(1-q3, q-36. V N o = w ,and ndcrived in Eqn. 6 5 . Thnt corn-

ponenû including methane, n-hexadecant, and polyethylene wax (n-ClsH3io) were

chosen. and their fit rcsults to the experimntaî data are presented in Table 4-1 1. O v e d ,
it is seen that P O of Eqn. 4-4 and the alternative P O pcrfomi relatively the same.
W

e the alternative P 0is slightly kmr for short-range alkanes, P (n) of Eqn. 4-4 is

slightly b e a a for long-range n-ailcanes and both have a marginal difference in perfor-

mance for medium-range n - h e s . It is evident tbat the factor N, not P O,
is the biggest contributor to a good fit of seEdBision

for long-chained n o d alkanes.

For engineering probkms, it is important to have generaüzed fwictions for aii seifciiffision paramttcrs. B a d on plots of seif-dif'sion properties in Table 4-10 with
respect CO carbon numkr. the following cquations w a e genaatcd and wcrc correlated

against Carbon Nurnber (nc).

-

-

WkB(K)= 45.721 1 77.5105 in(nc) +U4.7692 @ ~ ( n c ) ) ~

Eqns. 4-61 need to be koken off at n-propane, becaux zmns and gauche confôrmations
begin to appcar at n-butant. Whcn parameters h m Eqns. 4-61 to 4-63 arc used to calcu-

late seKdiffusion, self-dinusivities are pttdicteâ with the anns as shown in Table 4-12.
It is apparent from cornparison of Tables 610 and 4-12 that the pioposed generalization

offers significantly worse results of self-diausivities. nierefore, nsuits based on optimized parameters (such as Table 4-10) WUalways be preferrod when data are availabie. A

genaalized method is stiU very useu, however, considering the lack of expeiimental
measuremtnts available. Also note that parameters fbm Eqns. 4-61 to 4-63 are not

recommended for precise ~ e ~ d i f h i s i v i caldations
ty
of n-propane and n-butane as seen
in Fig. 4-4 where deviations as high as f 70%are inuoduced.

Table 4-14 summarizes binary interaction parameters, ka$, which wcre fit to experimcnta1 data for various binaries ushg pure componcnt parameters calcdatcd from Eqns. 4-61

to 4-63. 0vcral.iM D and RMSE in Table 4-14 arc respectively 2.48%and 3.44%.show-

ing that the modifiai IS mode1 could successhilly be extended to calculation of infinite

dilution mutual difisivity. The binary interaction parameters appear to be tempaanueindependent for a given pair of solute and solvcnt, but dcpendent on which component is

chosen as a solute. For instance, as show in Table 4-14, kap of nsctane at infinite dilution in n-dodecane is different fiom that of n-dodecane at infinite dilution in n-octane.

The same situation is observed bctwetn n-heptane and noctane. Obviously this evidence suppons thwries of com~tion-dependtntliquid mixture dinusivity (reviewed
by Reid et uf.. 1987). e.g. Vignes T'heory,

when g = [ab,/ainr,]T,p,u is the activity. andx is the mole fiaction.

In this wopk. parameters of the Modifiai IS d e l for caiculating the diffusion

coefficients of aaphthalene in supercritical COz w u e estirnated. The parameter estimation however is compiicated since only the cxperimental data of seIf-diffusion of COz
and binary dinusion of COIand naphthalene are available in the fiterature. The fint step

taken was to estimate self-diffusion parameters as prtsentcd in Table 4-10. The next step

was to estimatc both selfsinusion parameters of aaphthalene and the bmary interaction

parameter ka which is s h o w in Table 4-14. In the lattez computaaon, it was assumed
that the solvent is composai mainly of CO2, so that the densîty us&

is the same as that

of pure CO2. The asaunption is based on the fact that the mole fiactions of naphthdene
in CO 2 at experimental condition prcsentd in chapta 4 (Le. up to 140 bar) arc less than
2 % The self4iffusïon parametcrs for naphthalene w a e found to k:ou = 0.7 m and

dk = 300 K.Both sets of experimental data wae rcproduceù very weU as shown in Figures 4-5 and 4-6, as weU as Tables 4-10 and 4-14.

4.6. Conclusions

1.

The 1s model was madifieci by inuociucing a multiple hard-sphut tcmiN into the
probability fiinction of molecular collisions (Eqn. 44). The new mode1 prcserves
the mal volume and mass of the molecules and produas betm fits of seKditfusion for long-chained nonnai aikanes. Generaiizcd parameters a * ~E/k
, and

N wcrc developed as a fmction of carbon numkr alone for use in engineering
calculations
2.

The modified IS model was extended to binaqr diffusion and tcsted for infinite
dilution mutual diffusivity of n-aikanes. A temperature-independent, binary
interaction parameter, kap. was inooduced. and was used to cornlate binary
diffusivity data with very encouraging rcsults. UtiliPng the generalized

parameten even for propane and n-butane, it was possible to match binary
difhsivity data within the RMSE of 3.4496,

3.

The modified IS model was also applicable to non-alkane systems. In this work, it
was successfuily extended to both seif- and binary diffusions of CO2 and

naphthalene.

Table 4-8. Expaimentai Acctuacits for Self-DiEusiviaes
Data Sources
biner-Schmidt et ai. (1991).
Harris (1978).Hams and Trappeniers (1980)
Grenier-Schmidt et ai. (1991)
Bachl and Luedemann (1986)

Harris et d (1993)
Vardag et ai. (1990)
Dymond and Harris (1992)
Vardag et ai. (1991)
Robinson and Stewart (1968)

Table 4-9. Fit rcsults of the IS Mode1 for Self-Difision
AADD

AADD = average abosolute deviation of divusivity
RMSE = mot mean square anrr

1

Table 4-10. Fit resuits of the Modified IS mode1 for SeKDiffusion

Component
Methane
Ethant
Ropanc
n-Bu tane
noPentane
n-Octane
nacane
n-C14Hm
16H34

n°C30M62
n-c SOM102
n-C78H 158
*C luHo10
CO2

AADD
3.79
2.59
2.93
7.64
5-08
3.02
2.20
6.29
7.01
6.37
6.72

2.60
2.29
8.57

Table 4-1 1. Fit rcsults of an Alttniativt mode1 for Self-Diffusion

Table 4-12. Results of the Modified IS mode1 for Self-Diffusion
with parametus fram Eqns. 4-20.4-21. and 4-22

RMSE
7.54
4-79
27.69
37.04
7.18
1356
10.59
8.77
10.20
13.01
8.35
5-59
2.74

Table 4-13. Experimcntal Accuracies for Binary Diffusivities

Data Sources
BMcs
nCsH18*-Cl6HY*h nC7H16
hktthews and Akgaman (1987)
Manfiews and Akgerman (1987)
nCsHa*-C 16&4* in nC 12ff
Erkcy and Akgerman (1989)
C lH4*aCi4Hm* in nC8Hlr
Iomtev and TKLhanskaya (1964)
CIOH**- CO2
* = solute in infiaite dilution

Accuracies '
1%
1%
1%
8%

Table 4-14. Fit results of the Modified IS M&l for Infinite Dilution Binary Diffusivities
with pure parameters h m Eqns. 4-61.4-62, and 4-63
RMSE
1.77
1.22
1.90
1.51
2.92
2.09
1. lQ
1.84
2.69
2.44
5.30
5.34
4.98
5.35
5.33
4-40
8.26
8.43

* = solute in infinite dilution

Chapter 5. Experimental Work

The objective of this expaimcntal work was to meannt (convcctive) mas transfer data
ktween solid naphthalene and supaCntical CO2. Tbc chcdcafs us&

w a e CO2

a ~ e r o b i c(99.99% minimum purity) pmhased b m Gas Arc, mgasy. Aikrta, and
naphthalene (99%purity) pmchased fiom Aldrich Chernical Co. Wisconsb. USA 'hey
are uscd as purchased. As a solvent for clcaning purposes. toluene (100%) pwchased

h m Van Watas and Rogers Limited was utilized.

5.1 Experimental Setup

The experimental set-up is desaibed in Fig. 5-1. A discription of each portion of the
apparatus is given below with numkrs refcning to Fig. 5-1.

High pressures at a constant fiow rate w c n achievcd with a Ruska pump (catalog
numbec 2248 W.
serial numkr: 17765). or described as input pump (no.2)and output

pump (no. 6) in Fig. 5-1. The Ruska has a pumping rate h m 5 to 1120 cc/hrlcylinder
and deliverabIe rates are shown in Table I l below. The Ruska pump contains two
cylinders and two pistons which can k moved eitha in the samc dircction, or in the
opposite direction, with the same spctd.

nie measurement of temperature was conducted with a type-Tthermocouple (pwchased

from Aii-Temp, Calgary. Alberta). This type is one of the oldest and most popular

Table 5- 1. Pumping Rates in cc/hr,/cylinder

themocouples for dctermining temperatures within the range fiam about 370 O C d o m to

the triple point of neon (- 248.5939 OC). Howevcr, the ASTM rtcommends the type-T

-

thermocouple for use in the temperame range from 200 OC to 370 O C in vacuum or in
oxidiziag, reducing or inert atmospheres. The suggested uppa tempcraaut iimit for con-

tinuous service of protected type-T thmnicouplcs is set at 370 O C for AWG 14 (1.63
mm) thermoelements since type-TP thermotkments oxidize rapidly above this temperame. The

ASTM Standard E230-87 in the 1992 AnnuaI Book of ASTM Standards

specines that the initial caiibration tolaanccs for type-Tcommercial thamocouples be f
1 O C or f 0.75%(whichever is greater) between O OC and 350 O C , and f 1 O C or f 1.5%

(whichever is greater) between - 200 O C and O OC.

In this expcrimtnt, thae are three thcrmocouplcs indicatcd as T M ,TI-2, (both of which
is shown in Fig. 5-1)and TL3 (not shown in Fig. 5-1). AU of them are comected to

QMON

- a data acquisition and control software package - devcloped by

Solar

Calorimetcy Laboratory, Queens University, Kingston. ON. Initially, QMON rradings

arc c a b a t e d against Digi-Cal II (a Digital Thamocouple Instrument Calibratar, mode1
AN6520) mauufacnntd by Analogic Corporation. Wakefield. Massacusetts, USA.

Tables 5-2 shows the ~IUC rcading (T,OC) displaycd by the Digi-Cal II and the QMON
reading (P.
O C ) . Relationships beovecn the two temperatures for di themocouples are
obtained from the least-squaremethod as presented in Eqn. 5-1:
Table 5-Za Calibration of QMON Reading for TI-1

(June 11,1993;14: 10)

Tme Reading, OC

QMON Reading, O C

Table 5-2b.Calibration of QMON Reading for TI-2

(June 11.1993; 14:lO)

QMON Reading, O C

Table 5-2c. Calibration of QMON Reading for TL3

(June 11,1993; 14: 10)

Truc Reading, O C

QMON Reading, OC

for Ti-1:

for TI-2:

for Ti-3:

Pressures are measund with a Mode1 M l G P AlphaLine Gage Pressure Transniner
-referred to as PI in Fig. 5-1

- purchascd h

m Rosemount Inc. Specifications of the

1 lStGP Gage Pressure Transmitter can be divided into two:
1. Functional Specifications

S e ~ c c liquid
:
gas. and vapour

Ranges: O - 3000 psig

-

Outputs: 4 - 20 mA dc or 10 50 mA dc

-

Power Supply: T m d t t e r operates on 12 30 V dc with no load

Indication: Optional mcur with 2.3 in (58.5 mm). O to 100% scaie. Indication accuracy
is I2% span

Zero Elevation and Suppression: Maximum

tm, elevation

maximum zen,suppression 500% of calibrated span
Overpressure Limits: O psia ta 45ûû psi
Humidity Lirnits: O to 10% relative humidity

Volumeaic Displacement: Less than 0.01 cubic in.

600% of caiibration span.

Accuracy: f 0.25% of calibrateci span includes combinai eff-

of lintaTity, hystcrisis

and m t a b i l i t y
Stability: f 0.25% of uppcr range limit folsix months

-

Temperatme Eff&ct=at maximum span (O 100 psig), zero aror is at f 0.5% of span pcr
35 O C ; at minimum span (O

- 17 psig), zero em>ris at f 3.096 of span pa 55

O C

Vibration Enect: f 0.05%of upper range limit pcr 200 Hz in any axis

Power Supply EEect: Lcss than 0.005% of output span per volt

The 1151 GP Alphaline Gage Ressun Transmitter which is later refered to as PI is connected to the QMON data acquisition system. Again, the QMON reading is calibrated
against the true reading h m #58-155 Precision Rcssure Standard made by Chandler
Enginee~gCompany based on dead weight meamment. Table 5-3 shows the relationship between the two readings.

The relationship between P and i is obtained with the Ieast-square method for thc founhorder polynomial:

P = 2.9454344 +O4 - 4.3027386e +O4 i+ 2.472162le+O4 i

-

To determine an absolute pressure from the g a u p pressure (P), a baromtric pxessure of
665 mm H g was utüizcd.

Tablc 5-3. Clatibration of QMON Reading for PI
Gauge Reading
(Pin kPa)
6218.9
6353.9

6738.9
7472.9
8569.9
9768-9
9868.9
12068.9
12168.9
13568.9
13638.9

Composition measunment is paformed with a Shimadzu gas chromatograph (mode1
GC-9A). in orda to determine whether the= is contamination in the line. The staft-up

procedures for the GC-PA in this experimcnt are summarized below:
1. Settiag the column oven temperatme propsamminq

Set the initial temperature of the column oven to 70 O C , by pressing keys as foiiows:

COL, I.TEMP, 70, ENT. And, set the temperature progrannning rate at 8 OUmin by
depressing the foiiowing keys: P.RATE, 8, ENT. Finaily, set the final cdumn oven temperaturt at 110 OC by inputting as follows: ETEMP, 110,ENT. This programming wiii
teli the GC-9A to stop the analysis when the column oven ttmpcraturc ratches 110 OC.

and to cool off the column oven back to 70 O C to restan the ncxt analysis.
2. Settinp:the maximum column oven temperature

The GC-9A is set at the maximum column ovcn temperature to 300 O C by depressing the
keys as foliows: SHDTS, FüNC, 7, EN',110,ENT, SHïFî.D, and ESCAPE. When
the column oven temperature reaches the maximum temperanin set hen, "OVER COL"

is displayed and temperature conrrol of the column aven is suspendai, Icawig the

col-

oven hater Off and the burter wntinuously sounds for a b n o d t y . When cir-

cumstances bcwme abnormal, ruet column oven tcmpaaturc to the appropriate value or

revise the maximum column oven temperature and
the tempera-

set the CE key.

From this moment

contml of wlumn oven is mstazted. If the circumstances an sriu abnor-

mal with this opcration, p o w a is suspendcd not to rcach the wlumn oven heater again,

OVER COL is displayed and a buner sounds. This requirts rechecking.
3. Setting Injection Temperature

The ternperanue in the detector block is the same as the temperature in the injaction

block, which is set to 300 OC. The setting method is as follows: INJ, 300, W.
4. S tarting column oven temperature control

Tum ON GC power switch. After setting as instructed in 1.2, and 3, depnss the START
key. From this tiw one. ali temperattue conaols are started.

The other important parts attached to the GC-SA arc Thamal Conductivïty Detcctor

m).a capillary column DB5/87555A.and an HP-3396Aintegrator. The TCD has the
following specification:

Detector

:

Tungsten filament

Maximum temperature

:

399 O C

Powcr source

:

Constant-currcnt control method

Zero adjustment

:

Accurate and rough

Sensitivity

:

about 7000mV.mVmg (dependhg on sample

and condition)
This detector does not have a v a y high suititivity, but it is applicable to a l l samples and
is especialiy effective for gas anaiysis. Helium, nitrogen, argon and hydtogen cm be
used as carrier gases, although heiium is most suitable and is used in this experiment.

Suitable flowing quantity of helium for the capillary column DBS is about 50 mlhin.
Sensitivity of the TCD is changed in proportion to the supplied current cubed. In order to

obtain a big peak, ATTENTION is set at 2. The TCD is equipped with a controller so that

one can pmgram some hinctions to the detector. The programming of the con~ollerin
this experiment is as follows:

Temperature setting: Temperature setting of TCD oven should be approximately 20 to 50
OC higher than the column oven temperature (or final temperature in case of temperature

program). Since the maximum and final column oven temperature is 110 OC, 130 O C is

chosen as the temperature setting of TCD oven. To do the programmllig, depress the

TCD key on key bard, key-input 130 as the sethg temperature, and finaily depress the

ENT key.
Temperature control: The maximum aiiowable temperature is 450 OC, beyond which
powa supply to the heater of the TCD oven is suspended and OVER T m is s h o w as a

display.

C m n t setting: The cumnt value possible to set is between O mA and 200 mA. However, the maximum current value possible (IM,mA) to supply TCD filament be related to

the kind of carrier gas and the temptraturc setting of TCD oven ( T T , ~O C, ) . For helium

as carrier gas. IMis detcrmined by the foilowing quation:

IM 2583333 -0.5833
As TTCo is set at 130 O C ,

(5-3)

lu calculated h m Eqn. 5-3 is 182.5 mA. Ancl, in this txperi-

ment the cuacnt value flowing into the TCD filament is chosm as 150 mA. Since then

TCD is nxed to DET number 4, depress the keys as follows: DET. 4. ENT. CRR, 150,
and ENT (in this case, 150 mA is set). As a> the HP-3396A integrator. the foilowing

functions arc chosen: ATI' = 2, AR REJ = 50, THRSH = 2, and the maximum anaiysis
time = 4.9 min.

A Temperature controiier (TC) - Haake E-52 @ower supply: 115 Volt) is ut-

in

order to control the temperature of the water bath. The wntrollable taperanire range
achieved by the TC is between 35 and 80 O C .

The stm-up procedures arc as foiiows:
1.

mich a desirrd system pnssun

2.

load the samples (glass beads. naphthalene pdls, and conon) in extractor
(apparatus no. 5 in Fig. 5-1)

3.

turn on temperature contmiler TC to reach and control a d e s i d temperature

The second and third stan-up procedurces are vtry maighdomard, and will not k elaborated h a . But,the f b t procedure involves several steps as follows:
close valves V-1. V-2,and V-3. and N l y pull pistons in pumps 2 and 6

open vaive V-1 until a constant pressure (king the same as the tank4 prrssun)
in 6 is rcachcd

close valve V-1, and adjust the Ruska pump in such a way that the piston in pump
6 moves fornard, and the one in pump 2 stands still
if the pressure in pump 6 starts to climb, open valve V-2 until the piston in pump

6 cannot move forward anporc, and then close valve V-2
if the desirrd pressure is reached in pump 6, stop the start-up procedure;

otherwise, go back to step 2 above
Afterward, the sysrem is Rady for operation, during which:

1.

valves V-2, V-3, V-4, and V-S are open

2.

adjust the Ruska pump so that the piston in pump 2 moves forward with the same

speed as the piston in pump 6 moves backward

5.3. Results and Discussion

Before mas-transfcr cxperiments w m conducted, the ieliability of the experimcntal
set-up in Fig. 5-1 was checked ushg published solubiiity data of naphthdene in carbon

dioude. Initially, Ti-3 was mounted at the outlet of extractor 5 in order to sec the tempenture difference betwccn inlet and outlet temperattues of the extractor. However, TI-

3 was subsequentiy removed since the element caused significant solid deposition in the

line and causai plugging.

The ratios of extractai naphthalene to csrbon dioxidt solvent rangcd h m 2.18% to
6.0796. The différences ktwcen T2(measurtd by TI-2) and T 3 (rneasuffd by TL3 pior
to its rcmoval) w a e within the experimentd arcn off 0.3S°C (except for the dtst thm

points in Tabk 5-4). Big temperature différences for die first thrce points arc probably
caused by solid deposition at the outlet which f i d e r causes heat a temperanue drop due

to the Joule-Thompson effec~Based on the other points in Table 5 4 , it is concluded that

temperature differences arc experimentally negligibk and can be ignorai
Table 5-4. Tempera=

measurements with Tb3 prior to its removal

CO2 con-

C loHs con-

sumed, g

sume& g

During the solubility wasurcments, naphthaiene prills of 3.1 mm OD wcrc replaced with

raw flake naphthalene. The rcason for this was to achieve equilibrium solubility by

fulfilling nquinments as described in Eqns. 2-188 to 2-191. 22 data points were measured and are shown in Table 5-5 below.

Table ES. Measurcmtnt diÿuig Solubility Experiments

Initial
Date

Final

Pkessmc Sig-

-g

-*

g

nalsfromPI

14.i.94
15.i.M
175.94
01.ii.94

143.48
14356
142.58
146.75

03.3.94
04.ii.94

144.79

14032
14195
142.06
145.01
140.94
14037
13858
13738
138.23
13851
108.21
107.80
105.29
114.10
10735
103.18
104.84
104.02
10355
101269
102.756
104.615

3.573
3.19 1-3.085
2983-2976
3.164-3.140
3.040.3.422
3383-3351
3.699-3.63 1
3958-3986
3.733-3.71 1
3.798-3 -720
3.467-3 -458
3.171-3.174

08.5.94
175.94
235.94
05.iÜ.94

163.94
16.iii.94

3 1S.94
08.iv.94

16.~94
14.vü.94
14.vü.94
19.vü.94
20.vu.94
17.~534
25.vüi.94
26,vüi.94

143Sû
141.64
14255
14229
140.46
109.40
10899
1079 8
115.17
107.47
104.90
106.43
10692
106.77
106.213
106.845
107.114

3.325-3368
3.05503.O86
2679-2.837
3.265-33 13
3263.252
3.695.3.702
3.580-3.629
3.871-3934
3.722-3.801
3.545-3.615

CO2 BOWrate at

Tl*
25.
25.
25.
25.
25.
W.
175
25.
25.
25.
W.
25.
100.
100.
70.
80.

80.
80.
80.

200.
160.
160.

CO con-

sumed at

Tl
100.
lm*
100.
100.
100.
100.
70.
100.
100.
48.
40,
60.
100.
100.
100.
80.
70.
80.
100,
100.
102.
100.

The data points arc convened into temperatme-pressure-vapourmole fraçtion ( C l o H 8 )
data as shown in Table 5-6. Aho. the experimcntal precision for each data point was

estimated as foilows:

w h m 6n,is the mass loss of naphthaltne d&g

the solubility measurcwnt.

Table 5-6. Data of T-P -y of Naphthdene in CO
Calc. y, mole fi.
0.7632e-03

The solid mode1 discussed in Chapter 3 with parameters in Table 3-10 and Eqns. 3-91

and 3-92gives rasonable prcdiction of the naphthalene vapour mole fiaction (2194% in
root mcan square aror) although the p d c t e d solubilities arc gencrally lowcr than those

measurcd in this work.

Finaîiy, experimcntal work for mass nansfer produces 45 data points as show in Table
5-7 below. In these experimenu, the= an two differenccs with the prcvious equilibrium

solubility ones:
1. CO2flowratc is much higher.

2. naphthalene p d s of 3.1 mm OD are used.

Table 5-7. Measurement during Mass Transfer Expriment~

- Initiai Mass
L4

(mm)
27.

16.1
14.
16.
II.
14.2
12.8
12.
12.
13.
12,
17.5
14.
16.
17.2
15.5

15.5
13.5
12.
14.5
13.1
20.
24.
25,
20,

30.
21.

Wd* g

121.%
1 14.96
117.13
1 15.79
116,
1 16.27
1 15.05
1 15.74
1 16.22
1 15.545
1 15.344
116,122
1 14,524
1 15.832
1 15.763
114.412
1 16.14
1 14.778
1 1 5,994
115.293
1 15.223
1 15.435
114,350
1 1 3.283
1 14.6%
1 13,66
114,977

Final Mass
Wf*

s

121.41
1 15.33
1 15.43
114.97
114.75
114,OS
li2.S
1 l3J6
114.74
109.913
1 12.72
1 13.727
109,567
111.512
1 1 1,945
109,917
112.53
110.617
1 13.362
11 1.3%
113.11
114.006
1 13.586
1 12,683
1 14,212
113.363
114.669

Chapter 6. Modelling of NIMS Trader Measurement

This chapta is a continuation of the prcvious one. and experheutal mass msfer data
will be andyzcd in d e r to calculate the convcctive mass &cr

coefficient k, ktwcen

soiid naphthalene and SCF CO 2.

6.1. Formdation of the problem

With an asnunption of an isothemal and isobaric proctss, one can u t i h a mass balance

(C being mass concentration of naphthalene in SCF COz) to mode1 the dissolution of
naphthalene in S C F carbon dioxide described previously.

Utilizing a constant dcnsity assumption (for isothamal dissolution), Eqn. 6-1 can be
rewritten in term of mass &action x as follows:

where Eqn. 6-3 is dtrivcd h m a CO2 mass balance, and

The equations are solved numericdïy using the foUowing rrswiats:
Initial Condition:

Boundary Conditions:

Eqn. 6-6 is well-known as Danckwerts boundary condition (Danckwerts, 1953).

Since naphthalene dissolves duriag the experimnt, the the-dependent height (L)and

weight (W.) should k deteTmined as foiiows:

where:

p,, = density of naphthalene without porcs =0.997 glcc
vo is as defincd in Eqn. 6-3a

where A is as deficd in Eqn. 6 3 b

In ordcr to solve the prcvious cquations, one ne& to deterrnine several constants and
variables, such as IV:,

4,L*,L&, Q,, a. DL and r:

The weight of glass W s ' Iayers is determinecl expàmenrally as shown in Table 6-1
below.

Table 6-1. Relationships ktween lcngth and weight of the glass kad bed
(MeasUCd on 4th Novemkr 1994, at 15:OO)

Weight of the glass bead k a d
(g)

The previous data can k conelated by the foilowùig equation :

where:
wgb = the weight of the

gless bead bed in gnuas

Lgb =thelengthofrheglassbcadbcdinmm=Li -L2+L3 -L4

L 1 = the length of extractor = 258 mm

The initial weight of naphthalene prüls (w!) can be detemiined by substracting W* (see
Eqn. 6-9) and the weight of extractor (w,) h m the total initial weight (w,), as follows:
w:tw,-w,,-w,

(6-10)

where: w, = 95.137 g; wfi is fouad in the sixth column from the leh ofTable 5-7.

The same procedure applies for the detaminhg the final weight of naphthalene p d s

(4)
as follows:
WI;=wir-w*-w,

where: wf is found in the seventh column h m the left ofTable 5-7.

The iniiial height of naphthaiene with pores (L*)
can be computed from:
LO

'LI -Lt

The initiai height of naphthalene without pores CL$)c m be determined fkom:

where:

de = diameter of extractor -- 11 mm

Pn = density of naphthalene without porcs = 0.997 %oc

€6

is demmincd as follows:

The expanal surface m a pa unit volume, a. for naphthalene prills is estimated fiom

Table 6-2 (Green et ai.,1984) where d, is 3.1 mm.

Table 6-2. Extemal Surface Area per Volume of Solid Bed

Values of a, m'lm'
% void space (eb)
26
107
133
178
266
533
1066

5330

30
101
126
168
252
504
1008
5040

40
86.4
108
144
216
432
864
4320

50

72
90
120
180
360
720

3600

The axial dispersion DL is caicuiated from Eqn. 2-194 described in Chapter 2.

t (time)

Since Eqns. 6-2 to 6-8 art written far uasteady state, we necd to determint the total t h e
(t) during the cxpcriment. T

i t is the ratio of the volume of CO2consumed (V) and the

flow rate of CO2 (qo).

R, incrcmenu arc chosen in the z-direction, and Rl incrtments in t. bnsequently, Az =
L 'IR, and At = t/Rl, where L is the length of naphthalene bed which varies with t h e k.

At initial timc (ka)
the.following conditions apply:
*!=O

forlSiSR,+l

(6- 15)

At k>O in a domain 1 < i < Rz + 1, Eqn. 6-1 is dimctized by taking a forward ciifference
for the tirne-dependent tem, yielding the following equation:

63.Solution Procedure

The fundamental solution procedm of Eqn. 616 is that xk+' is computed bas& on
known xk. Typically in this problcm, a llynudc solution is chosen in order to simplify

cornputer programming without ducing the solution quality. A new time -dependent
vaziable (z)replaces O in the right hand side of Eqn. 6-16 and it yields the foliowing

equation:

(6-2 1)

Equation 6-21 is solved explicitly. In order to make it casier to understand the explicit
solution procedure, let us replace the computed variable xf+' with Xi and k t US innoduce

a nnite differcnce form of the quarion's the-dependent term:
at k O in a region l d d t +1 :

must be
dz

+
;1
,

As

zero, a situation in which

x;+' -xi"
AT

i s lcss than a p e t tolerance

A detailed solution algonthm for the entire rnass-msfer equations discussed so fa.is as

R, = 9. R, = 60. L* as determined in Eqn. 6-12 ;w: as detennined in Eqn.

610; and assume a positive vaIue for k, (Le.. 0.1 10-~mls)
cdculate x, bascd on parameters in Table 3-10 and Eqns. 3-90 and 3-91

stan from k=O in which xy is corn Eqn. 6-15

calculate & and At rcspactivcly h m L&/R, and tlR,; then detenninc A t
from &/lûûûû (note:'
L becomes L0 in case that ka)

calculate x:+' using Eqns. 622.617, and 6-18 and setting X! =Xki

-

if the absolute value of @y1XF)/AT> 1 0 ~retum
~ . to step 4

calculate Lkh m Eqa. 6-19. and w: from Eqn. 6 2 0

8.

set$+'=~i'+'

9.

if R, < 60, calculate die next kU xi by zepeaàng step 3; otherwise go to
step 10

IO.

if R, = 60, compare calculatcd

IV:

and expcrimtntai

4 (calculated in

Eqn. 6-11); if the comparison is within 0.1%. stop the calcuiation;
othawise, use the Newton-Raphson procedm to update k, and rcpeat
step 3

6.4. Results and Discussion

The rcsula of computation arc pmented in Table 6-3,which shows convective mass
aansfer coefficients, viscosities and densities of CO2, superficiai velocities. molocular
diffusivities between naphthalene and carbon dioxide, density differcntials, porosity and
surface areas of the naphthalene peilets. Physical and transport pmperties in Table 6 3
are given in detail btlow:
1.

p is the mass density of CO2 computed h m Eqns. 4-53 to 4-58

2.

v 0 is computed h m Eqn. 6-3a

3.

p is tk viscosity of CO based on equations by Vcsovic (1990)

4.

D, is the infinite dilution muniai di&isivity of naphthalene in CO as computed

Table 6-3. Mass Tmsfer Propcrtits ofThis Work

Date
30.vi.94
1l.vii.94
14,vüW
14.vïi.W
14-vïi.94
19.vii.W
19,vüW
25.vii.W
25,vZ.W
01-viü.94
01-viii.94
OI.viii.94
06.vii.s
08.viÜ.W

08.viu.94
17.viii.94
17.Viü.94
20.viii.94
20.viii.94
22.Xi.94
22A.94

0IJUi.W
Ol~.W
MAiis
Oaaii*W
MJcii.94
0o.xii.W
WZ94
09Ai.94
O9sii.W
OS.xii.94
09.xii.W
l2.xii.94
12Ai.94
12.xii.94
12.xü.w
12.xii.W
14JUi.94
14zïi.W
14.xii.W
14.xii.94
19Ai.94
19.xii.94
19.xii.W
19.xii.94

Table 64. Dimensiodess Variables of This Work

by Eqm. 4-27 to 4-32 (note: parameters for CO2 arc prcsented in Table 4-10.

parameters for naphthalene are ou = 0.7 m and &/k= 3300 K as discussed in

Chapta 4, and the biary interaction parameter is presentcd in Table 4-14)

Ap is dcnsity differtnce ktween fluids near and away h m naphthaiene pdls and

is wmputed fiom the TBS EOS with pammeters shown in Table 3-10, Eqns. 3-90
and 3-91
&b is calculated from Eqns. 6-14

a is estimated h m Table 6-2.
Note that several points fail to reach a convugence for the final weight of naphthalene.
because the weight loss of naphthalene is always computed to be lower than the cxperimental value, no manu what valut of k, is chosen. The phenornenon is probably caused

-

by high rnass-msfa rates, so that the terni (x, x (2. t ) )in Eqn. 6-2 becmes very small

and very sensitive to the accurate measurement of mass fkaction of naphthalene in SCF
CO ?. As a result, k, for the points cannot k d e t e d e d from the cumnt experiments.

A xnsitivity analysis was conducted for experimtntal data mcasured on the 14th of July

1994, at 13:lS. nie purpose was to sec which vasiables greatïy affkct the estimated k,.

Four important variables werc saidics, thoi ir. pressure, the temperature of the extractor.
weight loss of naphthaiene and the density of CO2 at the extractor condition. Fig. 6 1
shows the rcsuits. It is seen that the original kc (qua1 to 0.45 1ow3mls) drops drastically
to 0.31 1oW3mls when

pressure inneases by 1%. or when the exnactor temperature

demases by 1 O C . Naphthalene weight loss and CO2 density only marginally affect the
predicted values of kc. Funher analysis on the predicted mole ftaction of naphthalene

inside the extractor shows an iniilgubg rtsult (set Fig. 6 2 ) . The effect o f f and Ton the
caicdatcd value of A, is a renilt of the variation in the p d c t e d quilibrium solubiiity of

naphthalene in CO2. Aithough the outlet mole fiaction of naphalene remaias unchanged,

this change of solubility brings the significant nduction of &.

nie vdues of Sh, h m this work as shown in Table 69 can k cornparcü to published
correlations for supercritical fluids. such as those developed by Lirn et al. (1990). Lim
et al. (1989). and Tan et al. (1988). A summary

given below:

1. Lim et al. (1990)

2.

L i .et ai. (1989)

of the thrcc published correlations is

Original

P+i%

T2- I°C

O

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

See Legend

Figure 6-1. Sensitivity Analysis (data, 141Ju1194, l3:lS)
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3. Tan et al. (1988):

where:

Some conditions on which Eqns. 6-23 to 6-25 were pmposed can be seen in Table 6-5.

Table 6-5. Some Limitations of Published Correlations of Mass Transfer
-

-

--

--

-

Equation/Soince
I

This W O ~ C
6-23
6-24
6-25

and This Work
Ranges of Dimensionless Variables
Sc
Gr,
Rep
9.8~1@
- 8.2~10'
55-324
3-7
144
4.73~10'
2 - 11
4-135
2
-11
78 3.25~10'
2-70
n.a.
n.a.
1.5- 20

-

-

- - -- - -

.

-

Fig. 6-3 summarizes tbe cornparison k t w t t n Sh, valu*; from this work and other works

mentioned in Eqns 6-23 to 6-25. The figure only plots Shp versus Rep.Since the two do
not scem amdate weil. it is clear that Reynolds numbers alone are not sufficient to

predict Shawood numbers. Fig. 6 3 can be rc-plotted in a diffant fahion. as seen in

Fig. 6-4, and it is now seen that Eqns. 6-23 to 6-25 wbich wcre developed for Reynolds
numkn less than 135 mostly overprcdict Shp of this work which includes Reynolds
numbers up to 324.

(pua%alaas) dqs

Table 6-6. Cornparison of kc in Supercritical Fîuids

Source
This Work

Lim et al. (1990)
Lim et al. (1989)
Tan et ai. (1988)

Table 6-6 shows that k, values calculateci in the nubulent flow region of this work are

higher than predicted by other comlations developed in the larninar flow ngion. Using

the supercritical velocity, Joils and Hanratty (1966) have found that a transition h m the

-

lamuiar to turbulent flow in a packed bed occurs at Rep = 110 150, wbile Karabelas
et al. (1971)found the transition at Rep = 90

- 120. Therefore, data in this work are car-

ried out in the turbulent flow ngion.

Since it has ben shown in Fig. 6-3 that Rep alone is not sufficient to correlate Sh,, a
combination of Rep, Sc and Grp should be chosen to find the best possible comlation for

.

Sh, Four possible comlations were evaluatcû:

Sh, = 0.136 Rep0.783

sc1260

05-27]

Shp numbtts caiculatcd fiom the four quations given above wcrc tested against experimenral data as shown in Fig. 6-5. Eqn. 6-29 is shown to k the worst correlation for Shp

which is understandab1e &ce Eqn. 6-29 describes only pure naniral convection

(represented only by Gr, and Sc).

Funher examination of the other equations lads to the wrorkof Karabelas et ai. (1971)
who used boundary conditions to correlate mass adnsfer data in packed k d s at Sc =
1600. The summary of the conditions is presented in Table 6-7. In Table 6-7. there is a

boundary condition for the forced convection regime at Re, -r Re,,,.

Repvcis ReynoIds

number d e w g the transition fÎom latninar to turbulent flow. Accoding to Karabelas
et al. (197 1). the p o w a of Rep in the ngion is ktwten 0.5 and 0.67. and the powcr of Sc

is 0.3. If Re, approacheà infinity, according to KarabeIas et al. (1971) the power of Re,

becornes 0.7. The powas of dimcnsionless viuiables h m various sources are summarized in Table 6-8. It is shown that with regard to the power of Rep. this work is reasonable sincc the powcr of Re, is closer to the maximum value of 0.7 as stated by Karabelas
et al. (1971). For the powas of Sc and O?. it is hard to say what is most appropriate

since the comlations are quitc scanereü, especially when one compares the originai and
the modifiexi correlations of Lim et al. (1989; 1990).

Table 6-7. Boundary Conditions for Large Schmidt Numkn
Nahnzl Convection Regime
1. Laminar- largeSc

ShP ( G ~ ~ slac )

-

2. Turbulent large Sc

S$

Fozced Convection Regime - Ladnar Flow

(G~,sc)'"

1. Low Rep:

Shp = constant

2. For Re, + Rep,,,
and iarge Sc:

Shp R~;sc'"

1. For Rep

R~p,~v

and large Sc:
Sh, Re;Scm

2. For Re,
Low Sc

-+

-

Shp Re?Sc1'

and

Table 6-8. Cornparison of Powen of Dirnensioalcss Variables

Source
- -

This work

Karabelas et al. (1971)

Lim et al. (1990)
Lim et al. (1989)
Tan et ai. (1988)

Eqnmable

Powa of Rep

O

20

40

60

80

tOO

120

Sb, (this work)

Figure 6-5. Cornparison of Shemood Numbers from Proposed Correlations

Chapter 7. Condusions and Reeomrnendations

in the so1ubility study, convenaond mwig niles had the nme ndts as those obtaind
using a g E model. This is wt unexpected for the GPA data base which contains relatively i d d sysams Aiso. the same phenonmon should k expeaed for the carbon

-

dioxide and naphthalene system, VU.a hydmcarbon aonhydrocarban mixture. How-

-

ever, H V and WSHV mixing niles exceiled in correlating nonhydrocarbon nonhydro-

carbon mixttucs, such as the HE-H2binary as well as aqueous binaries such as Cl-H2O.

CO-H20, H2-H20,
HSS-=O,

and N2-H20.

In the diffusion study, the IS model was modifiai by introduting a multiple hard-sphere
tenn N into the probability function of molecular collisions. Generalized parameters
E/k and

N

werc developed as a function of carbon number alone for use in

engineering calculations The modified IS model was extended to binary diffusion and
tested for infinite dilution mutual diffusivity of a-alkanes as wcil as non-aikane systems,

such as naphthalene-CO2 biiary. The new mode1 prrsaves the total volume and mass of

the molecules and produces ktta fits of seKdi&lsion for long-chaincdnormal alkanes.

In the experiwntal study, both solubility and mass transfa data werc mcasurcà. The
solubility data are g e n d y bigher dian those available in the litcram. The mass

oansfer data weie measund at the nrrbulent flow region with Rep up to 324. The data
were funher analyzcd in order to obtain Shcnuood numbers Shp and other dimensionless

numbers. In general, publishcd correlations which wen developed in the lamlliar flow

region overpredict SCI, in this study. Cudations ktween Shp and othcr dimensïonless
numkn w a t proposai, and only Eqnr 647.628 and 630 arc recommendcd. Future

work shouid be focused on m m precision in temperature and pressure.
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The derivation of

at the binary criticai point is given as foiiows.

The molat Gibbs fice cnagy, g. fm a binary mixaire is givcn by:

where:

and when Xi is the mole fkaction of component i,

the excess molar Gibbs fke enugy,

and gj the standard state molar Gibbs fret energy of component i.

Eqn. 1- 1 is diEfertntiatcd with respect to x 1, and since:

and h m the Gibbs-Duhemequation

the foiiowing quation is derived:

And, the diff"ntiati0n

of Eqn. 1-5 with r r ~ p e cttox 1 gives:

Rearranging Eqn. 1-4 gives

Substituting Eqn. 1-7 into Q n . I-6 (note:x i +xz = 1) yields:

and the ciifferentiation of Eqn. I-8 with respect to x 1 yields:

Since at the binary critical point.

Eqn. 1-8 kcomes:

and Eqn. 1-9 becomes:

Let's rc-write Eqn. 4-16 for binary difision of molecules a at infinite dilution in solvent

P:

Since Eastcal and Wwif (1990) invcstigatcd bard-spherc liquids. Np cquals unity and
Eqn. II4 will becorne:

which, with the help of Eqn. 4-2, can k re-artanged into:

Easteal and Wooif (1990) propoxd a diffetcnt fonn off which in this appendix will be
caiied fim)as shown in the foilowing equation:

Table II-1. Coefficients of fuoctionfM3 (Easteal and Woolf, 1990)

Since the left-hand sides of Eqns. II-3 and II-4 arc similar, they can be cqualized as fol-

Iows:

which is the same as Eqn. 4-23.

